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1

Executive Summary

Background and Development Process
These Practice Guidelines for the Psychiatric Evaluation of Adults mark a transition in the Ameri-
can Psychiatric Association’s Practice Guidelines. Since the publication of the Institute of Medicine
(2011) report, “Clinical Practice Guidelines We Can Trust,” there has been an increasing focus on us-
ing clearly defined, transparent processes for rating the quality of evidence and the strength of the
overall body of evidence in systematic reviews of the scientific literature. These guidelines were de-
veloped using a process intended to be consistent with the recommendations of the Institute of Med-
icine (2011), the Principles for the Development of Specialty Society Clinical Guidelines of the
Council of Medical Specialty Societies (2012), and the requirements of the Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality (AHRQ) for inclusion of a guideline in the National Guideline Clearinghouse.
Parameters used for the guidelines’ systematic review are included with the full text of the guide-
lines; the development process is fully described in a document available on the APA Web site: http:/
/www.psychiatry.org/File%20Library/Practice/APA-Guideline-Development-Process--updated-
2011-.pdf. To supplement the expertise of members of the guideline work group, we used a “snowball”
survey methodology to identify experts on psychiatric evaluation and solicit their input on aspects
of the psychiatric evaluation that they saw as likely to improve specific patient outcomes (Yager et
al. 2014). Results of this expert survey are included with the full text of the practice guideline.

Rating the Strength of 
Research Evidence and Recommendations

The new guideline recommendations are rated using GRADE (Grading of Recommendations As-
sessment, Development and Evaluation), an approach adopted by multiple professional organiza-
tions around the world to develop practice guideline recommendations (Guyatt et al. 2008, 2013).
With the GRADE approach, the strength of a guideline statement reflects the level of confidence
that potential benefits of an intervention outweigh the potential harms (Andrews et al. 2013). This
level of confidence is informed by available evidence, which includes evidence from clinical trials
as well as expert opinion and patient values and preferences. Evidence for the benefit of a particular
intervention within a specific clinical context is identified through systematic review and is then
balanced against the evidence for harms. In this regard, harms are broadly defined and might in-
clude direct and indirect costs of the intervention (including opportunity costs) as well as potential
for adverse effects from the intervention. Whenever possible, we have followed the admonition to
current guideline development groups to avoid using words such as “might” or “consider” in drafting
these recommendations because they can be difficult for clinicians to interpret (Shiffman et al. 2005).

As described under “Guideline Development Process,” each final rating is a consensus judgment
of the authors of the guidelines and is endorsed by the APA Board of Trustees. A “recommendation”
(denoted by the numeral 1 after the guideline statement) indicates confidence that the benefits of the
intervention clearly outweigh harms. A “suggestion” (denoted by the numeral 2 after the guideline
statement) indicates uncertainty (i.e., the balance of benefits and harms is difficult to judge, or ei-
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2 APA Practice Guidelines

ther the benefits or the harms are unclear). Each guideline statement also has an associated rating
for the “strength of supporting research evidence.” Three ratings are used: high, moderate, or low
(denoted by the letters A, B and C, respectively) and reflect the level of confidence that the evidence
reflects a true effect based on consistency of findings across studies, directness of the effect on a spe-
cific health outcome, and precision of the estimate of effect and risk of bias in available studies (AHRQ
2014; Balshem et al. 2011; Guyatt et al. 2006).

It is well recognized that there are guideline topics and clinical circumstances for which high-quality
evidence from clinical trials is not possible or is unethical to obtain (Council of Medical Specialty Soci-
eties 2012). For example, it would not be ethical to randomly assign only half of patients with depres-
sion to be asked about suicidal ideas. Many questions need to be asked as part of the assessment, and
inquiring about a particular symptom or element of the history cannot be separated out for study as a
discrete intervention. It would also be impossible to separate changes in outcome due to assessment
from changes in outcomes due to ensuing treatment. Research on psychiatric assessment is also compli-
cated by multiple confounding factors, such as the interaction between the clinician and the patient or
the patient’s unique circumstances and experiences. For these and other reasons, the vast majority of
topics covered in these guidelines on psychiatric evaluation have relied on forms of evidence such as
consensus opinions of experienced clinicians or indirect findings from observational studies rather than
being based on research from randomized trials. The GRADE working group and guidelines developed
by other professional organizations have noted that a strong recommendation may be appropriate even
in the absence of research evidence when sensible alternatives do not exist (Andrews et al. 2013; Brito
et al. 2013; Djulbegovic et al. 2009; Hazlehurst et al. 2013).

Goals and Scope of Guidelines for the 
Psychiatric Evaluation of Adults

Despite the difficulties in obtaining quantitative evidence from randomized trials for practice
guidelines such as psychiatric evaluation, guidance to clinicians can still be beneficial in enhancing
care to patients. Thus, in the context of an initial psychiatric evaluation, a major goal of these guide-
lines is to improve the identification of psychiatric signs and symptoms, psychiatric disorders
(including substance use disorders), other medical conditions (that could affect the accuracy of a
psychiatric diagnosis), and patients who are at increased risk for suicidal or aggressive behaviors.
Additional goals relate to identifying factors that could influence the therapeutic alliance, enhance
clinical decision making, enable safe and appropriate treatment planning, and promote better treat-
ment outcomes. Finally, the psychiatric evaluation is the start of a dialog with patients about many
factors, including diagnosis and treatment options. Further goals of these guidelines are to improve
collaborative decision making between patients and clinicians about treatment-related decisions as
well as to increase coordination of psychiatric treatment with other clinicians who may be involved
in the patient’s care.

Time Required to Complete a Psychiatric Evaluation
It is essential to note that these guidelines are not intended to be comprehensive in scope. Many crit-
ical aspects of the psychiatric evaluation are not addressed by these guidelines. For example, it is
assumed that initial psychiatric or other medical assessments will need to identify the reason that
the patient is presenting for evaluation. It is similarly important to understand the patient’s back-
ground, relationships, life circumstances, strengths, and vulnerabilities.

Furthermore, depending on the context, recommended areas of inquiry may need to be post-
poned until later visits, and recommended questions will not always be indicated for a specific pa-
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tient. The findings of the expert survey reiterate that experts vary in the extent to which particular
elements of the initial psychiatric evaluation are assessed. This also highlights the importance of
clinical judgment in tailoring the psychiatric evaluation to the unique circumstances of the patient
and in determining which questions are most important to ask as part of an initial assessment.

Proper Use of Guidelines
The APA Practice Guidelines are not intended to serve or be construed as a “standard of medical care.”
Judgments concerning clinical care depend on the clinical circumstances and data available for an
individual patient and are subject to change as scientific knowledge and technology advance and
practice patterns evolve. These guideline statements were determined on the basis of the relative bal-
ance of potential benefits and harms of a specific assessment, intervention, or other approach to care.
As such, it is not possible to draw conclusions about the effects of omitting a particular recommen-
dation, either in general or for a specific patient. Furthermore, adherence to these guidelines will
not ensure a successful outcome for every individual, nor should these guidelines be interpreted as
including all proper methods of evaluation and care or excluding other acceptable methods of eval-
uation and care aimed at the same results. The ultimate recommendation regarding a particular as-
sessment, clinical procedure, or treatment plan must be made by the psychiatrist in light of the psy-
chiatric evaluation, other clinical data, and the diagnostic and treatment options available. Such
recommendations should be made in collaboration with the patient and family, whenever possible,
and incorporate the patient’s personal and sociocultural preferences and values in order to enhance
the therapeutic alliance, adherence to treatment, and treatment outcomes.

Organization of the Practice Guidelines for the 
Psychiatric Evaluation of Adults

As part of aligning the practice guidelines’ development process with national standards, we have
transitioned to a new guideline format. Each set of Practice Guidelines will consist of multiple dis-
crete topics of relevance to an overall subject area. In the Practice Guidelines for the Psychiatric
Evaluation of Adults, these topics consist of Review of Psychiatric Symptoms, Trauma History, and
Psychiatric Treatment History; Substance Use Assessment; Assessment of Suicide Risk; Assessment
of Risk for Aggressive Behaviors; Assessment of Cultural Factors; Assessment of Medical Health;
Quantitative Assessment; Involvement of the Patient in Treatment Decision Making; and Docu-
mentation of the Psychiatric Evaluation. For each topic, guideline statements will be followed by a
discussion of the rationale, potential benefits and harms, and approaches to implementing the
guideline statements. This portion of the Practice Guidelines is expected have the greatest utility
for clinicians. A second section of the Practice Guidelines provides a detailed review of the evidence
for guideline statements in accord with national guideline development standards. This review of
research evidence and data from the expert survey is followed by a discussion of quality measure-
ment considerations, including their appropriateness for each topic.

Guideline Statements
The following represents a summary of the recommendations and suggestions compiled from all
Practice Guidelines for the Psychiatric Evaluation of Adults, with some statements being a part of
more than one of these guidelines. In the context of these guideline statements, it is important to
note that assessment is not limited to direct examination of the patient. Rather, it is defined as “[t]he
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4 APA Practice Guidelines

process of obtaining information about a patient through any of a variety of methods, including
face-to-face interview, review of medical records, physical examination (by the psychiatrist, an-
other physician, or a medically trained clinician), diagnostic testing, or history-taking from collat-
eral sources.” The evaluation may also require several meetings, with the patient, family, or others,
before it can be completed. The amount of time spent depends on the complexity of the problem,
the clinical setting, and the patient’s ability and willingness to cooperate with the assessment.

This summary is organized according to common headings of an evaluation note. As noted above,
the guidelines are not intended to be comprehensive, and many aspects of the psychiatric evalua-
tion are not addressed by these recommendations and suggestions. Recommendations for the initial
psychiatric evaluation of a patient appear in bold font, whereas suggestions appear in italic font.
The strength of supporting research evidence for these recommendations and suggestions is given
rating C (low) because of the difficulties in studying psychiatric assessment approaches in con-
trolled studies as described above. References to the specific guideline in which the recommenda-
tion or suggestion is found are denoted by the following footnotes:

1Guideline I. Review of Psychiatric Symptoms, Trauma History, and Psychiatric Treatment
History
2Guideline II. Substance Use Assessment
3Guideline III. Assessment of Suicide Risk
4Guideline IV. Assessment of Risk for Aggressive Behaviors
5Guideline V. Assessment of Cultural Factors
6Guideline VI. Assessment of Medical Health
7Guideline VII. Quantitative Assessment
8Guideline VIII. Involvement of the Patient in Treatment Decision Making
9Guideline IX. Documentation of the Psychiatric Evaluation

History of Present Illness

• Reason that the patient is presenting for evaluation:

• Psychiatric review of systems,1 including anxiety symptoms and panic attacks3

• Past or current sleep abnormalities, including sleep apnea6

• Impulsivity3,4

Psychiatric History

• Past and current psychiatric diagnoses1,3

• Prior psychotic or aggressive ideas, including thoughts of physical or sexual aggression or
homicide4

• Prior aggressive behaviors (e.g., homicide, domestic or workplace violence, other physically
or sexually aggressive threats or acts)4

• Prior suicidal ideas, suicide plans, and suicide attempts, including attempts that were aborted
or interrupted as well as the details of each attempt (e.g., context, method, damage, potential
lethality, intent)3

• Prior intentional self-injury in which there was no suicide intent3

• History of psychiatric hospitalization and emergency department visits for psychiatric
issues1,3,4

• Past psychiatric treatments (type, duration, and, where applicable, doses)1

• Response to past psychiatric treatments1
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• Adherence to past and current pharmacological and nonpharmacological psychiatric treatments1

Substance Use History

• Use of tobacco, alcohol, and other substances (e.g., marijuana, cocaine, heroin, hallucinogens)
and any misuse of prescribed or over-the-counter medications or supplements2

• Current or recent substance use disorder or change in use of alcohol or other substances3,4

Medical History6

• Allergies or drug sensitivities
• All medications the patient is currently or recently taking and the side effects of these medica-

tions (i.e., both prescribed and nonprescribed medications, herbal and nutritional supplements,
and vitamins)

• Whether or not the patient has an ongoing relationship with a primary care health professional
• Past or current medical illnesses and related hospitalizations
• Relevant past or current treatments, including surgeries, other procedures, or complementary

and alternative medical treatments
• Past or current neurological or neurocognitive disorders or symptoms4

• Physical trauma, including head injuries
• Sexual and reproductive history
• Cardiopulmonary status
• Past or current endocrinological disease
• Past or current infectious disease, including sexually transmitted diseases, HIV, tuberculosis, hepatitis C,

and locally endemic infectious diseases such as Lyme disease
• Past or current symptoms or conditions associated with significant pain and discomfort

Review of Systems6

• Psychiatric (if not already included with history of present illness)
• Constitutional symptoms (e.g., fever, weight loss)
• Eyes
• Ears, nose, mouth, throat
• Cardiovascular
• Respiratory
• Gastrointestinal
• Genitourinary
• Musculoskeletal
• Integumentary (skin and/or breast)
• Neurological
• Endocrine
• Hematological/lymphatic
• Allergic/immunological

Family History

• History of suicidal behaviors in biological relatives (for patients with current suicidal ideas)3

• History of violent behaviors in biological relatives (for patients with current aggressive ideas)4
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6 APA Practice Guidelines

Personal and Social History

• Presence of psychosocial stressors (e.g., financial, housing, legal, school/occupational or inter-
personal/relationship problems; lack of social support; painful, disfiguring, or terminal med-
ical illness)3,4

• Review of the patient’s trauma history1,3

• Exposure to violence or aggressive behavior, including combat exposure or childhood abuse4

• Legal or disciplinary consequences of past aggressive behaviors4

• Cultural factors related to the patient's social environment5

• Personal/cultural beliefs and cultural explanations of psychiatric illness5

• Patient’s need for an interpreter5

Examination, Including Mental Status Examination

• General appearance and nutritional status6

• Height, weight, and body mass index (BMI)6

• Vital signs6

• Skin, including any stigmata of trauma, self-injury, or drug use6

• Coordination and gait6

• Involuntary movements or abnormalities of motor tone6

• Sight and hearing6

• Speech, including fluency and articulation6

• Mood, level of anxiety, thought content and process, and perception and cognition1,3

• Hopelessness3

• Current suicidal ideas, suicide plans, and suicide intent, including active or passive thoughts
of suicide or death3

• If current suicidal ideas are present, assess

— Patient’s intended course of action if current symptoms worsen
— Access to suicide methods including firearms
— Patient’s possible motivations for suicide (e.g., attention or reaction from others, revenge,

shame, humiliation, delusional guilt, command hallucinations)
— Reasons for living (e.g., sense of responsibility to children or others, religious beliefs)
— Quality and strength of the therapeutic alliance

• Current aggressive or psychotic ideas, including thoughts of physical or sexual aggression
or homicide3,4

• If current aggressive ideas are present, assess

— Specific individuals or groups toward whom homicidal or aggressive ideas or behaviors
have been directed in the past or at present

— Impulsivity, including anger management issues
— Access to firearms

Impression and Plan

• Documentation of an estimate of the patient’s suicide risk, including factors influencing risk3

• Documentation of the rationale for treatment selection, including discussion of the specific
factors that influenced the treatment choice9

• Asking the patient about treatment-related preferences8
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• An explanation to the patient of the following: the differential diagnosis, risks of untreated
illness, treatment options, and benefits and risks of treatment8

• Collaboration between the clinician and the patient about decisions pertinent to treatment8

• Quantitative measures of symptoms, level of functioning, and quality of life7

• Documentation of an estimated risk of aggressive behavior (including homicide), including factors influ-
encing risk4

• Documentation of the rationale for clinical tests9
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PRACTICE GUIDELINES FOR THE 
Psychiatric Evaluation of Adults
THIRD EDITION

Guidelines and Implementation
GUIDELINE I. Review of Psychiatric Symptoms, 
Trauma History, and Psychiatric Treatment History

Guideline Statements
Statement 1. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include review
of the patient’s mood, level of anxiety, thought content and process, and perception and cognition.
Statement 2. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include re-
view of the patient’s trauma history.
Statement 3. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include re-
view of the following aspects of the patient’s psychiatric treatment history:

• Past and current psychiatric diagnoses
• Past psychiatric treatments (type, duration, and, where applicable, doses)
• Adherence to past and current pharmacological and nonpharmacological psychiatric treatments
• Response to past psychiatric treatments
• History of psychiatric hospitalization and emergency department visits for psychiatric issues1

Rationale
The goal of this guideline is to improve the quality of the doctor-patient relationship, the accuracy
of psychiatric diagnoses, and the appropriateness of treatment selection.

The strength of research evidence supporting this recommendation is low. No prospective stud-
ies have addressed whether outcomes such as diagnostic accuracy and appropriate treatment plan-
ning are improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation includes review of psychiatric symp-
toms, trauma history, and psychiatric treatment history. Despite this, there is consensus by experts
that the potential benefits described above clearly outweigh the potential harms.

The process of determining a patient’s psychiatric diagnosis is complex (American Psychiatric
Association 2013b). It requires knowledge of whether a patient is experiencing specific symptoms
or exhibiting specific signs. Diagnostic accuracy also requires gathering information about the tem-
poral development and duration of those signs and symptoms. For trauma-related diagnoses, as
well as for neurocognitive disorders that are due to traumatic brain injury, the presence of a trau-

1 As recommended in “Guideline III: Assessment of Suicide Risk” and “Guideline IV: Assessment of Risk for Aggressive
Behaviors.”
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matic event is a precondition of diagnosis. Past trauma can also be a risk factor for the development
of other diagnoses such as depressive or anxiety disorders (Hovens et al. 2012). A significant pro-
portion of individuals with psychiatric illnesses appear to have experienced traumatic events
(Coverdale and Turbott 2000; Cusack et al. 2004; Frueh et al. 2005; Lu et al. 2013; Oram et al. 2013;
Posner et al. 2008), but trauma-related diagnoses such as posttraumatic stress disorder are often
overlooked (Mueser et al. 1998). Thus, it is intuitively obvious that reviewing a patient’s trauma his-
tory is essential to diagnostic accuracy. Knowledge of prior psychiatric diagnoses can also inform
current diagnosis, since a patient may be presenting with a continuation of the prior disorder or
may now have a different disorder that commonly co-occurs with the first (Gadermann et al. 2012;
Kessler and Wang 2008; Kessler et al. 2005; Lenzenweger et al. 2007). The relevance of past treat-
ments to diagnostic accuracy is more indirect but still relevant. If a patient has not responded to the
primary treatments for a given diagnosis, it may suggest a need to reconsider the accuracy of that
diagnosis. Treatment-emergent symptoms and signs (e.g., hypomania or mania in a depressed pa-
tient) may also require reassessment of the diagnosis.

Selecting an appropriate treatment will be an outgrowth of the patient’s diagnosis as determined
during the psychiatric evaluation; however, it also requires knowledge of the patient’s current symp-
toms, trauma history, and previous diagnoses and psychiatric treatment experiences. The elements
of the treatment plan will vary depending on the individual needs and preferences of the patient
but will generally include treatment that addresses the patient’s primary and co-occurring diagnoses.
Often co-occurring psychiatric symptoms are present that are subthreshold or subsyndromal or may
not respond to the treatment for the primary disorder (e.g., psychotic symptoms in mood disorders,
cognitive impairment in schizophrenia). Such symptoms may contribute to functional impairments
or risk of relapse and may also require specific intervention. Prior diagnoses of a co-occurring per-
sonality disorder may signal a need for a differing approach to psychotherapy than in an individual
without such comorbidity. For individuals with a past trauma, this experience may influence their
ability to establish a trusting relationship, and this may need to be considered in terms of the ther-
apeutic alliance.

Recommended treatments also need to be feasible and tolerable as well as to show a preponderance
of benefit over harm for the patient. Information about the patient’s past treatment provides infor-
mation on the prior benefits and tolerability of specific interventions but may also be relevant to the
likely benefits and adverse effects of similar treatments. However, judgments about therapeutic
benefits will need to be shaped by information on the adequacy of the treatment trial. For example,
a different treatment or combination of treatments may be needed if a patient’s symptoms do not
respond to an adequate dose and duration of a medication or to an evidence-based psychotherapy
delivered with high fidelity and for adequate duration. If a pattern of treatment resistance is iden-
tified, possible contributors need to be assessed and more aggressive treatment instituted to opti-
mize the patient’s functional outcomes.

Information on treatment-related side effects can be important in predicting the tolerability and
safety of future treatment (e.g., agranulocytosis with clozapine, neuroleptic malignant syndrome or
severe dystonic reactions with antipsychotic medication). Similarly, if adherence has been difficult
for the patient in the past, it may suggest difficulties with the tolerability or feasibility of a particular
treatment that would need to be addressed as part of the current treatment plan. Some treatments
may be less likely to benefit the patient or more likely to be harmful to the patient depending on his
or her prior psychiatric diagnoses or comorbidities (e.g., antidepressants in depressive episodes
that occur in the context of bipolar disorder, use of bupropion in patients with an eating disorder).

Potential Benefits and Harms
In an initial psychiatric evaluation, there are a number of reasons that it is potentially beneficial to
determine whether or not the patient has been experiencing abnormalities of mood, anxiety, thought
content, thought process, and perception and cognition. Such signs and symptoms are important
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in first developing a differential diagnosis and then determining whether or not criteria for a specific
DSM diagnosis have been met. Even when symptoms are subsyndromal, they may suggest the pres-
ence of additional co-occurring conditions or signal a need for additional treatment to address resid-
ual manifestations of illness. The pattern and presence of particular signs and symptoms is often im-
portant in considering the potential benefits and risks of treatment options. Baseline data may also be
useful in interpreting signs and symptoms that develop during the course of treatment, either related
to emergence or progression of underlying psychiatric disorders or as side effects of treatments. There
are no plausible harms to determining if the patient is experiencing specific psychiatric signs or
symptoms.

Determining whether or not the patient has a history of trauma is also important. Although most
traumatized individuals will not develop psychopathology in the aftermath of a trauma, acute stress
disorder or posttraumatic stress disorder may be part of the differential diagnosis when trauma-
exposed individuals present for a psychiatric assessment. Regardless of whether or not a trauma-
related disorder is present, past trauma may need to be specifically addressed as a part of the treatment.
Given the emotional impact of traumatic events on individuals, many patients feel relieved to be
able to discuss traumatic experiences when these are raised in a sensitive manner. However, it is
also possible that raising questions about trauma could cause distress to some patients.

Obtaining information about current and previous psychiatric diagnoses can often be critical in
formulating a differential diagnosis. Choosing among treatment options can be aided by determining
whether a patient has already had a trial of a particular treatment. If a treatment has been tried in the
past, knowledge of the patient’s response, including therapeutic benefits and side effects, is relevant
to determining whether an additional trial is warranted. In interpreting information about the pa-
tient’s response, knowledge of the patient’s adherence is also important as are specific aspects of treat-
ment (e.g., type, duration, dose).

Assessment of psychiatric symptoms and psychiatric treatment history is by definition a core ac-
tivity of an initial psychiatric evaluation. Other core activities include identifying the reason that the
patient is presenting for evaluation and understanding the patient’s background, relationships, life
circumstances, and strengths and vulnerabilities. Each of these elements can be affected if a patient
has been exposed to trauma. As a result, it is not possible to separate the cost of assessment of these
domains from the overall cost of the evaluation itself, which will vary depending on the patient, the
setting, and the model of payment.

Implementation
As described in the definition of “assessment” (see Glossary of Terms), there are a variety of ways
that clinicians may perform these recommended assessments. Typically, a psychiatric evaluation
involves a direct interview between the patient and the clinician. The specific approach to the in-
terview will depend on many factors, including the patient’s ability to communicate, degree of co-
operation, illness severity, and ability to recall historical details. In some circumstances, questions
on a particular topic (e.g., traumatic experiences) may cause the patient significant distress and may
have to be pursued at a later session. Sensitivity may also be needed if a patient has experienced a
traumatic event such as physical or sexual assault, because this can influence the ability to establish
trust within the therapeutic relationship. Factors such as the patient’s vocabulary and cultural back-
ground (American Psychiatric Association 2013a; Thombs et al. 2007) can also influence the patient’s
understanding and interpretation of questions and may require additional sensitivity on the part of
the interviewer. Patients with intellectual disability or neurocognitive disorders may have difficulty
in understanding questions as initially posed. In older individuals, difficulty understanding ques-
tions may signal unrecognized impairments in cognition or in hearing that require more detailed
assessment. Flexibility may also be needed to frame questions in a clearer manner. At times (such
as an evaluation of a patient with severe psychosis or dementia), obtaining information on psychi-
atric symptoms and history may not be possible through direct questioning.
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When available, prior medical records, electronic prescription databases, and input from other
treating clinicians can raise previously unknown information. Such sources can also be used to add
details or corroborate information obtained in the interview. Family members, friends and other in-
dividuals involved in the patient’s support network can be important sources of collateral informa-
tion about the reason for evaluation, the patient’s current symptoms and behavior, and past history,
including trauma exposure and psychiatric treatment. Additional information such as knowledge
of the patient’s premorbid personality and level of function can help in identifying co-occurring
disorders, including neurodevelopmental disorders, and in interpreting the onset and temporal
course of the patient’s illness. Communicating with family members or other caretaking persons
can be particularly important when the patient requires assistance or supervision because of im-
paired function, unstable behavior, or neurocognitive impairment. Communication as part of the
initial evaluation can also lay the groundwork for collaborating with the patient and involved family
members in planning for and educating them about treatment. The extent of collateral interviews and
review of prior records will be commensurate with the purpose of the evaluation, the complexity
of the clinical presentation, and the diagnostic and therapeutic goals. For example, in an acute set-
ting, collateral information may be crucial to developing an understanding of the patient’s clinical
condition, whereas in long-term outpatient psychotherapy it would be important to consider po-
tential effects on the therapeutic relationship before obtaining collateral information from family or
others. Except when immediate safety concerns are paramount, the confidentiality of the patient
should be respected. In general, the default position is to maintain confidentiality unless the patient
gives consent to a specific intervention or communication. At the same time, it is permissible for the
clinician to listen to information provided by family members and other important people in the
patient’s life, as long as confidential information is not provided to the informant.

In some clinical contexts, such as a planned outpatient assessment, patients may be asked to
complete an electronic- or paper-based form that inquires about psychiatric symptoms and key el-
ements of the psychiatric history. Such forms may be completed prior to the visit or on arrival at the
office and can serve as a starting point to explore reported symptoms or historical information. As
an example of such a form, the DSM-5 Level 1 Cross-Cutting Symptom Measure (American Psychi-
atric Association 2013b) can be a useful tool to aid in the assessment of symptoms that may occur
across different psychiatric diagnoses. The tool may be used both during an initial psychiatric eval-
uation and for subsequent monitoring. A self-report measure exists for adults and for children ages
11–17 years. A parent/guardian measure exists for children ages 6–17 years. Online versions of the
measure are available at http://www.psychiatry.org/practice/dsm/dsm5/online-assessment-
measures#Level1. Findings of the Level 1 measure can be amplified by follow-up questioning or
the use of additional measures, such as the DSM-5 Level 2 Cross-Cutting Symptom Measures. To
aid in the assessment of a patient’s exposure to trauma, a brief self-report screening measure, the
Trauma History Screen (Carlson et al. 2011), is available on request from the VA National Center for
PTSD at http://www.ptsd.va.gov/professional/assessment/te-measures/ths.asp.

In addition to inquiring about the reason that the patient is seeking evaluation and learning
about his or her current life circumstances, asking open-ended empathic questions about psychiat-
ric symptoms is a common initial approach to the interview. This can be followed by more struc-
tured inquiry about specific symptoms (e.g., worries; preoccupations; changes in mood; suspicions;
delusions or hallucinatory experiences; recent changes in sleep, appetite, libido, concentration,
memory, or behavior): What is the severity of the patient’s symptoms? Over what time course have
these symptoms developed or fluctuated? Are associated features of specific psychiatric syndromes
(i.e., pertinent positive or negative factors) present or absent during the present illness? What fac-
tors does the patient believe are precipitating, aggravating, or otherwise modifying the illness or are
temporally related to its course? If suicidal or aggressive symptoms or behaviors are reported, these
will also require further questioning to assess the patient’s level of risk, as described in “Guideline III:
Assessment of Suicide Risk” and “Guideline IV: Assessment of Risk for Aggressive Behaviors.” In-
quiry about specific symptoms may also be suggested by observations of the patient’s behavior dur-
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ing the interview. For example, the presence of tremulousness might prompt questions about anxiety
or about typical symptoms of alcohol or substance withdrawal.

Inquiring about a patient’s trauma history also begins with open-ended and empathic questions.
Individuals may differ in their perception of what constitutes a trauma. Asking about trauma in a non-
specific fashion will help identify the experiences that had the greatest impact for the patient as well
as provide an opportunity to learn about the patient’s coping strengths and resilience in addressing
past traumas. Information about traumas, including early adversity, may also be raised by the patient
in the context of providing background information about his or his childhood upbringing, devel-
opmental history, school or occupational history, military history, relationship history, or family
constellation. A history of childhood physical or sexual abuse is relatively common but may not be
raised spontaneously by the patient unless specifically asked. Other follow-up questions about pos-
sible trauma will be suggested by other elements of the history (e.g., combat-related trauma in service
members, migration stress in immigrants, posttraumatic symptoms relating to medical care in indi-
viduals who sustained a major injury or required intensive care).

In obtaining information about the past psychiatric history, questioning may vary in its level of de-
tail at the initial meeting depending on the available time, the patient’s recall of information, the pa-
tient’s level of cooperation, and the complexity and urgency of clinical decision making. In many
situations, the history of past diagnoses and treatments will need to be expanded at subsequent vis-
its or augmented by history from other sources (e.g., prior clinicians, review of medical records). In
terms of current and prior psychiatric diagnoses, information about principal and working diagnoses
is relevant, when available, with specific attention to co-occurring psychiatric disorders, including
neurodevelopmental disorders, neurocognitive disorders, substance use disorders, and personality
disorders.

In reviewing prior trials of psychiatric treatment, the clinician may begin with open-ended ques-
tions about recent treatments, those that have been particularly helpful, and those that have been
problematic. Follow-up questions could pursue more details on those treatments and then inquire
about other treatments that have not yet been mentioned. Alternatively, a detailed longitudinal his-
tory of treatment can be obtained beginning with the patient’s initial episode of illness and inquir-
ing about each treatment in sequence. It is useful to inquire specifically about the full range of treat-
ment settings (e.g., outpatient, partial hospital, inpatient) and treatment approaches, including
psychotherapies, prescribed medications, electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS), self-help groups, 12-step programs, over-the-counter medications, herbal prod-
ucts, nutritional supplements, spiritual healers, and complementary or alternative treatment ap-
proaches. After the clinician has identified the category of treatment used, additional details are
helpful to obtain depending on the type of treatment. Thus, for psychotherapies, it is useful to learn
more about the format of therapy (e.g., individual, family, group), its type (e.g., supportive, cogni-
tive-behavioral, interpersonal, psychodynamic, exposure with response prevention), the length
and frequency of sessions, the duration of the course of therapy, and the quality of the relationship
with the treating clinician. With pharmacological treatments (e.g., prescribed medications, over-the-
counter medications, herbal products, nutritional supplements), information about the formulation,
route, and dose and duration of treatment is important to obtain. With neurostimulatory treatments
(e.g., ECT, TMS), the device type, treatment parameters, frequency of treatments, total number of
treatments, and duration of the treatment course are important to know, including whether treat-
ment included only an acute course or was followed by less frequent maintenance treatments. Similar
information can be obtained for other forms of treatment. Regardless of the details of the treatment
itself, it is important to determine how the patient responded to the treatment, in terms of both ther-
apeutic benefits and side effects. When the clinician is inquiring about therapeutic benefits, it is useful
to ask about symptom response and remission as well as changes in quality of life or levels of func-
tioning and disability. For patients who did not respond to a specific treatment, the adequacy of treat-
ment may depend on the clinical context (e.g., obsessive-compulsive disorder typically requires a
higher dose of and a longer duration of treatment with a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor than
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does major depressive disorder). Such details may be important in judging whether a patient’s
symptoms appear to be treatment resistant, with associated implications for treatment planning.

Typical side effects of treatment will vary with the treatment being used. Starting with open-
ended questions about side effects with a particular treatment can help identify less common side
effects that may have occurred and can also illuminate the kinds of side effects that may be of par-
ticular importance to the patient. With follow-up questions, the clinician can probe for more details
and ask about more common adverse effects of a particular treatment, as indicated.

The clinician may also inquire in an open-ended fashion about the patient’s adherence with pre-
vious treatments—for example, by asking about the patient’s overall satisfaction with previous treat-
ments and about any difficulties in taking medications (Velligan et al. 2010) or adhering to other
forms of treatment. Problems with adherence in older individuals may signal early neurocognitive
impairment that would warrant detailed cognitive assessment. Further questions can determine
whether adherence problems are related to specific side effects of treatment, perceived lack of treat-
ment benefits, personal beliefs about treatment (e.g., culturally related beliefs, personal prefer-
ences, family members’ response to treatment, delusional ideas), or logistical barriers to treatment
(e.g., cost, transportation to appointments, lack of child care). Depending on the clinical context,
questions about adherence may extend to asking about court-ordered treatment programs.

These recommendations should not be viewed as representing a comprehensive set of questions
relating to psychiatric assessment, nor should they be seen as an endorsement of a checklist ap-
proach to evaluation. Depending on the clinical setting, the patient’s cooperation and ability to re-
spond, the time available for the evaluation, and the type of treatment planned, some information
may be more or less relevant to obtain as part of the initial assessment. The timing of the clinical
event may also influence the need to obtain information at the initial interview as well as affect the
level of detail that is required. With some information (e.g., severe medication side effects such as neu-
roleptic malignant syndrome), details are essential to obtain regardless of when the treatment may
have occurred. Often, more recent symptoms, diagnoses, and details of treatment may be of greater
relevance than those in the distant past.

The context and accuracy of the information obtained in the interview are also important to keep
in mind before applying it to treatment planning. Simply asking about a patient’s symptoms or his-
tory will not ensure that accurate or complete information is received. In some circumstances, the
patient may minimize the severity or even the existence of his or her difficulties, particularly if help
seeking is not voluntary. If observations of the patient’s behavior during the interview or other as-
pects of the clinical presentation seem inconsistent with the patient’s reported symptoms or history,
additional questioning of the patient or others may be indicated. Factors such as time pressures, in-
terviewing style, and clinician attitudes can also influence the ability to obtain accurate information
during the assessment. Thus, the interviewer will want to be aware of his or her own emotions and
reactions that may interfere with the evaluation process. Individuals also vary in their ability to re-
call details of diagnosis and treatment in an accurate manner. Gaps and inaccuracies in patient
reports can arise from ordinary errors in comprehension, recall, and expression (Patten et al. 2012;
Redelmeier et al. 2001; Simon et al. 2012). More errors occur when the patient is recalling more dis-
tant events (Patten et al. 2012; Simon et al. 2012). Factors other than time may also play a role in these
variations in recall (Leikauf et al. 2013). For example, in older individuals, inconsistencies in the re-
ported history may raise the possibility of a neurocognitive disorder that would warrant more de-
tailed assessment of cognition.

Even when rigorous approaches are used to establish diagnoses, there may be shifts in the patient’s
diagnosis over time (Bromet et al. 2011; Mueller et al. 1999). Thus, the reported presence of a specific
diagnosis in the past does not mean that the same diagnosis is accurate or persists. Issues with the
accuracy of recall can also exist with respect to prior treatment (Simon et al. 2012). In addition, the
patient’s apparent therapeutic response, lack of response, or reported side effects may not be a di-
rect result of the treatment itself. Rather, they may reflect the natural course of illness (e.g., transi-
tioning to an episode of hypomania or mania), positive or negative life events, concomitant treat-
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ments (e.g., drug-drug interactions influencing serum levels, potential for augmenting effects of
psychotherapies and medication), or other biologically mediated processes (e.g., cigarette use alter-
ing metabolism of prescribed medications).

Barriers to the use of these recommendations also exist, with a major barrier being constraints on
clinician time and the need to assess many aspects of the patient’s signs, symptoms, and history
within a circumscribed period.

GUIDELINE II. Substance Use Assessment

Guideline Statements

APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include assessment of the
patient’s use of tobacco, alcohol, and other substances (e.g., marijuana, cocaine, heroin, hallucino-
gens) and any misuse of prescribed or over-the-counter medications or supplements.

Rationale
The goal of this guideline is to improve, during an initial psychiatric evaluation, the identification of
patients with a substance use disorder and to facilitate treatment planning.

The strength of research evidence supporting this recommendation is low. A systematic search
identified four studies that address the specific clinical question described under “Review of Sup-
porting Research Evidence.” The studies found that use of standardized questionnaires and collateral
information can improve the identification of risky drinking, alcohol use disorders, and substance
use compared with clinical interviews or routine care. All four studies were observational in de-
sign, and confounding factors were present in each. Furthermore, the applicability of the studies is
limited. The studies mainly investigated the assessment of alcohol use, assessment did not neces-
sarily occur in the context of a psychiatric evaluation, and the settings studied were not representative
of the full range of settings in which psychiatric evaluations are performed.

Despite the low strength of this supporting research evidence, there is consensus by experts that
assessing the patient’s use of tobacco, alcohol, and other substances and misuse of prescribed or
over-the-counter medications or supplements as part of an initial psychiatric evaluation has bene-
fits that clearly outweigh the harms.

Additional indirect support for this recommendation comes from studies that have examined
screening for tobacco and alcohol use in primary care and other medical settings. On the basis of a
rigorous systematic review (Fiore et al. 2008), the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) con-
cluded that “the net benefits of tobacco cessation interventions in adults and pregnant women re-
main well established” ( U.S. Preventive Services Task Force 2009, p. 551). Accordingly, the USPSTF
recommends with high certainty of substantial benefit that clinicians should “ask all adults about
tobacco use and provide tobacco cessation interventions for those who use tobacco products” and
“ask all pregnant women about tobacco use and provide augmented, pregnancy-tailored counseling
for those who smoke” ( U.S. Preventive Services Task Force 2009, p. 551). The USPSTF has also con-
cluded “with moderate certainty that there is a moderate net benefit to screening for alcohol misuse
and brief behavioral counseling interventions in the primary care setting for adults aged 18 years
or older” (Moyer 2013, p. 212; see also Jonas et al. 2012a, 2012b). In addition, the American College
of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) recommends screening of pregnant women for smok-
ing (American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 2010) and for at-risk drinking and alco-
hol dependence, with behavioral counseling provided if screening is positive (American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists 2011). They also recommend screening pregnant women for opi-
oid use (American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 2012). By extension, screening and
behavioral counseling is very likely to be beneficial in psychiatric settings, although further re-
search confirmation is needed. Finally, the substantial rates at which substance use disorders and
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other psychiatric disorders co-occur (Compton et al. 2007; Grant et al. 2004; Hasin et al. 2007; Huang
et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2006) also imply that screening for alcohol and substance use disorders
would be relevant to differential diagnosis. Treatment planning is also influenced by identification
of co-occurring substance use disorders and other psychiatric illnesses as well as detection of med-
ical conditions that commonly co-occur with substance use.

Potential Benefits and Harms
Assessment of tobacco, alcohol, and other substance use during the initial psychiatric evaluation
may improve identification of patients with substance use disorders, including substance intoxica-
tion or withdrawal. Ensuring that initial psychiatric evaluations include assessment of substance
use may improve the clinician’s differential diagnosis because substance use disorders, other psy-
chiatric disorders, and other medical conditions may share similar presenting symptoms, including
anxiety, depression, mania, and psychosis.

If assessment identifies the presence of a substance use disorder, interventions can be offered,
and there may be reductions in associated morbidity and mortality, such as from cardiovascular,
respiratory, or hepatic diseases; blood-borne and sexually transmitted infectious diseases; injuries
from motor vehicle accidents and other trauma; or deaths from suicide. Patients’ psychological and
social functioning may also be improved. Depending on the substance being used, provision of ap-
propriate interventions may be associated with reductions in problems such as unemployment, di-
vorce, homelessness, and criminal behaviors.

Potential harms of assessment have not been a focus of study but are likely to be minimal. Identi-
fying a patient as having a substance use disorder when one is not present could result in unneeded
treatment. If a patient becomes anxious or annoyed by being asked about substance use, this could
interfere with the therapeutic relationship between the patient and the clinician. The cost of assess-
ing substance use is difficult to separate from the overall cost of an initial psychiatric evaluation,
which varies depending on the patient, the setting, and the model of payment. Another potential con-
sequence is that time used to focus on assessment of substance use could reduce time available to ad-
dress other issues of importance to the patient or of relevance to diagnosis and treatment planning.

Implementation
The clinical approach to inquiring about a patient’s use of tobacco, alcohol, and other substances
will vary with the context of the evaluation and with the patient’s presenting symptoms. Typically,
questions will focus on current use, but past use may also be relevant in patients with current use
or when past use influences planning of treatment (e.g., decision making about the prescription of
medication with potential for misuse or addition of treatment to maintain remission from substance
use disorder). The specific substances that are asked about may be licit and illicit and include but
are not limited to tobacco, alcohol, caffeine, marijuana, cocaine, methamphetamine, club drugs, in-
halants, hallucinogens, or heroin.

Questions about misuse of prescribed or over-the-counter medications or supplements can often
be introduced while the clinician is taking a history of the patient’s prescribed medications. Pre-
scribed medications that may be prone to misuse include but are not limited to androgens, benzo-
diazepines, barbiturates, other sedative-hypnotics, muscle relaxants, and opiate medications. Over-
the-counter medications or supplements that may be misused include but are not limited to dextro-
methorphan, diphenhydramine, chlorpheniramine, caffeine, nicotine replacements, laxatives, and
creatine. Newer substances of abuse are continuing to emerge and are frequently available over the
counter, with names such as “bath salts” or “spice” that can disguise their true nature as substances
of abuse.

A straightforward, nonconfrontational and open-ended approach to questions will usually elicit
the most accurate responses, although individuals may underestimate their level of use or be reluc-
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tant to discuss their use of substances. Factors such as time pressures and clinician attitudes can also
influence the ability to conduct an accurate assessment. When the clinician is speaking with pa-
tients about their current life circumstances and the reasons they are presenting for evaluation, it
can be useful to consider whether unrecognized alcohol or substance use may be contributing to
their symptoms or associated with stressors such as recent medical problems, relationship conflicts,
traumatic exposures, or school/occupational, financial or legal difficulties. This can also serve as an
opening to raise questions about the presence of tobacco, alcohol, or substance use. Observations
made during the interview can provide additional clues to possible use (e.g., an odor of cigarettes
or alcohol on the patient’s breath; physical stigmata of injection drug use; slurred speech or other
evidence of substance intoxication; tremulousness, abnormal vital signs, or other indications of al-
cohol or substance withdrawal).

Flexibility may be needed in tailoring questions to the individual patient. Slang terms for abused
substances may be better understood by patients than medical terminology, but the specific words
that are chosen may need to vary depending on factors such as patient age, culture, or locality. Fam-
ily members and others who are involved in the patient’s life may be able to give information that
helps to identify and corroborate the type and extent of alcohol or substance use. In addition to in-
formation from spouses or intimate partners, parents of adult children who are living at home may
have observed changes in behavior associated with substance use. Conversely, adult children may
have noted signs of alcohol or other substance use in their parents. For individuals who reside in
sober houses or community residence programs, affiliated staff members may be able to provide
additional information on the patient’s alcohol and substance use.

Asking questions during the initial psychiatric interview can also be supplemented by the use of
self-report rating scales such as the DSM-5 Self-Rated Level 1 Cross-Cutting Symptom Measure, with
administration of the DSM-5 Level 2—Substance Use Measure if the patient gives a positive re-
sponse on the Level 1 alcohol or substance use items (American Psychiatric Association 2013b).
These measures are available online at http://www.psychiatry.org/practice/dsm/dsm5/online-
assessment-measures. Other measurement-based approaches to asking questions about alcohol or
substance use include but are not limited to screening tests such as the Alcohol, Smoking and Sub-
stance Involvement Screening Test (ASSIST; World Health Organization 2010); the Fagerström Test
for Nicotine Dependence (Heatherton et al. 1991); the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test
(AUDIT; Saunders et al. 1993), or its shortened form, the AUDIT-C (Bush et al. 1998); and the Drug
Abuse Screening Test (DAST; Skinner 1982). In some circumstances, information from laboratory
testing may be available that provides clues to substance use. Examples include urine toxicology,
blood alcohol levels, and measures of substance metabolites or biological effects of alcohol use (e.g.,
abnormal liver function, mean corpuscular volume of erythrocytes). If the patient exhibits signs of
intoxication or withdrawal, scales such as the Clinical Institute Withdrawal Assessment for Al-
cohol—Revised (CIWA-Ar; Sullivan et al. 1989) or the Clinical Opiate Withdrawal Scale (COWS;
Wesson et al. 2002) can be used to document signs and symptoms and guide treatment. When a pa-
tient has evidence of tobacco, alcohol, or other substance use in response to screening measures, in-
terview questions, or laboratory testing, additional follow-up questions will generally be needed.
Depending on the substance(s) being used, it may be important to delineate the route, quantity, fre-
quency, pattern, typical setting, and circumstances of use as well as self-perceived benefits and psy-
chiatric and other consequences of use.

Barriers to carrying out an assessment for tobacco, alcohol, and other substance use include the
time required for a thorough assessment and lack of certainty that information obtained will be of
value in establishing a diagnosis (e.g., because patients may not provide full details about their sub-
stance use). In addition, clinicians may be reluctant to ask questions about tobacco, alcohol, or sub-
stance use if they fear that it will upset patients, if they lack the time or confidence in their ability
to follow through with appropriate interventions, or if resources for treatment are unavailable in
the community.
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GUIDELINE III. Assessment of Suicide Risk

Guideline Statements

Statement 1. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include as-
sessment of the following:

• Current suicidal ideas, suicide plans, and suicide intent, including active or passive thoughts of
suicide or death

• Prior suicidal ideas, suicide plans, and suicide attempts, including attempts that were aborted or
interrupted

• Prior intentional self-injury in which there was no suicide intent
• Anxiety symptoms, including panic attacks
• Hopelessness
• Impulsivity
• History of psychiatric hospitalization and emergency department visits for psychiatric issues
• Current or recent substance use disorder or change in use of alcohol or other substances
• Presence of psychosocial stressors (e.g., financial, housing, legal, school/occupational or inter-

personal/relationship problems; lack of social support; painful, disfiguring, or terminal medical
illness)

• Current aggressive or psychotic ideas, including thoughts of physical or sexual aggression or
homicide2

• Mood, level of anxiety, thought content and process, and perception and cognition3

• Past and current psychiatric diagnoses3

• Trauma history3

Statement 2. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient who reports
current suicidal ideas include assessment of the following:

• Patient’s intended course of action if current symptoms worsen
• Access to suicide methods, including firearms
• Patient’s possible motivations for suicide (e.g., attention or reaction from others; revenge, shame,

humiliation, delusional guilt, command hallucinations)
• Reasons for living (e.g., sense of responsibility to children or others, religious beliefs)
• Quality and strength of the therapeutic alliance
• History of suicidal behaviors in biological relatives

Statement 3. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient who reports
prior suicide attempts includes assessment of the details of each attempt (e.g., context, method, damage,
potential lethality, intent).
Statement 4. APA recommends (1C) that the clinician who conducts the initial psychiatric evalua-
tion document an estimation of the patient’s suicide risk, including factors influencing risk.

Rationale
The goal of this guideline is to improve, during an initial psychiatric evaluation, the identification
of patients who are at increased risk for suicide.

The strength of research evidence supporting these recommendations is low. However, a sub-
stantial body of epidemiological, cohort, case-control, and psychological autopsy studies has shown

2 As recommended in the “Guideline IV: Assessment of Risk for Aggressive Behaviors.”
3 As recommended in the “Guideline I: Review of Psychiatric Symptoms, Trauma History, and Psychiatric Treatment
History.”
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associations between the risk factors described in this guideline and long-term relative risk of sui-
cide or suicide attempts in populations (Arsenault-Lapierre et al. 2004; Assessment and Manage-
ment of Risk for Suicide Working Group 2013; Baxter and Appleby 1999; Bertolote et al. 2004;
Borges et al. 2010; Brown et al. 2000; Carroll et al. 2014; Cavanagh et al. 2003; Conner et al. 2001;
Geulayov et al. 2012; Haney et al. 2012; Harris and Barraclough 1997; Hawton et al. 2013; Ilgen et
al. 2013; Large et al. 2011c; Li et al. 2011; Liu and Miller 2014; Miller et al. 2013; Nock et al. 2008).
Nevertheless, there is no evidence that assessment of any of these factors can predict suicide in an
individual (Assessment and Management of Risk for Suicide Working Group 2013; Brown et al.
2000; Coryell and Young 2005; Goldstein et al. 1991; Haney et al. 2012; King et al. 2001; Large et al.
2011a, 2011b; Pokorny 1993). Similarly, no study has shown the ability of a specific rating scale or
assessment instrument to predict suicide in an individual (Assessment and Management of Risk for
Suicide Working Group 2013; Haney et al. 2012; O’Connor et al. 2013). Furthermore, the utility of
any assessment depends on availability of an effective treatment for the identified disorder or risk
factor. Despite these limitations of the available research evidence, there is consensus by experts that
the benefits of assessing the factors described in statements 1, 2, and 3 in an initial psychiatric evalu-
ation clearly outweigh the potential harms, including unclear costs.

Suicide and suicide attempts occur at an increased rate in individuals with psychiatric disorders
(Assessment and Management of Risk for Suicide Working Group 2013; Baxter and Appleby 1999;
Borges et al. 2010; Haney et al. 2012; Harris and Barraclough 1997; Hawton and van Heeringen
2009; Li et al. 2011; Nock et al. 2008), and more than 90% of persons who die by suicide satisfy the
diagnostic criteria for one or more mental disorders (Arsenault-Lapierre et al. 2004; Bertolote et al.
2004; Cavanagh et al. 2003; Conner et al. 2001). Suicide is rare, even within populations with a spe-
cific, high-risk mental disorder, such as major depressive disorder. Nevertheless, when suicide oc-
curs, it is a devastating outcome for patients, their families, their communities, and clinicians. Sub-
stantial morbidity also occurs because of suicide attempts and other suicide-related behaviors.
Assessment is an essential first step in helping clinicians estimate the patient’s risk for suicide and
other suicidal behaviors. When a patient is judged to be at risk, the clinician may use information
obtained during the evaluation to determine an appropriate treatment setting and formulate an indi-
vidualized treatment plan that addresses specific modifiable risk factors and may include height-
ened observation.

Potential Benefits and Harms
Inquiring about suicidal thoughts and related risk factors during the initial psychiatric evaluation
may improve identification of patients who are at increased risk of suicide. If suicidal thoughts or
other modifiable risk factors are found, specific interventions may be able to reduce the patient’s
subjective distress, symptom level, and overall risk of death or self-injury.

There is no evidence that risk of suicide is increased by asking a patient about prior experiences,
symptoms such as hopelessness, or current suicidal ideas or suicide plans. A detailed systematic
review on screening for suicide risk in primary care settings also has not identified any serious
harms (O’Connor et al. 2013); however, assessment could misidentify individuals as being at signif-
icant acute risk when they are not. This could result in unneeded treatment, hospitalization, or other
consequences for patients. Just as it is not possible to predict which individuals will die by suicide,
there is no way to predict which individuals would be incorrectly identified as being at significant
acute risk and no way to estimate the potential magnitude of this harm.

The cost of a suicide assessment is difficult to separate from the overall cost of an initial psychi-
atric evaluation, but both are low relative to the cost of suicide and suicide-related morbidity. De-
pending on the clinical characteristics of the patient and constraints such as time and setting, clini-
cians may prioritize suicide risk assessment over other parts of the evaluation and be unable to
address other issues in as much detail.
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Documenting an estimation of a patient’s suicide risk may improve a clinician’s decision making
about the patient’s diagnosis and treatment plan and may improve coordination of the patient’s
treatment with other clinicians. Potential consequences include reducing time available to inquire
about and document other, potentially more important findings of an evaluation.

Implementation
As described in the definition of “assessment” (see Glossary of Terms), there are a variety of ways
clinicians may obtain recommended information about a patient’s suicide risk during an initial psy-
chiatric evaluation. Typically, an evaluation involves a direct interview between the patient and the
clinician. In some circumstances (such as an evaluation of a patient with severe psychosis or de-
mentia), obtaining information on history, symptoms, and current mental status may not be possi-
ble through direct questioning. With all patients, other sources of information, such as prior medi-
cal records, and other treating clinicians can be important in corroborating information obtained in
the interview or in raising previously unknown information. Family members, friends, and others
in the patient’s support network may be able to provide information about the patient’s past his-
tory, family history, current mental state, activities, and psychosocial crises or stressors. They may
also have observed behavior or been privy to communications from the patient that suggest suicidal
ideation, suicide plans, or suicide intentions. Such information can be obtained without the psychi-
atrist’s revealing private or confidential information about the patient. In clinical circumstances in
which sharing information is important to maintain the safety of the patient or others, it is permis-
sible to share such information without the patient’s consent.

In implementing these recommendations, the clinician should note that some terms and concepts
do not have precise definitions. Time-based terms such as “current,” “recent,” or “past” are often used
in clinical contexts without a clear meaning. The concepts of active and passive suicidal ideas are com-
monly used by clinicians to contrast a specific “active” suicidal thought with “passive” ideas such as
indifference to an accidental demise, a wish for death, or a desire to fall asleep and not wake up. The
concepts of “aborted” and “interrupted” suicide attempts have also been defined in several ways—
for example, that the attempt is stopped prior to fatal injury (Crosby et al. 2011) or stopped before any
injury occurs (Barber et al. 1998). When the clinician is questioning a patient about suicidal behaviors,
the primary goal is to identify any suicidal behaviors in which an attempt is begun, recognizing that
it may not be conceptualized by the patient as a suicide attempt if it was stopped or interrupted.

Many suicide risk factors, such as hopelessness, are difficult to assess in a standardized way. In
practice, the clinician must apply knowledge of the individual patient’s circumstances to formulate
useful questions about such risk factors. It would be impossible to list all of the possible elements
that may contribute to a reason for living, a psychosocial stressor, a way to access suicide means, or
a motivation or plan for suicide. Consequently, the clinician will need to frame specific questions
related to these topics based on other information that has already been gathered in the interview.

Flexibility is also needed in the way that specific information is elicited. For example, to determine
the patient’s intended course of action if current symptoms or psychosocial stressors worsen, it is
important to know which symptoms (e.g., depression, hallucinations, chronic pain, insomnia) or
stressors are most upsetting and how these may interact with other factors motivating suicide.
However, it is also important to frame the question in a way that gives the patient hope or suggests
ways of coping if symptoms were to worsen (e.g., developing a safety plan, strengthening support
networks, providing education about ways to contact the clinician) and to determine the patient’s
level of comfort in accessing such strategies. It may be useful to include family or friends in building
support and strengthening approaches to coping. In some individuals, suicidal ideas may be moti-
vated by feelings such as loneliness, self-hatred, or a sense of being a burden, not belonging, feeling
trapped, or having no purpose (Jobes 2012; Van Orden et al. 2010). Such psychologically painful
thoughts may be difficult to share, particularly at an initial interview. Cultural factors are also im-
portant to consider when framing questions, since issues such as shame, guilt, or humiliation can be
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culturally mediated and influence a patient’s risk or willingness to discuss suicidal thoughts or sui-
cide plans. If the patient has family members, friends, or other social acquaintances who have died
by suicide or made suicide attempts, this can affect the patient’s level of comfort in discussing his
or her own thoughts and feelings.

Throughout the assessment, clinical judgment is needed in synthesizing information and obser-
vations. For example, determining whether the patient shows an “increased use of alcohol or other
substances” will require comparing patterns of use at two or more points and then determining if
a clinically significant change has occurred. Affirmative answers to some questions will often sug-
gest other important lines of inquiry. For example, if a patient reports impulsivity, the clinician may
be led to inquire about traumatic brain injury or thoughts about harming others; if a patient reports
a suicide attempt, the clinician may be led to ask about precipitants, preparatory behaviors, method,
physical damage, degree of lethality, and subsequent treatment. Information obtained may be rel-
evant across multiple domains of a psychiatric evaluation—for example, the specific content of a
patient’s suicidal thoughts may be relevant to the clinician’s estimation of the patient’s risk of ag-
gressive behaviors in addition to his or her risk of suicide.

Determining the quality and strength of the therapeutic alliance is also a multifaceted clinical judg-
ment. At an initial evaluation, information may be limited to behavioral observations such as whether
the patient appears to be cooperative with the assessment and forthcoming in answers to questions
in contrast to being sullen, guarded, irritable, or agitated. Information about the patient’s prior
treatment relationships and current attitudes toward treatment may also provide insights into
whether an alliance is beginning.

When the clinician is communicating with the patient, it is important to remember that simply ask-
ing about suicidal ideas or other elements of the assessment will not ensure that accurate or com-
plete information is received. Patients with intellectual disability or neurocognitive disorders may
have difficulty in understanding questions as initially posed. In older individuals, difficulty under-
standing questions may signal unrecognized impairments in cognition or in hearing. Flexibility
may be needed to frame questions in a clearer manner. In other circumstances, the patient may min-
imize the severity or even the existence of his or her difficulties, particularly if help seeking is not
voluntary. If other aspects of the clinical presentation seem inconsistent with an initial denial of sui-
cidal thoughts, additional questioning of the patient or others may be indicated. Factors such as time
pressures, interviewing style, and clinician attitudes can also influence the ability to conduct an ac-
curate assessment. Thus, the psychiatrist will want to be aware of his or her own emotions and re-
actions that may interfere with the interview process. Use of open-ended questions is also more
conducive to capturing the nuances and narrative of the patient’s concerns, with follow-up question-
ing as needed to hone in on additional details. These recommendations should not be viewed as
representing a comprehensive set of questions relating to suicide risk assessment, nor should they
be seen as an endorsement of a checklist approach to evaluation. They also should not be viewed
as suggesting the use of a standardized scale to identify individuals at high suicide risk. Many such
scales have been designed and studied. Scales may be useful clinically—for example, to assist the
clinician in developing a thorough line of questioning or to open communication with patients
about particular feelings or experiences. However, no scale has been shown to provide a numerical
score with clinically useful predictive value (Assessment and Management of Risk for Suicide Work-
ing Group 2013; Haney et al. 2012; O’Connor et al. 2013). Furthermore, no study has shown an abil-
ity to use population-based risk factors or combinations of those risk factors to accurately predict
patients who die by suicide (Assessment and Management of Risk for Suicide Working Group 2013;
Brown et al. 2000; Coryell and Young 2005; Goldstein et al. 1991; Haney et al. 2012; King et al. 2001;
Large et al. 2011a; Pokorny 1993). Accordingly, estimation of an individual patient’s risk for suicide
is ultimately a matter of clinician judgment that requires synthesizing the available information and
deciding how to weigh the contributions of multiple factors in estimating the patient’s overall risk.

In synthesizing and documenting information gained from the initial evaluation, the clinician
will focus primarily on estimating the patient’s immediate suicide risk, while also considering lon-
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ger-term contributors to risk that may need to be considered in treatment planning. Depending on
the setting, if risk is judged to be elevated, the focus of the interview may shift to address the patient’s
safety, such as strengthening the patient’s support network, developing a safety plan, or arranging
for hospitalization.

In the context of suicidal behaviors, risk factors and protective factors interact in complex ways
(Kraemer et al. 1997). When the clinician is estimating suicide risk and developing a plan to address
it, it is helpful to distinguish between nonmodifiable risk factors and modifiable risk factors. The
epidemiological concepts of distal and proximal risk factors can also help clinicians in thinking
about suicide risk (Mościcki 2001). Distal risk factors reflect underlying vulnerabilities and predis-
positions, while proximal risk factors reflect more immediate precipitants or “triggers” for suicidal
behaviors. Although proximal and distal risk factors may each be modifiable, they may require dif-
ferent types of interventions to address risk. Examples of nonmodifiable risk factors include demo-
graphic variables such as age and sex and factors related to clinical history such as past hospitaliza-
tions, past suicidal behaviors, childhood abuse, history of trauma, loss of a child, or family history
of suicide or psychiatric illness. Although these factors are immutable, their relative impact on sui-
cide risk may vary. For example, the relative risk of suicide can change as a person ages, with par-
ticularly high risk seen in white males over the age of 65. The risk associated with a prior hospital-
ization or prior suicide attempt is highest in the weeks to months after the event, but such events
still confer some increased risk months or years later. Individuals with multiple suicide attempts or
hospitalizations have additional increases in static risk. When there is a history of suicidal ideas,
risk may vary depending on the worst-ever suicidal ideas. Learning about the ways in which the
patient kept from acting on suicidal ideas can provide clues about available coping strategies as a
protective factor. Where there is a history of suicide attempts, aborted or interrupted attempts, or
other self-harming behavior, the patient’s estimated risk can be modulated by other features of the
suicidal behavior (e.g., psychosocial context, precipitating thoughts, presence of intoxication, tim-
ing, method, intent, consequences). Factors such as an early age at onset of depression or impulsive-
aggressive traits, in combination with family history, can also be a marker of underlying vulnera-
bility and risk (Mann et al. 2009). Psychiatric diagnoses and serious medical conditions, particularly
those that are chronic, debilitating, disfiguring, or painful, can also contribute to an increase in the
long-term relative risk of suicide (Assessment and Management of Risk for Suicide Working Group
2013; Baxter and Appleby 1999; Harris and Barraclough 1997; Haney et al. 2012; Hawton and van
Heeringen 2009; Ilgen et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013; Nock et al. 2008). Again, the extent of risk can vary
depending on factors such as illness severity, recency of diagnosis, and the number of comorbid
conditions that are present. Among psychiatric disorders, mood disorders, psychotic disorders,
anxiety disorders, posttraumatic stress disorder, substance use disorders, and disorders associated
with impulsivity are most often associated with increased risk.

Most patients will also have one or more modifiable factors, superimposed on the nonmodifiable
risk factors described above, that influence their suicide risk. Some of these factors are indications
of an underlying or newly identified psychiatric disorder and can be reduced by treating the disor-
der itself or through targeted treatment of the specific sign or symptom. Examples of such signs and
symptoms that can influence risk include psychosis, mood changes, hopelessness, insomnia, irrita-
bility, agitation, aggressive behaviors, and increases in substance use. In terms of suicidal ideas, the
clinician will generally assign a higher level of risk to patients who have high degrees of suicide
intent or describe more detailed and specific suicide plans, particularly those involving accessible
means and violent irreversible methods. Psychosocial stressors may serve as precipitants to sui-
cidal behaviors. Examples include lack of social support; stress relating to immigration; bereave-
ment; problematic relationships (e.g., family members, intimate partners, friends, co-workers); and
financial, housing, legal, or school/occupational problems. Other stressors may be relevant to cer-
tain groups of patients (e.g., military service members) (Assessment and Management of Risk for
Suicide Working Group 2013). These stressors may be modifiable to some degree, but they also may
be ongoing contributors to risk.
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Individuals also have a unique balance between their personal motivations for suicide on the
one hand and their reasons for living on the other hand. Motivations for suicide can include factors
such as revenge, shame, humiliation, delusional guilt, command hallucinations, gaining attention
or reaction from others, escaping physical or psychological pain, loneliness, self-hatred, or a sense
of being a burden, not belonging, feeling trapped, or having no purpose. In contrast, reasons for
living can include factors such as religious beliefs, sense of responsibility to children or others,
plans for the future, or a sense of purpose in life. A strong social support network can also serve as
a protective factor.

Given the large number of factors that can affect the risk of suicide, the clinician can neither review
nor document all possible factors that could conceivably influence suicide risk. Rather, the clinician
provides an estimated level of suicide risk, including factors that influence risk. It may also be help-
ful to conceptualize the overall risk in terms of underlying nonmodifiable risk factors as well as
more immediate precipitants that may contribute to acute risk but are more likely to be modifiable.
In addition to supporting clinical decision making and communication, such documentation can
also serve as a foundation for planning of treatment. When recommendations are being imple-
mented, a common barrier consists of constraints on clinician time and the need to assess many as-
pects of the patient’s symptoms and history within the time available for the evaluation. Depending
on the setting and clinical characteristics of the patient, the clinician may judge some parts of the
evaluation as being of greater value in addressing safety concerns and planning initial treatment.

GUIDELINE IV. Assessment of Risk for Aggressive Behaviors

Guideline Statements

Statement 1. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include as-
sessment of the following:

• Current aggressive or psychotic ideas, including thoughts of physical or sexual aggression or
homicide

• Prior aggressive or psychotic ideas, including thoughts of physical or sexual aggression or
homicide

• Past aggressive behaviors (e.g., homicide, domestic or workplace violence, other physically or
sexually aggressive threats or acts)

• Legal or disciplinary consequences of past aggressive behaviors
• History of psychiatric hospitalization and emergency department visits for psychiatric issues
• Current or recent substance use disorder or change in use of alcohol or other substances
• Presence of psychosocial stressors
• Exposure to violence or aggressive behavior, including combat exposure or childhood abuse
• Past or current neurological or neurocognitive disorders or symptoms

Statement 2. When it is determined during an initial psychiatric evaluation that the patient has ag-
gressive ideas, APA recommends (1C) assessment of the following:

• Impulsivity, including anger management issues
• Access to firearms
• Specific individuals or groups toward whom homicidal or aggressive ideas or behaviors have

been directed in the past or at present
• History of violent behaviors in biological relatives

Statement 3. APA suggests (2C) that the clinician who conducts the initial psychiatric evaluation
should document an estimation of risk of aggressive behavior (including homicide), including fac-
tors influencing risk.
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Rationale
The goal of this guideline is to improve, during an initial psychiatric evaluation, the identification
of patients at risk for aggressive behaviors.

The strength of research evidence supporting this guideline is low. A substantial body of epide-
miological, cohort, and case-control studies has shown associations between the risk factors de-
scribed in this guideline and medium- to long-term relative risk of aggression in populations (Coid
et al. 2006; Doyle and Dolan 2006; Doyle et al. 2012; Elbogen and Johnson 2009; Elbogen et al. 2006;
Eriksson et al. 2011; Falk et al. 2014; Harford et al. 2013; Swanson et al. 1990; Ten Have et al. 2014;
Van Dorn et al. 2012; Whittington et al. 2013; Witt et al. 2013). However, there is no evidence that
assessment of any of these factors can predict aggression in an individual (Buchanan et al. 2012;
Fazel et al. 2012; Large et al. 2011b; Rossegger et al. 2013; Singh et al. 2011, 2014; Thomas et al. 2005).
Similarly, no study has supported the ability of a specific rating scale to predict aggression in an
individual. Furthermore, the utility of any assessment depends on availability of an effective treat-
ment for the identified disorder or risk factor. Despite these limitations of the available research ev-
idence, there is consensus by experts that the benefits of assessing the factors described in state-
ments 1 and 2 in an initial psychiatric evaluation clearly outweigh the potential harms, including
unclear costs.

Potential Benefits and Harms
Inquiring about aggressive and homicidal thoughts and related risk factors during the initial psy-
chiatric evaluation may improve identification of patients who are at increased risk of aggressive
behaviors. If aggressive and homicidal thoughts or other modifiable risk factors are found, specific
interventions may be able to reduce the patient’s subjective distress and diminish the overall risk
of harm. For example, assessment may help the clinician to determine an appropriate treatment set-
ting and formulate an individualized treatment plan that may include heightened observation or
may target specific modifiable risk factors.

There is no evidence that risk of aggression is increased by asking a patient about prior experi-
ences, symptoms such as impulsivity, or current aggressive and homicidal ideas or plans; however,
assessment could identify individuals as being at risk when they are not. This could result in un-
needed treatment or hospitalization or other consequences for patients. Just as it is not possible to
predict which individuals will exhibit aggressive behaviors, there is no way to predict which individ-
uals would be incorrectly identified as being at risk and no way to estimate the potential magnitude
of this harm.

The cost of assessing aggression is difficult to separate from the overall cost of an initial psychi-
atric evaluation, but both are low relative to the costs and harms of aggressive or homicidal behav-
iors. Depending on the clinical characteristics of the patient and constraints such as time and set-
ting, clinicians may prioritize assessment of aggression risk over other parts of the evaluation and
be unable to address other issues in as much detail.

Documenting an estimation of a patient’s aggression risk may improve a clinician’s decision
making about the patient’s diagnosis and treatment plan and may improve coordination of the pa-
tient’s treatment with other clinicians. As noted above, potential harms could include reducing
time available to document other, potentially more important findings of an evaluation.

Implementation
As described in the definition of “assessment” (see Glossary of Terms), there are a variety of ways
clinicians may obtain recommended information about a patient’s aggression risk during an initial
psychiatric evaluation. Typically, an evaluation involves a direct interview between the patient and
the clinician. In some circumstances (e.g., during an evaluation of a patient with severe psychosis
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or dementia), obtaining information on history, symptoms, and current mental status may not be
possible through direct questioning. With all patients, other sources of information can be impor-
tant in corroborating information obtained in the interview or in raising previously unknown in-
formation. When available, prior medical records, input from other treating clinicians, and infor-
mation from family members or friends can provide added details on issues such as recent symptoms,
stressors, past history, and family history. Because aggression may have genetic patterns, “family
history” should be understood to include any history of abuse or violence in the patient’s biological
relatives. Exposure to violence by nonbiological family members can also be important to consider.

When the clinician is communicating with the patient, it is important to remember that simply
asking about aggressive ideas or other elements of the assessment will not ensure that accurate or
complete information is received. Patients with intellectual disability or neurocognitive disorders
may have difficulty in understanding questions as initially posed. In older individuals, difficulty
understanding questions may signal unrecognized impairments in cognition or in hearing. Such in-
dividuals may also become more agitated when feeling overwhelmed or overloaded with cognitive
demands. Flexibility may be needed to frame questions in a clearer and simpler manner. In other
circumstances, the patient may minimize the severity or even the existence of his or her difficulties,
particularly if help seeking is not voluntary. If other aspects of the clinical presentation seem incon-
sistent with an initial denial of aggressive thoughts or prior aggressive behaviors, additional ques-
tioning of the patient or others may be indicated. Factors such as time pressures, interviewing style,
and clinician attitudes, including concern for personal safety, can also influence the ability to con-
duct an accurate assessment. Thus, the psychiatrist will want to be aware of his or her own emo-
tions and reactions that may interfere with the interview process and also attend to his or her own
safety as well as that of the patient.

Some terms and concepts used in this guideline are impossible to define precisely. Time-based
terms such as “current,” “recent,” or “prior” are often used in clinical contexts without a clear
meaning. Many aggression risk factors, such as impulsivity, would be difficult or even impossible
to assess in a standardized way. A progressive sequence of open-ended questions is more condu-
cive to capturing the nuances and narrative of the patient’s concerns and can often provide a start-
ing point for further discussion (e.g., What types of situations can trigger you to become angry? When
you do become angry, do you lose your temper easily? How often do angry urges happen and how
long do they last? Do you ever get so angry that you feel like you want to hurt someone? Do you
ever daydream about hurting others? Are there specific individuals who you have thought of hurt-
ing? What helps you calm down when you are feeling angry? What ways do you use to keep your-
self from acting on your angry impulses?). Understanding the reasons that the patient is presenting
for evaluation is also important in determining the interpersonal and psychosocial context in which
aggressive thoughts might arise.

In practice, clinicians must also apply knowledge of the individual patient’s circumstances to
formulate useful questions about risk factors for aggression. For example, firearms may be readily
available in some geographic regions or with some occupations. Relevant psychosocial stressors
may commonly include housing problems or homelessness, financial stresses, job loss, relationship
loss, or lack of social support but may also include other stressors that are particularly salient for a
given individual (e.g., public humiliation, victim of violence or bullying, custody disputes or spou-
sal estrangement, grievance against a specific person, including past or current clinicians). In addi-
tion, the clinician will need to frame specific questions based on other information that has already
been gathered in the interview. Inquiring about legal or disciplinary consequences of aggressive be-
haviors, such as school expulsions, warrants, arrests, jail or prison sentences, probation, parole or
orders of protection, would depend on the answers to prior questions. When aggressive behaviors
have occurred, it is often helpful to learn about the context of those events (e.g., setting; precipitants;
object of violence, including other people or animals; cultural mediators of behavior, including gang
membership; associated use of substances or potentially disinhibiting medications; subsequent cal-
lousness or remorse). In terms of neurological disorders, common concerns would include trau-
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matic brain injury (Fazel et al. 2009b), but other information from the history or interview may sug-
gest other possible conditions, such as intellectual disability or neurocognitive disorders.

Clinical judgment may also be needed in synthesizing information and observations from the in-
terview. For example, determining whether the patient shows an “increased use of alcohol or other
substances” will require a comparison of patterns of use at two or more points and then determining
if a clinically significant change has occurred. Diagnostic considerations can also be relevant, because
research studies have identified diagnostic subgroups, such as individuals with substance use disor-
ders or antisocial personality disorder, who show an increased relative risk of aggression on a long-
term basis in community settings (for more information, see Coid et al. 2006; Doyle and Dolan 2006;
Doyle et al. 2012; Elbogen and Johnson 2009; Elbogen et al. 2006; Eriksson et al. 2011; Falk et al. 2014;
Harford et al. 2013; Swanson et al. 1990; Ten Have et al. 2014; Van Dorn et al. 2012). Individuals in
other settings, including psychiatric inpatient or forensic units, or with specific diagnoses may show
somewhat different patterns of risk factors (Cornaggia et al. 2011; Dack et al. 2013; Douglas et al.
2009; Doyle et al. 2012; Fazel et al. 2009a, 2010), with substantial variability across studies. In nursing
home patients, a substantial proportion of individuals with neurocognitive disorders exhibit agitated
or aggressive behaviors (Selbæk et al. 2013). Such behaviors are also a common precipitant for hospi-
tal admission when a neurocognitive disorder is present (Toot et al. 2013), requiring additional ques-
tions about concurrent medical conditions such as infections or recent medication changes.

For an individual patient, other factors may be relevant to clinical decision making about aggres-
sion risk. For example, for a patient whose psychiatric disorder is currently symptomatic, the se-
verity of symptoms may be relevant as well as whether the patient is unusually angry or irritable
during the evaluation, feels persecuted by an identified individual, or is experiencing command
hallucinations to harm others. Whenever an individual has aggressive or homicidal ideas or behav-
iors, it is important to identify any intended targets of aggression. If a specific target is identified,
the clinician will need to use his or her clinical judgment in deciding whether the patient requires
a more supervised setting of care (to provide protection for the identified target and more intensive
treatment for the patient) or whether the identified target should be warned of the potential for
harm, or both. There is also considerable variability by state on the case law and statutes that address
the Tarasoff duty to protect (Soulier et al. 2010), and the clinician will want to become familiar with
the requirements of his or her local jurisdiction. Assessment of aggressive ideas will commonly be
integrated with assessment for suicidal ideation, and if suicidal thoughts are identified, it is impor-
tant to look for factors that might suggest a possible risk of murder-suicide.

Additional details on conducting a risk assessment for aggressive behaviors can be found in the
APA’s “Resource Document on Psychiatric Violence Risk Assessment” (Buchanan et al. 2012) and
the supplemental materials posted on the American Journal of Psychiatry Web site (http://ajp.psy-
chiatryonline.org/data/Journals/AJP/20334/340_ds001.pdf).

These recommendations should not be viewed as representing a comprehensive set of questions
relating to aggression risk assessment, nor should they be seen as an endorsement of a checklist ap-
proach to evaluation. Although structured assessments of aggression risk have been developed and
studied, none has sufficient predictive validity to identify individuals at high aggression risk in
clinical settings (Buchanan et al. 2012; Fazel et al. 2012; Large et al. 2011b; Rossegger et al. 2013;
Singh et al. 2011, 2014; Thomas et al. 2005). Accordingly, estimation of an individual patient’s risk
for aggression is ultimately a matter of clinician judgment that requires synthesizing the available
information and deciding how to weigh the contributions of multiple factors, including those that
may prevent the patient from acting on aggressive ideas. This clinical decision-making process and
a discussion of the factors that are judged to influence the risk of aggressive behavior for the indi-
vidual patient can be included as part of the clinical documentation, typically in a brief paragraph.
Distinctions between modifiable risk factors (e.g., alcohol or substance use, psychosis) that could
be reduced by treatment (Elbogen et al. 2006; Swanson et al. 2008) or other interventions and static,
nonmodifiable risk factors (e.g., age, sex, clinical history) are also important to note in assessing and
documenting risk and arriving at a plan for addressing it.
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When recommendations are being implemented, a common barrier consists of constraints on cli-
nician time and the need to assess many aspects of the patient’s symptoms and history within the
time available for the evaluation. Depending on the setting and clinical characteristics of the pa-
tient, the clinician may prioritize some parts of the evaluation and documentation process that are
judged to have greater value in addressing safety concerns and planning initial treatment.

GUIDELINE V. Assessment of Cultural Factors

Guideline Statements

Statement 1. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include as-
sessment of the patient’s need for an interpreter.
Statement 2. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include as-
sessment of cultural factors related to the patient’s social environment.
Statement 3. APA suggests (2C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include assess-
ment of the patient’s personal/cultural beliefs and cultural explanations of psychiatric illness.

Rationale
The goal of this guideline is to improve, during an initial psychiatric evaluation, identification of
cultural factors that could influence the therapeutic alliance, promote diagnostic accuracy, and en-
able appropriate treatment planning.

The strength of research evidence supporting this guideline is low. Despite this, there is consensus
by experts that the benefits of including the assessments described in statements 1 and 2 in an initial
psychiatric evaluation clearly outweigh the potential harms.

Individuals present for psychiatric assessment with a wide range of backgrounds, cultures, and
beliefs. Data from the American Community Survey (U.S. Census Bureau 2012) show that the U.S.
population is extremely diverse in its ancestry and racial and ethnic characteristics. About 13% of
persons living in the United States were born in a different country, with about one-half of these
individuals born in Latin America and about a one-quarter in Asia. Approximately one-fifth of the
U.S. population, about 60 million individuals, speak a language other than English in their home.
Of these individuals, slightly more than one-half also speak English very well. Nevertheless, in-
creasing numbers of individuals in the United States have limited proficiency in English, which can
affect their receipt of appropriate health care.

No study has specifically examined whether health outcomes are improved when an initial psy-
chiatric evaluation includes assessment of the patient’s language needs and culture. Available studies
do suggest, however, that discordance between the patient’s and the clinician’s language or limita-
tions in English proficiency challenge health-related communication, reduce diagnostic reliability,
decrease the effectiveness of care, and heighten the risks of treatment in psychiatric (Bauer and
Alegría 2010; Bauer et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2011; Leng et al. 2010) and nonpsychiatric (Fernandez et
al. 2011; Wilson et al. 2005) settings. Furthermore, in nonpsychiatric settings, the use of profession-
ally trained interpreters during the evaluation of patients with limited English proficiency has been
found to reduce communication errors and enhance comprehension of medical information, health
care utilization, clinical outcomes, and satisfaction with care (Karliner et al. 2007).

On the basis of this indirect research evidence and common sense, assessing a patient’s need for
an interpreter during an initial psychiatric evaluation is a necessary first step in promoting effective
communication between the patient and the clinician. This is true even when the patient speaks the
same language as the clinician. Some patients will speak more than one language and have differ-
ing levels of fluency in each. Verbal and written language fluency may be discordant, and compre-
hension may differ from spoken language fluency. Even when an interpreter is not used, knowledge of
the patient’s language ability may help the clinician tailor his or her communications appropriately—
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for example, use vocabulary the patient understands or provide written educational materials in
the patient’s preferred language and at his or her reading level.

Factors such as age, ethnicity, gender, race, religion, and sexuality can shape a patient’s personal
and cultural identity as well as influence his or her communications with mental health profession-
als. Some of these factors, including sex, race, ethnicity, and sexual orientation, have been found to
be associated with disparities in medical care and health outcomes (Gone and Trimble 2012; Hall-
Lipsy and Chisholm-Burns 2010; Lagomasino et al. 2005; Primm 2006; Smedley et al. 2003; Thomas
et al. 2011; Vega et al. 2009).

Individuals from different backgrounds may also differ in their explanations of illness, views of
mental illness, and preferences for psychiatric treatment, particularly given the cross-cultural differ-
ences in the stigma of psychiatric disorders (Abdullah and Brown 2011; Angermeyer and Dietrich
2006; Jimenez et al. 2012; Lim et al. 2015). For example, an individual’s self concept, response to
stressors, or current symptomatology may be shaped by racism, sexism, or discrimination; by trau-
matic experiences during or after migration from other countries; or by challenges of acculturation,
such as intergenerational family conflict. Cultural factors can also influence the patient’s style of re-
lating with authority figures such as health care professionals. The relevance of cultural factors to
both diagnosis and treatment suggests potential benefits of identifying personal and cultural fac-
tors and integrating that understanding into the provision of care, including psychoeducation and
other interventions to address culturally related stigma and shame. Such an approach has been rec-
ommended by experts (Mezzich et al. 2009; Yamada and Brekke 2008) and organizations, including
the APA (DSM-5 Cultural Formulation Interview; American Psychiatric Association 2013a), The
Joint Commission (2010, 2011), and the Office of Minority Health of the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services (2014).

Clinicians can improve their ability to assess cultural factors that are relevant to diagnosis and
treatment by using an assessment instrument such as the DSM-5 Cultural Formulation Interview
and by learning about cultures that are represented among their patients (Lim et al. 2015).

Potential Benefits and Harms
In an initial psychiatric evaluation, the clinician typically gathers information about a patient
through a face-to-face interview. There are obvious potential benefits to ensuring that the patient’s
need for an interpreter is assessed early in the evaluation. Use of an interpreter could improve the
accuracy of diagnosis by allowing the patient to communicate nuances of his or her mental state
and symptoms. It could also ensure the formulation and implementation of an appropriate treat-
ment plan and assist the clinician in providing education about symptoms, potential treatments, and
their possible side effects. There are no plausible harms of assessing the need for an interpreter, and
the cost of the assessment seems negligible.

Similarly, the potential benefits of inquiring about a patient’s cultural beliefs, cultural explana-
tions of illness, and cultural factors related to his or her social environment during an initial psy-
chiatric evaluation include promoting a therapeutic alliance, improving the accuracy of a diagnosis,
and ensuring the formulation of an appropriate treatment plan. For example, for cultural reasons, a
patient may consider some treatments to be particularly valuable and others unacceptable. Further-
more, interventions may be available that are designed for patients with a specific cultural back-
ground or that are designed to address disparities in the care of specific populations such as ethnic
minorities (Grote et al. 2009). Knowledge of the patient’s sociocultural environment may help the
clinician to choose interventions that take advantage of the patient’s existing networks of support.

Potential harms of a cultural assessment (e.g., if the assessment is done poorly) could include of-
fending the patient and damaging the alliance. The cost of doing a cultural assessment is difficult
to separate from the overall cost of an initial psychiatric evaluation, which varies depending on the
patient, the setting, and the model of payment. When time is used to focus on cultural issues, the
time available to address other issues of importance to the patient may be reduced.
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Implementation
For many patients, language needs can be easily determined. For others, assessment may need to
establish both the need for an interpreter and the appropriateness of different interpreter options.
This may be apparent at the time an appointment is being scheduled, but it may also be identified as
a need at the time of the initial visit. Although language-concordant physicians or trained in-person
interpreters have typically been used (Locatis et al. 2010), telephonic and video-based options for
accessing professional interpreters are increasingly available and offer greater patient privacy (Gany
et al. 2007). However, remote interpreting services can be more challenging to use if patients speak
softly or are unable to cooperate fully with the interview. Some individuals who are deaf or hard-of-
hearing may prefer to communicate through an in-person or video-based sign language interpreter,
whereas others prefer to communicate through other approaches (e.g., lip reading, face-to-face key-
boards, writing) (Fellinger et al. 2012).

Psychiatrists and other mental health professionals may speak more than one language and may
be able to communicate in the patient’s preferred language. Even if the clinician is reasonably fluent
in the patient’s preferred language, there may be situations in which a trained interpreter may have
a greater understanding of the nuances of the patient’s communication. In addition to considering
concordance of language per se, clinicians and interpreters will want to consider the effects that dif-
ferent dialects and uses of idiom can have in the communication process.

With respect to the assessment of a patient’s culture, beginning with open-ended questions is
likely to be more conducive to learning about the individual and his or her beliefs. These questions
may flow naturally from the reasons that the patient presents for evaluation or may require more
specific attention during the interview. An individualized approach is important because there is
substantial heterogeneity of individual beliefs, including those related to cultural factors (Lim et al.
2015). Even the definition of cultural factors and personal/cultural beliefs is vague and broad in scope,
with significant overlap with other biopsychosocial influences. Individuals within a specific cul-
tural group will have a wide range of beliefs relating to that culture. Some patients will use culturally
specific treatments, including medications, supplements, health practices, and consultation with
culturally specific healers. Other treatments may be prohibited or misunderstood because of cul-
tural beliefs. There is also substantial heterogeneity in the degree to which an individual patient
may gain support or feel estranged from cultural networks, making it important to explore the pa-
tient’s views and feelings. When present, cultural networks (e.g., religious affiliations, tribal supports,
military command structure) can help to enhance a patient’s social ties and supports. In many cul-
tures, families play an important source of support during times of illness, and in some cultures
treatment decisions are made by family members rather than by the individual. Family members or
members of a patient’s cultural group may also be helpful in explaining the patient’s belief system
and whether the patient’s current beliefs and behaviors are at odds with it. Examples may include
spiritual beliefs that are not part of an organized religion or cultural or religious rituals, including
food preferences.

A number of barriers exist to conducting such an assessment, including underlying cultural bi-
ases of clinicians and the time needed to conduct a thorough exploration of culturally related be-
liefs, influences, and networks. Some clinicians are unsure of the value of assessing cultural factors
or feel unskilled in conducting a complex assessment of this type. In some settings, elements of the
assessment may be elicited by other mental health professionals and can serve as the starting point
for the psychiatrist’s evaluation. In other situations, the psychiatrist will wish to begin assessment
of cultural factors at the initial evaluation, particularly as they relate to the patient’s presenting prob-
lem. More detailed inquiry can then occur as the therapeutic relationship develops, the patient’s so-
ciocultural context changes, or other findings suggest the need for in-depth knowledge of the pa-
tient’s culturally related beliefs.

For clinicians who lack experience in assessing cultural factors, the DSM-5 Cultural Formulation
Interview (American Psychiatric Association 2013a) offers a semi-structured framework for initiat-
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ing questioning relating to key elements of the cultural identity of the individual, cultural concep-
tualizations of distress, psychosocial stressors and cultural features of vulnerability and resilience,
and cultural features of the relationship between the individual and the clinician. Depending on the
patient’s answers to initial questions in the interview, supplementary modules are available to guide
detailed questioning.

GUIDELINE VI. Assessment of Medical Health

Guideline Statements

Statement 1. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include as-
sessment of whether or not the patient has an ongoing relationship with a primary care health pro-
fessional.
Statement 2. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include as-
sessment of the following:

• General appearance and nutritional status
• Involuntary movements or abnormalities of motor tone
• Coordination and gait
• Speech, including fluency and articulation
• Sight and hearing
• Physical trauma, including head injuries
• Past or current medical illnesses and related hospitalizations
• Relevant past or current treatments, including surgeries, other procedures, or complementary

and alternative medical treatments
• Allergies or drug sensitivities
• Sexual and reproductive history
• Past or current sleep abnormalities, including sleep apnea

Statement 3. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include as-
sessment of all medications the patient is currently or recently taking (i.e., both prescribed and non-
prescribed medications, herbal and nutritional supplements, and vitamins) and the side effects of
these medications.
Statement 4. APA suggests (2C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient also include as-
sessment of the following:

• Height, weight, and body mass index (BMI)
• Vital signs
• Skin, including any stigmata of trauma, self-injury, or drug use
• Cardiopulmonary status
• Past or current endocrinological disease
• Past or current infectious disease, including sexually transmitted diseases, HIV, tuberculosis,

hepatitis C, and locally endemic infectious diseases such as Lyme disease
• Past or current neurological or neurocognitive disorders or symptoms
• Past or current symptoms or conditions associated with significant pain and discomfort

Statement 5. In addition to a psychiatric review of systems,4 APA suggests (2C) that the initial psy-
chiatric evaluation of a patient include a review of the following systems:

• Constitutional symptoms (e.g., fever, weight loss)
• Eyes

4 As recommended in “Guideline I: Review of Psychiatric Symptoms, Trauma History, and Psychiatric Treatment History.”
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• Ears, nose, mouth, throat
• Cardiovascular
• Respiratory
• Gastrointestinal
• Genitourinary
• Musculoskeletal
• Integumentary (skin and/or breast)
• Neurological
• Endocrine
• Hematological/lymphatic
• Allergic/immunological

Rationale
The goal of this guideline is to improve, during an initial psychiatric evaluation, identification of
nonpsychiatric medical conditions that could affect the accuracy of a psychiatric diagnosis and the
safety of a psychiatric treatment plan.

The strength of research evidence supporting statements 1, 2, and 3 is low. As described under
“Review of Supporting Research Evidence,” studies were identified that do address whether diag-
nostic accuracy is improved by physical assessment or a medical history, but these elements of the
evaluative process were not examined as discrete interventions. The studies also did not address
whether treatment safety is affected by physical assessment, medical history, review of medications,
or review of systems, or whether diagnostic accuracy is affected by review of medications or review
of systems. The lack of generalizability of these studies is an additional factor that weakens their
strength. Despite this, there is consensus by experts that including the assessments described in
statements 1, 2, and 3 in an initial psychiatric evaluation has benefits for diagnostic accuracy and treat-
ment safety that clearly outweigh the potential harms.

Individuals with psychiatric disorders can have medical conditions that influence their function-
ing, quality of life, and life span. Relative to the general population, mortality rates are increased
for individuals with mental illness, particularly those with psychotic disorders, depressive disor-
ders, alcohol/substance use disorders, personality disorders, and delirium (Chang et al. 2010;
Chwastiak et al. 2010; Fok et al. 2012; Haklai et al. 2011; Honkonen et al. 2008; Høye et al. 2013;
Lemogne et al. 2013; Markkula et al. 2012; Witlox et al. 2010). Estimates suggest that the life span of
an individual with a mental illness is approximately 8 years shorter than the life span of individuals
in the general population (Druss et al. 2011). For individuals with serious mental illness, the reduc-
tion is even more dramatic: up to 25 years (Parks et al. 2006; Saha et al. 2007). Individuals with men-
tal illness have increased cardiovascular mortality (Miller et al. 2006; Morden et al. 2012; Newcomer
and Hennekens 2007; Osborn et al. 2007; Parks et al. 2006; Piatt et al. 2010; Roshanaei-Moghaddam
and Katon 2009), greater incidence of medical conditions (Dickerson et al. 2006a; Kisely et al. 2008;
Leucht et al. 2007; McGinty et al. 2012; Osborn et al. 2007), greater risk of injury (McGinty et al. 2013;
Piatt et al. 2010), and greater rates of health risk factors such as obesity and tobacco use (Dickerson
et al. 2006b; Lawrence et al. 2009; Osborn et al. 2006). Dental health is also poorer in those with se-
vere mental illness (Kisely et al. 2011; Leucht et al. 2007) and can contribute to health risks such as
community acquired pneumonia and endocarditis. Physical functioning is often reduced as well
(Chafetz et al. 2006) and may be independently associated with mortality risk (Hayes et al. 2012).
When individuals with a serious mental illness are diagnosed with medical conditions, they may
be less aware of their concomitant disorders than individuals without a mental illness (Kilbourne
et al. 2006). In addition, the quality and type of treatment they receive is frequently disparate from
care received by the general population (Druss et al. 2011; Goldberg et al. 2007; Kilbourne et al.
2008; Kisely et al. 2011; Mitchell et al. 2009, 2012; Salsberry et al. 2005). Furthermore, some individ-
uals with mental illness may be unable to understand and adhere to treatment for their illness.
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These disparities in care for those with psychiatric illness worsen the morbidity and mortality due
to medical conditions as compared with individuals in the general population.

Psychiatric and medical issues are interrelated in a number of other ways. Medical conditions
can contribute to the genesis of psychiatric symptoms and syndromes (American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation 2013b; David et al. 2009) or can complicate the diagnosis of psychiatric disorders. For exam-
ple, an individual with hyperthyroidism may develop symptoms of anxiety. A frontal lobe tumor
may result in a mood syndrome or neurocognitive impairment. An individual with uremia or ob-
structive sleep apnea may feel apathetic, fatigued, and inattentive, wrongly implying the presence
of depression even in the absence of mood changes.

Knowledge of the medications that a patient is taking is also important. Medications used to treat
medical conditions can interact with psychotropic medications (Ferrando et al. 2010; Sinclair et al.
2010; Zorina et al. 2013). Many individuals receiving psychiatric treatment are taking multiple med-
ications, and this magnifies the likelihood of drug-drug interactions (Haueis et al. 2011; Mojtabai and
Olfson 2010; Sandson et al. 2005; Thomas et al. 2010). Patients may also be taking nonprescribed
medications such as nutritional supplements or herbal products (Freeman et al. 2010; Meeks et al.
2007; Ravindran and da Silva 2013), which can interact with psychotropic medications, influencing
therapeutic benefits or side effects. Side effects of somatic treatments for psychiatric conditions can
also produce or increase the risks of preexisting medical conditions (Goldberg and Ernst 2012).
Other medication effects can mask physical findings that are important to clinical decision making.
For example, a beta-adrenergic receptor antagonist can blunt changes in vital signs (e.g., tachycar-
dia, elevations in blood pressure) that signal alcohol or benzodiazepine withdrawal. In addition,
medications can be associated with false positive results on toxicology testing (Brahm et al. 2010;
Rengarajan and Mullins 2013) or modify other laboratory findings leading to an incorrect diagno-
sis. Lack of information or confusion about prescribed medications and dosages can also contribute
to medical errors (Fitzgerald 2009; Procyshyn et al. 2010; Tully et al. 2009).

Given the above, an understanding of the patient’s medical status is important to 1) properly as-
sess the patient’s psychiatric symptoms and their potential cause, 2) determine the patient’s need
for medical care, and 3) consider potential effects on the patient’s medical conditions or related
treatments when choosing among psychiatric treatments.

Potential Benefits and Harms
In an initial psychiatric evaluation, determining whether or not the patient has an ongoing relation-
ship with a primary care health professional is potentially beneficial from several vantage points.
In patients who are already receiving medical care, communication with the primary care profes-
sional could be useful in coordinating assessments and treatment. If the patient has had a recent
medical assessment, the psychiatrist may be able to review the results of the history, physical ex-
amination, and laboratory or imaging findings in lieu of a direct assessment of the patient. Such in-
formation is often important in formulating a differential diagnosis and considering the benefits
and risks of potential treatment options. There are no plausible harms to determining if the patient
has a relationship with a primary care professional.

Similarly, there are many potential benefits to ensuring that the initial psychiatric evaluation in-
cludes assessment of the aspects of the patient’s medical health listed in statement 2. Signs and
symptoms of illness may be consistent with either a psychiatric disorder or another medical condi-
tion. Differential diagnosis can be aided by knowledge of past or current nonpsychiatric medical
disorders. Previously unrecognized medical illnesses may also be identified and addressed directly
or by referral to another clinician. Baseline data about medical conditions may be useful later in in-
terpreting physical signs and symptoms that emerge in the course of treatment, either related to
progression of underlying medical conditions or as side effects of psychiatric treatments.

The potential benefits of knowing the medications that a patient is taking are also multifaceted.
Use of prescribed medications, over-the-counter medications, vitamins, nutritional supplements,
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and herbal products can be associated with psychiatric signs and symptoms that would be relevant
to differential diagnosis. These medications can also interact with medications for psychiatric con-
ditions and thereby influence treatment planning.

The cost of assessing these aspects of the patient’s medical health is difficult to separate from the
overall cost of an initial psychiatric evaluation, which varies depending on the patient, the setting,
and the model of payment. When time within the initial psychiatric evaluation is used to focus on
assessment of aspects of the patient’s medical health, there could be less time available to address
other issues that are of importance to the patient or of relevance to diagnosis and treatment planning.

Implementation
As described in the definition of “assessment” (see Glossary of Terms), there are a variety of ways
clinicians may obtain recommended information about a patient’s medical health during an initial
psychiatric evaluation. Typically, an evaluation involves a direct interview between the patient and
the clinician. In some circumstances (e.g., an evaluation of a patient with severe psychosis or de-
mentia), obtaining information on history and a review of symptoms may not be possible through
direct questioning. When available, prior medical records, electronic prescription databases, input
from other treating clinicians, and information from family members or friends can raise previously
unknown information. Added details or corroboration of information obtained in the interview is
often helpful, since gaps in patient report can arise from ordinary errors in comprehension, recall,
and expression (Redelmeier et al. 2001; Ryan et al. 2013; Simon et al. 2012). Flexibility may be needed
in framing questions in terms that patients or family members are able to understand. For example,
patients with intellectual disability or neurocognitive disorders may have difficulty in understand-
ing questions as initially posed. In older individuals, difficulty understanding questions may sig-
nal unrecognized impairments in hearing or in cognition that would benefit from more detailed
evaluation.

In some clinical contexts, such as a planned outpatient assessment, patients may be asked to com-
plete an electronic- or paper-based form that inquires about key elements of the medical history and
review of systems. Such forms may be completed prior to the visit or upon arrival at the office and
can serve as a starting point to explore reported symptoms or historical information. Discussion
may also be initiated with a brief open-ended question, which is conducive to capturing the nuances
and narrative of the patient’s concerns. Thus, with the sexual history, a patient may be asked “Do
you have any sexual concerns or problems that you would like to discuss?” or “Are you sexually ac-
tive?” (Althof et al. 2013), with follow-up questions asked (e.g., about contraceptive use), as indi-
cated. Laboratory data or findings of electrocardiography, imaging studies, other radiological in-
vestigations or neuropsychological testing may also provide clues to past or current medical
conditions.

These recommendations should not be viewed as representing a comprehensive set of questions
relating to assessment of medical health, nor should they be seen as an endorsement of a checklist
approach to evaluation. For example, there are frequent overlaps between medical health and sub-
stance use disorders, but recommendations for substance use assessment are provided in “Sub-
stance Use Assessment.” Depending on the clinical setting and type of treatment, some information
may be more or less relevant to obtain as part of the evaluation. Thus, it may be important to assess
diseases and symptoms of disease that have a high prevalence among individuals with the patient’s
demographic characteristics and background, such as infectious disease in a patient who uses in-
travenous drugs or pulmonary and cardiovascular disease in a patient who smokes. Identifying a
family history of hyperlipidemia or early cardiac death would be more relevant to obtain in an in-
dividual with multiple cardiac risk factors or a risk for metabolic syndrome. A detailed review of
systems may be less crucial in a generally healthy individual who receives regular primary preven-
tive care, although the Current Procedural Terminology and the U.S. Centers for Medicare and Med-
icaid Services describe the review of systems as a part of a comprehensive evaluation (Centers for
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Medicare and Medicaid Services 2014; Schmidt et al. 2010). In patients who will be treated with psy-
chotherapy by the psychiatrist who is performing the evaluation, some aspects of the history (e.g.,
sexual and reproductive history) may be more appropriate to defer until later in treatment.

Information may also be more or less relevant to obtain based on the timing of a clinical event.
Time-based terms such as “current,” “recent,” or “past” are often used in clinical contexts but are im-
possible to define precisely and introduce vagueness into recommendations. With some information
(e.g., allergies), details are essential to obtain regardless of when the clinical event may have oc-
curred. With other information (e.g., minor surgical procedures, minor trauma), more recent events
may be of relevance, whereas events in the distant past would be of minimal importance to elicit in
a thorough fashion.

To determine whether the patient has an ongoing relationship with a primary care health profes-
sional requires gathering additional information besides a simple recording of the clinician’s name.
Some patients may be assigned to a primary care health professional, yet rarely meet with the indi-
vidual or receive preventive care. Under such circumstances, inquiring about the patient’s relation-
ship with his or her primary care practitioner can be a starting point for improved access to quality
health care and preventive services. For individuals who are receiving care from multiple specialty
physicians, initial questions about having a primary care health professional can be followed up with
additional questions about other clinicians who are providing them with care. Obtaining a complete
and accurate list of the patient’s medications can be challenging but has many implications for diag-
nosis and avoiding medication errors. When asked about the medications that they are taking, most
patients think in terms of prescriptions they receive at a pharmacy, but they may not report receiving
long-acting injectable antipsychotic medications, oral or long-acting injectable contraceptives, or non-
prescribed medications (e.g., over-the-counter medications, vitamins, herbal products, nutritional
supplements) unless specifically asked. Approaches that have been employed to develop an accurate
medication list include using a structured format for the medication history (Drenth-van Maanen et
al. 2011) or involving hospital-based clinical pharmacists or pharmacy technicians in taking a med-
ication history (Brownlie et al. 2014; Kwan et al. 2013). With the use of electronic prescribing and
electronic health records, information on patients’ previous medications will be increasingly avail-
able to clinicians. Again, these data can be used as a starting point for discussion but still require
verification by the clinician to ensure that the electronic information is correct and consistent with
the patient’s current use of the medication and pattern of adherence. Particularly with older individ-
uals, it can be useful to remind patients to bring a current list of their medications and bring all of their
medication bottles from home at the time of the visit. If a patient’s recall of medications is inconsistent
or erroneous, it may signal a need for detailed cognitive examination to identify possible neurocog-
nitive impairments that would pose medication safety risks or interfere with adherence.

The physical examination may be performed by the psychiatrist, another physician, or a medi-
cally trained clinician. Elements of the examination, such as vital signs, height, and weight, may
also be obtained by nursing staff or a medical assistant. The results of the patient’s most recent
physical examination may also be relied on in obtaining information about the patient’s physical
status. Considerations influencing the decision of whether the psychiatrist will personally perform
the physical examination include potential effects on the psychiatrist-patient relationship, the pur-
poses of the evaluation, and the complexity of the medical condition of the patient. The timing and
scope of the examination will vary according to clinical circumstances. In some individuals, portions
of the examination (e.g., vital signs) may be important to perform as soon as possible to identify an
urgent need for referral (e.g., in a patient with symptoms of alcohol withdrawal). In other individuals,
it may be appropriate to defer the examination. For example, the physical examination of an other-
wise healthy patient with paranoia may be deferred to a different clinician or a more appropriate time
or setting. Depending on the setting and type of treatment, transference issues could arise and in-
terfere with effective treatment if the psychiatrist conducts the physical examination himself or her-
self. If physical assessments are done as part of the evaluation rather than relying on examinations by
other health professionals, provisions for chaperones should be considered.
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Barriers to the use of these recommendations also exist, with a major barrier being constraints on
clinician time and the need to assess many aspects of the patient’s symptoms and history within a
circumscribed period. Depending on the setting, general health status, and other clinical characteris-
tics of the patient, clinicians may judge other parts of the evaluation as having a greater priority in
planning initial treatment. In terms of conducting a physical examination, assessment of some organ
systems may be viewed as being outside the scope of typical psychiatric practice. In addition, many
psychiatrists, particularly in an outpatient setting, will not have access to a fully equipped room for
conducting physical examinations. For medically ill patients, elements of the physical examination,
such as gait, may not be possible to assess because of the severity of the patient’s condition. In other
individuals, the severity of their psychiatric illness may limit their ability to collaborate with a gen-
eral medical history, medication history, review of systems, and physical examination.

GUIDELINE VII. Quantitative Assessment

Guideline Statements

APA suggests (2C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include quantitative measures
of symptoms, level of functioning, and quality of life.

Rationale
The goal of this guideline is to improve, during and after an initial psychiatric evaluation, clinical de-
cision making and treatment outcomes.

The strength of supporting research evidence for this guideline statement is low. Two studies were
identified that compared the use of a quantitative measure with clinical interview in patients who
presented with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome and that looked for an impact on clinical
decision making. Both studies were observational in design, and both examined the use of a scale
that assessed only for delirium. Use of the scale was associated with greater diagnostic accuracy as
compared with assessment without the scale, but the effect was weak and the study population was
limited to patients in an intensive care setting.

Many studies have addressed the development, use, and statistical characteristics of psychiatric
rating scales, but there have not been specific comparisons of these measures and nonquantitative
assessment. In addition, there has not been specific examination of effects on clinical decision mak-
ing. Nevertheless, other studies have examined potential benefits and utility of quantitative mea-
sures in psychiatric practice and contribute to the rationale for using ratings scales in clinical prac-
tice. For example, in addition to use of the self-rated 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9)
in depression screening, benefits have been found when the PHQ-9 is used for ongoing monitoring
of depressed patients, either by psychiatrists (Arbuckle et al. 2013; Chung et al. 2013; Duffy et al.
2008; Katzelnick et al. 2011) or in primary care settings (Yeung et al. 2012). The Sequenced Treat-
ment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D) study (Trivedi 2009; Trivedi et al. 2007) and
other studies (Allen et al. 2009; Bickman et al. 2011; Zimmerman and McGlinchey 2008a; Zimmer-
man et al. 2011; Zubkoff et al. 2012) have shown success in the clinical implementation of quantita-
tive measures and in the use of measurement-based approaches to clinical decision-making (i.e.,
“measurement-based care”). An additional study that randomly assigned patients to monthly use
of standardized measures compared with treatment as usual showed a reduction in inpatient days,
although subjective outcomes were unaffected (Slade et al. 2006). In studies of psychotherapy, sys-
tematic rating scales have been used to provide “outcome-informed treatment” in which patients
provide feedback on levels of distress as well as on facets of the therapeutic alliance and perceived
benefits of treatment (Boswell et al. 2015).

The field trials for DSM-5 also demonstrated the feasibility and reliability of using the DSM-5
Level 1 Cross-Cutting Symptom Measure in clinical practice (Narrow et al. 2013). Furthermore, re-
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search studies have demonstrated the validity and reliability of many quantitative measures, in-
cluding both self- and clinician-administered scales, which can also be useful in routine clinical
practice (Rush et al. 2008).

Despite insufficient research evidence, many experts agree that clinical decision making is im-
proved by the use of quantitative measures in an initial psychiatric evaluation. Intuitively, and by
analogy with other medical specialties in which standardized measurement (e.g., of physiological
signs or laboratory tests) guides treatment, the use of a systematic and quantifiable approach to as-
sessment would seemingly produce better patient outcomes and greater standardization of care
across patients (Harding et al. 2011). Other experts contend that the benefits are uncertain or de-
pend on clinical factors such as the setting of the evaluation and individual patient characteristics.
Furthermore, expert opinion suggests that quantitative measures may not have clear advantages to
a comprehensive interview by an experienced clinician and may even have disadvantages, such as
inflexibility and cost, that are not clearly outweighed by the burden of using measures. These dif-
ferences of opinion are reflected in the results of a survey of experts conducted by the APA, as de-
scribed under “Review of Supporting Research Evidence.”

Potential Benefits and Harms
Clinical decision making, including but not limited to diagnosis and treatment planning, requires
a careful and systematic assessment of the type, frequency, and magnitude of psychiatric symptoms
as well as an assessment of the impact of those symptoms on the patient’s day-to-day functioning
and quality of life. There are a number of potential benefits to obtaining this information as part of
the initial psychiatric evaluation through the use of quantitative measures. Compared with a clini-
cal interview, quantitative measures may help the clinician to conduct a more consistent and com-
prehensive review of the multiplicity of symptoms that the patient may be experiencing. This more
comprehensive review may prevent the patient and the clinician from overlooking symptoms that
are of potential relevance to diagnosis, treatment planning, and other clinical decision making. For
example, subthreshold symptoms or comorbid subsyndromal conditions may be identified that are
relevant to treatment planning and functioning. Similarly, the use of quantitative measures to as-
sess the patient’s level of functioning and quality of life may provide information about how illness
affects the patient’s daily life that is more consistent and comprehensive than information gained
by clinical interview. Measures of the patient’s level of functioning and quality of life may also sig-
nal the need for psychiatric or psychosocial interventions that target specific aspects of disability. If
co-occurring medical illnesses are affecting level of functioning and quality of life, this may signal
a need for consulting and collaborating with other treating clinicians or strengthening the patient’s
ability to cope with a chronic medical condition. Using systematic measures may also increase the
efficiency of asking routine questions and allow more time for clinicians to focus on symptoms of
greatest severity or issues of most concern to the patient.

Another key potential benefit of obtaining quantitative measures during an initial evaluation is to
establish baseline measurements against which progress can be measured as treatment unfolds. For
example, baseline data may help the clinician later to assess the adequacy of treatment or the need for
treatment modifications as well as to interpret symptoms that emerge during the course of treatment,
either related to progression of underlying psychiatric disorders or as side effects of treatments. With-
out the use of a consistent quantitative measure, recall biases may confound the ability of patients and
clinicians to compare past and current levels or patterns of symptoms and functioning. When patients
have had substantial improvements in symptoms and functioning, it can be easy to focus on the im-
provements and overlook residual symptoms or side effects of treatment that are contributing to on-
going impairment or quality of life. Ongoing use of quantitative assessments may also foster identi-
fication of residual symptoms or impairments and early detection of illness recurrence. Systematic
use of quantitative measures can also facilitate communication among treating clinicians and can
serve as a basis for enhanced management of populations of patients as well as individual patients.
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Most patients will be able to appreciate the ways in which the use of quantitative measures will
be of benefit to them. The fact that the clinician is using a systematic approach to address the pa-
tients’ symptoms and functioning sends a positive message that could improve the therapeutic re-
lationship. Especially in developed countries, patients are used to and expect digital, computerized
information exchange, including for health-related monitoring and communication. For these pa-
tients, the use of quantitative measures within the context of an electronic health record, mobile
app, or other computerized technology may have positive effects on the relationship of the patient
with the psychiatrist and the health system.

Use of quantitative measures can have a number of potential harms. Overreliance on quantita-
tive measures may lead other key elements of the patient’s symptoms and life circumstances to be
overlooked. Some patients may view quantitative measures as impersonal or may feel annoyed by
having to complete detailed scales, particularly if done frequently. If a patient feels negatively about
quantitative measures, this could alter the developing therapeutic alliance.

The amount of time available for an initial psychiatric evaluation is typically constrained by cli-
nician availability, cost, and other factors. Under such circumstances, time that is used to obtain
quantitative measures could introduce harms by reducing time available to address other issues of
importance to the patient or of relevance to clinical decision making. Logistical barriers to using
quantitative measures appear to be common. Depending on the patient characteristics, the setting,
and the model of payment, using systematic ratings can be associated with financial costs. Systematic
use of measures may require changes in workflow to distribute scales and additional time to review
the results with the patient. Unreimbursed costs of practice may also increase if additional staff are
needed to support modified workflows, if changes are needed to an electronic health record system
to permit integration of measures, or if payment is needed to use copyrighted versions of scales.

Implementation
The specific tasks required for implementation of quantitative measurement will vary with the setting
and the patient population served by the clinician’s practice. In all situations, a necessary first step
will be selecting appropriate scales for use. Selected measures should be appropriate for the clinical
setting and should consider factors such as patient language, literacy, and health literacy. Other fac-
tors that can affect the statistical reliability and validity of rating scale measures include comorbid
illnesses, race, ethnicity, and cultural background. It is important to consider whether the chosen
scales have appropriate norms based on patient characteristics and setting. Depending on predic-
tive values, sensitivity, and specificity, some rating scales may be better suited to screening whereas
other rating scales may be better suited for detailed assessments of symptoms and for outcome
monitoring. If more than one quantitative measure is being used, it is important to minimize dup-
lication of questions and avoid overwhelming the patient with an excessive number of scales to
complete. Rating scales should always be used as a supplement and not a replacement for clinical
assessment and should be implemented in a way that supports development of the therapeutic re-
lationship with the patient.

For assessment of psychiatric symptoms and behaviors across a range of domains, the DSM-5
Level 1 Cross-Cutting Symptom Measure (American Psychiatric Association 2013b) may be useful
(Narrow et al. 2013). A self-report measure is available for adults and for children ages 11–17. A par-
ent/guardian measure exists for children ages 6–17. Online versions of the measure are available at
http://www.psychiatry.org/practice/dsm/dsm5/online-assessment-measures#Level1. Findings of
the Level 1 measure can be amplified by follow-up questioning or by the use of additional measures,
such as the DSM-5 Level 2 Cross-Cutting Symptom Measures. The My Mood Monitor (M-3) checklist
(http://www.annfammed.org/content/suppl/2010/03/04/8.2.160.DC1/Gaynes_Supp_App.pdf;
http://www.whatsmym3.com) is another self-report measure that screens for multiple disorders,
including questions on depressive, bipolar, anxiety, obsessive-compulsive, and trauma-related dis-
orders. Other specific rating scales may also be of use. For example, a number of clinician-rated and/
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or self-rated scales have been widely used in research and are increasingly used in ongoing clinical
monitoring of depression (Chung et al. 2013; Duffy et al. 2008; Katzelnick et al. 2011). These include
the PHQ-9 (http://www.integration.samhsa.gov/images/res/PHQ%20-%20Questions.pdf; Kroenke
et al. 2001), the clinician-rated Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (Ham-D; http://health-
net.umassmed.edu/mhealth/HAMD.pdf; Hamilton 1960; McIntyre et al. 2005), and the Inventory
of Depressive Symptomatology (IDS), which is available in clinician-rated and self-rated versions
(http://www.ids-qids.org/; Rush et al. 1996). Other symptom scales are described in Handbook of
Psychiatric Measures, 2nd Edition, edited by Rush et al. (2008). For the assessment of functional im-
pairments, the World Health Organization Disability Assessment Schedule 2.0 (WHODAS 2.0) is a 36-
item, self-administered scale that also has a proxy-administered version (http://www.psychiatry.org/
File%20Library/Practice/DSM/DSM-5/WHODAS2SelfAdministered.pdf; World Health Organi-
zation 2010). Quality of life can also be measured using a scale developed by the World Health Or-
ganization, the WHOQOL-BREF (http://depts.washington.edu/seaqol/WHOQOL-BREF; Skeving-
ton et al. 2004; The WHOQOL Group 1998). The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
Healthy Days Measure (HRQOL-14) and core module (HRQOL-4) (http://www.cdc.gov/hrqol/
hrqol14_measure.htm) have also been used in general population samples to assess physical and
emotional symptoms as related to an individual’s perceived sense of well-being (Moriarty et al.
2003). The Satisfaction With Life Scale (Diener et al. 1985; http://internal.psychology.illinois.edu/
~ediener/SWLS.html) has been developed and used to assess life satisfaction and quality of life in
individuals with chronic mental illness. For a nonspecific measure of quality of life, patients can be
asked to rate their overall (physical and mental) quality of life in the past month on a scale from 0
(“about as bad as dying”) to 10 (“life is perfect”) (Unützer et al. 2002).

In some clinical contexts, such as a planned outpatient assessment, patients may be asked to
complete electronic- or paper-based quantitative measures, either prior to the visit or upon arrival
at the office (Allen et al. 2009; Harding et al. 2011; Trivedi 2009; Trivedi et al. 2007). Between or prior
to visits, mobile technology may also be adaptable to obtaining quantitative measurements (Palmier-
Claus et al. 2012). In other clinical contexts, such as acute inpatient settings, electronic modes of data
capture may be more cumbersome and patients may need more assistance in completion of scales.
As an alternative, proxy-based scales or clinician-rated scales may be used. Additional implemen-
tation considerations will depend on whether an electronic health record or other technologies are
used within the practice. Some electronic health records may include built-in measurement func-
tionality ( e.g., default forms for rating of symptoms, functioning, or quality of life). As electronic
health records become more commonly used, electronic capture of quantitative measures can allow
computerized decision-support systems to be used in guiding evidence-based treatment (Trivedi
et al. 2004), thereby improving outcomes and quality of care.

A number of barriers to implementing quantitative measures in routine clinical practice have been
described (Harding et al. 2011; Valenstein et al. 2009; Zimmerman and McGlinchey 2008b; Zimmer-
man et al. 2011). Patient-related barriers include problems in completing scales because of psychi-
atric symptom severity, low health literacy, or reading difficulties. Some individuals may be unwilling
to complete quantitative measures, although available information suggests that ambulatory patients
are generally cooperative (Duffy et al. 2008; Narrow et al. 2013; Zimmerman and McGlinchey
2008a).

Quantitative measures themselves present additional barriers to implementation. Most scales
have been developed and used primarily in research settings, and this can limit their generalizabil-
ity, usability, and perhaps their reliability and validity in routine clinical use. There is limited con-
sensus on the best measures to implement. Normative values are not always available, and it is
even more uncommon to have normative values available based on factors such as educational
level, age, race, ethnicity, culture, or comorbid conditions that can influence ratings. Variations in
patient’s health literacy, reading ability, and symptom severity can also lead patients to misinterpret
questions. Other patients may bias the ratings that they record, either unintentionally (e.g., to please
the clinician with their progress) or intentionally (e.g., to obtain controlled substances, to support
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claims of disability). Thus, the answers to questions and the summative scores on quantitative mea-
sures need to be interpreted in the context of the clinical presentation. Relying on a summative
score can also be misleading when an overall scale score may be low but an important rating (e.g.,
suicidal ideas) is noted to be severe or frequent. Because many scales ask the patient to rate symp-
toms over several weeks, they may not be sensitive to change. This can be problematic in acute care
settings, where treatment adjustments and symptom improvement can occur fairly quickly. Some
symptom-based quantitative measures focus either on symptom frequency over the observation pe-
riod or on symptom severity. Although these features often increase or decrease in parallel, that is not
invariably the case. Other quantitative measures ask the patient to consider both symptom fre-
quency and severity, which can also make the findings difficult to interpret.

Finally, as described under “Potential Benefits and Harms,” cost may be a decisive barrier to the
implementation of quantitative measures in usual clinical practice, particularly if the potential ben-
efits are uncertain for the patients treated within a specific clinical practice. Costs may include time
and resources needed to implement and administer measures (Harding et al. 2011; Veerbeek et al.
2012), including within existing electronic health records, as well as costs associated with obtaining
permission or a license to use measures that are protected by copyright laws.

GUIDELINE VIII. Involvement of the Patient in 
Treatment Decision Making

Guideline Statements

Statement 1. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient who is seen
include an explanation to the patient of the following: the differential diagnosis, risks of untreated
illness, treatment options, and benefits and risks of treatment.
Statement 2. APA recommends that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient who is seen in-
clude asking the patient about treatment-related preferences.
Statement 3. APA recommends that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient who is seen in-
clude collaboration between the clinician and the patient about decisions pertinent to treatment.

Rationale
The goal of this guideline is to improve patient engagement, patient knowledge of diagnosis and
treatment options, and collaborative decision making between patients and clinicians about treat-
ment-related decisions.

The strength of research evidence supporting the educational and collaborative approaches rec-
ommended in statements 1, 2, and 3 is low. A number of randomized, controlled trials have studied
the utility of similar approaches in the evaluation and treatment of individuals with a psychiatric
disorder. However, as described in “Review of Supporting Research Evidence,” the majority of the
studies were nonblinded and had many potential confounding factors, and the applicability of the
studies for this guideline is limited (e.g., because they studied individuals in a single setting or with
a single diagnosis). Furthermore, the findings of these studies were weak and inconsistent. The pos-
itive studies demonstrated effects that were brief or small in magnitude. Positive outcomes were
also indirectly related to treatment outcomes. For example, when patients were educated about
their illness or treatment, measurements showed that their knowledge increased. Patient satisfac-
tion tended to improve when information was conveyed through increased contact with the treat-
ment team, but this was not necessarily the case when information was conveyed by printed mate-
rials only. Findings of studies on incorporating patient choices and on involving the patient in
treatment decision making were mixed in terms of improved treatment adherence and clinical out-
comes, respectively. Notably, however, studies did not demonstrate any harms of the interventions.
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A number of investigators have examined treatment outcomes in relation to the patient’s previ-
ously stated preferences. Studies have been conducted in psychiatric and in primary care settings
in individuals with major depressive disorder or chronic forms of depression. Interventions have
included antidepressant medication as compared with forms of psychotherapy (e.g., cognitive-
behavioral therapy, cognitive behavioral analysis system of psychotherapy, supportive therapy) or
combined treatment with antidepressant and psychotherapy. Findings of these studies are mixed,
with some (Kocsis et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2005; Mergl et al. 2011) but not all (Dunlop et al. 2012; Kwan
et al. 2010; Leykin et al. 2007; Steidtmann et al. 2012) showing greater or more rapid symptom reduc-
tion among individuals who received their preferred treatment. Other secondary analyses showed
better reported therapeutic alliance among individuals who received their preferred treatment in
some studies (Iacoviello et al. 2007; Kwan et al. 2010). Despite the variability of these results, these
studies provide some indirect evidence that asking about patient preferences could influence the
therapeutic alliance, adherence, or outcomes, at least in individuals with depression (Gelhorn et al.
2011).

Other indirect evidence for benefit comes from limited findings of improvements with medical
and surgical patients’ knowledge related to use of personalized risk communications (Edwards et
al. 2013) or decision aids (Knops et al. 2013). Decisional conflict also shows some reductions related
to use of decision aids (Stacey et al. 2011).

Despite this lack of strong supporting research evidence, experts agree that including the ap-
proaches recommended in statements 1, 2, and 3 as part of the initial psychiatric evaluation has ben-
efits for enhancing the therapeutic alliance, treatment adherence, and patient and clinician satisfac-
tion, and these potential benefits clearly outweigh the few potential harms.

These guideline statements are consistent with recommendations of the Institute of Medicine that
patient-centered care be delivered as one element of high-quality health care (National Research
Council 2001). Other organizations have promoted similar educational and collaborative approaches
to care, often using the term “shared decision-making.” For example, the U.S. Preventative Services
Task Force has described how shared decision making may be incorporated into the delivery of pre-
ventative care (Sheridan et al. 2004). Shared decision making and informed patient choice have also
been described as principles for the ethical practice of medicine (Drake and Deegan 2009; Moulton
and King 2010). In particular, the ethical principles of respect for persons (National Commission for
the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research 1979) and for autonomy
(Beauchamp and Childress 2012) are well established and provide clear support for involvement of
the patient. Involvement of the patient in decisions about his or her care is also an integral part of the
ethical and legal tenets of informed consent (AMA Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs 2012;
Beauchamp 2011). Opinion 8.08 of the Code of Medical Ethics of the American Medical Association
(AMA Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs 2012) provides further discussion of informed con-
sent including the need to “sensitively and respectfully disclose all relevant medical information to
patients” in a manner so that the “quantity and specificity of this information [are] tailored to meet
the preferences and needs of individual patients.”

Potential Benefits and Harms
There are a number of potential benefits to discussing differential diagnosis, risks of untreated ill-
ness, treatment options, and benefits and risks of treatment with the patient at the time of an initial
psychiatric evaluation. These include strengthening the therapeutic alliance and enhancing the pa-
tient’s satisfaction with the care received, by respecting the patient’s autonomy. Adherence may
also be improved if the patient understands the reasoning behind a particular treatment approach.
If an effective treatment is provided, improved adherence could be expected to be associated with
reduced symptoms and improved functioning. The safety of treatment may also be enhanced if pa-
tients are educated about potential side effects of treatment, because knowledge about these poten-
tial effects could facilitate earlier reporting of difficulties with treatment.
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Obtaining information about the patient’s treatment-related preferences may also contribute to
improved adherence, a stronger therapeutic alliance, and greater satisfaction with care. Because such
preferences may have arisen from personal or family experiences with a specific treatment, they
may provide clues to a patient’s therapeutic or adverse responses to a given treatment or mecha-
nistically similar treatments. Thus, an additional benefit of eliciting patient preferences may relate to
the efficacy or safety of treatment for the individual patient.

Collaborating with the patient about decisions pertinent to treatment also has the potential to
improve the therapeutic alliance, satisfaction with care, and adherence with treatment. Such collab-
oration may also increase the likelihood that the patient’s expressed preferences will be integrated
into the treatment plan.

Potential harms of these recommendations are minimal. It is possible that some individuals will
not be interested in receiving information on differential diagnosis, risks of untreated illness, treat-
ment options, and benefits and risks of treatment. Patients may also prefer not to be involved in col-
laborative decision making, feeling that the clinician is more knowledgeable or that the options are
too overwhelming to consider.

It is difficult to estimate the cost of explaining the patient’s differential diagnosis, risks of un-
treated illness, treatment options, and benefits and risks of treatment as well as inquiring about the
patient’s treatment-related preferences and collaborating with the patient in making decisions per-
tinent to treatment. The time required for each of these steps will differ with the patient and the clin-
ical context. Such costs are also difficult to disentangle from the overall cost of an initial psychiatric
evaluation. When factors including cost or model of payment constrain the amount of time avail-
able for an initial psychiatric evaluation, time that is used to focus on shared decision making could
reduce time available to address other issues of importance to the patient or of relevance to diagnosis
and treatment planning.

Implementation
These guideline recommendations apply to patients who have decision-making capacity. In gen-
eral, individuals are presumed to have capacity unless there is compelling evidence to the contrary
(Appelbaum 2007; Sessums et al. 2011). Capacity is presumed even in individuals who may have
been admitted to a facility on an involuntary basis. Accordingly, the initial steps of a shared deci-
sion-making process are recommended for new patients, unless it is clear that the individual has
severe cognitive impairment or disorganized thought processes that would impede his or her abil-
ity to process information. Even when disorganized thinking, delirium, or neurocognitive disor-
ders are present, patients may still be able to understand some degree of information about their
illness and its treatment and may be able to express some opinions about preferences. In individu-
als with delirium, such discussions may be able to occur during periods of greater lucidity. Initial
steps to shared decision making include discussing the differential diagnosis, risks of untreated ill-
ness, treatment options, and benefits and risks of treatment. To assess the patient’s knowledge after
this information is conveyed, it is often useful to ask for a summary of his or her understanding of
the diagnosis and treatment options. Assessing the patient’s ability to understand this information
is one element of assessing decision-making capacity (Appelbaum 2007). If the patient does not
seem to fully grasp the information that was conveyed, the clinician will want to determine
whether this reflects a true inability to understand the material or whether the explanation needs
to be worded in more straightforward terms (Epstein and Gramling 2013; Epstein and Peters 2009;
Sessums et al. 2011; Sheridan et al. 2004). Shifting to a different mode or format of presentation may
also help improve the patient’s understanding of the material (Covey 2007). With such adaptations,
individuals with low health literacy, learning disabilities, or some cognitive impairment may still
be able to learn key material and collaborate in their care. More detailed assessment for possible
delirium or neurocognitive disorder is warranted if the patient has difficulty understanding the
material when presented in a simpler format. With permission from the patient, the patient’s family
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may also be involved to help the patient to understand treatment options and collaborate in care.
In addition to determining whether the patient understands factual elements of the information
that has been conveyed, it is also useful to inquire about any concerns, fears, preconceptions, or
other beliefs that the patient has about the information. This can help in addressing miscommuni-
cations or in providing the patient with additional support if the fears or concerns are realistic.

A second element of assessing capacity is determining whether the patient can appreciate his or
her condition and the likely outcomes of the possible treatment options. Some individuals may be
able to understand key information but lack insight and ability to appreciate that a psychiatric con-
dition is present (Appelbaum 2007; Owen et al. 2013). Other individuals may have unrecognized
cognitive impairment that results in poor adherence or unwillingness to consider treatment. Still
other individuals have delusions that compromise their ability to appreciate the true consequences
of an intervention (e.g., medication is believed to be poisonous, imaging studies are believed to be
capable of activating embedded transmitters).

Asking patients about treatment-related preferences provides information about the outcomes
that are most important to them. Desired outcomes may be broad in scope and encompass social
and functional outcomes as well as symptomatic outcomes (Deegan and Drake 2006; Klein et al.
2007). Inquiring about the patient’s current quality of life and level of functioning can often serve
as a starting point for discussing his or her overarching goals and preferences for achieving them.
For some individuals, avoiding a specific side effect may be more important than a difference in
possible benefits. For other individuals, preferences may relate to pragmatic issues such as medica-
tion or treatment costs or availability of transportation for follow-up visits. As another aspect of pa-
tient preference, it is helpful to ask whether or not the patient wishes to have family members or
others (e.g., case managers, close friends) involved in discussions or decisions about aspects of care
including treatment. The majority of individuals want family involvement, although there is signif-
icant heterogeneity in the extent and type of involvement that is desired (Cohen et al. 2013). Increas-
ing numbers of young adults reside with their parents (Vespa et al. 2013), suggesting the need to
explore with patients the ways in which family members can help them meet their identified treat-
ment goals (Dixon et al. 2014). In discussing the patient’s preferences and choice of treatment, the cli-
nician will be able to determine whether the patient is able to reason about treatment options and
communicate a choice about treatment, which are the remaining elements of an assessment of deci-
sion-making capacity (Appelbaum 2007). For the majority of individuals (who have decision-making
capacity), the clinician will have communicated key information through this process and will have
engaged the patient in a collaborative approach to care.

Given that shared decision making is intended to focus on and integrate the unique aspects of
the patient’s preferences and options for treatment (Makoul and Clayman 2006), some flexibility in
implementing these recommendations will be essential. One proposed model of shared decision
making emphasizes the respectful exploration of “what matters most” to the patient (Elwyn et al.
2012). The dynamic and iterative aspects of discussion and decision making are also useful to keep
in mind (Elwyn et al. 2012; Makoul and Clayman 2006). Although the shared decision-making pro-
cess is recommended to begin during the initial evaluation, it will also continue and evolve throughout
the patient’s therapeutic relationship with the clinician.

The exact content of discussions with the patient may also vary depending on the circumstances.
For example, when obtaining and documenting informed consent for a procedure or treatment
with significant risk, a greater level of detail will be needed that outlines the specific risk and ben-
efits of the proposed treatment and other possible options, include no treatment. On the other hand,
a detailed discussion of the risks of forgoing treatment may not be crucial in an individual who im-
plicitly knows the problems with untreated illness and is actively seeking assistance. In other cir-
cumstances, a patient’s symptoms may not fulfill criteria for a specific diagnosis, or a final diagnosis
may require additional history or review of information. Nevertheless, it may still be appropriate
to initiate treatment based on what is already established. The clinician could discuss the likely diag-
nostic possibilities or explain why symptomatic treatment is still indicated, even in the absence of a
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clear diagnosis. Other elements of the proposed treatment approach may also contain uncertainties
(Epstein and Gramling 2013), and gaps in available evidence may not allow estimates of risks and
benefits of treatment. Again, the goal is a straightforward discussion of the therapeutic options as
well as transparent mention of key areas of uncertainty that would be relevant to the patient’s pref-
erences and decisions. If electronic decision aids are available and relevant to the patient, these can
be helpful (Friedberg et al. 2013; Sheridan et al. 2004; Stacey et al. 2011).

Communications with patients about their goals may involve a series of conversations rather
than a single discussion. Patients may have additional questions and may make additional deci-
sions about their care as their illness, their understanding of their symptoms, and their treatment
options evolve. Family members and others whom the patient chooses to involve in his or her care
may also have questions that arise over the course of treatment. For patients who are being treated
with a type of treatment (e.g., assertive community treatment) or in a setting (e.g., hospital) that has
a multidisciplinary team approach to care, other team members play an important role in discuss-
ing information with patients and families, clarifying issues of concern or confusion, and providing
information in a format and level of detail that is appropriate to the patient’s needs. In some set-
tings, the multidisciplinary team members will collaborate with the patient and involved family
members in developing an individualized treatment plan.

When a patient lacks capacity or is experiencing acute symptoms (e.g., delusions, agitation) that
compromise informed discussion, shared decision making may not be possible or may need to be im-
plemented more gradually as the patient’s symptoms remit. Opinions 8.081 and 8.082 of the Code of
Medical Ethics of the American Medical Association (AMA Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs
2012) discuss circumstances in which informed-consent discussions may need to be modified or de-
layed or in which surrogate consent may be needed. When individuals who lack capacity have a sur-
rogate decision-maker, a similar process can be followed that incorporates explaining the diagnosis
and treatment options, eliciting preferences, and collaborating in decisions about treatment.

Some individuals may have completed a psychiatric advance directive that provides information
about their preferences with regard to medication or other interventions (Elbogen et al. 2007). Lim-
ited evidence suggests that such advance directives can improve patient adherence with treatment
(Wilder et al. 2010). Individuals with cognitive impairment may also have developed an advance
care plan that describes their future wishes (Dening et al. 2011; Robinson et al. 2012). Patients can
be encouraged to consider completing a psychiatric advance directive, advance care plan, or health
care proxy at a time when they have the decisional capacity to do so (Moye et al. 2013; Srebnik et al.
2004).

A number of barriers exist to implementing these recommendations. Not all patients are interested
in learning detailed information about diagnosis or treatment, or they may not be psychologically
able to process and come to terms with the information. Patients are not always comfortable with
a shared decision-making approach. Some patients may be reluctant to engage in discussion and
may be fearful of how they will be viewed by the clinician (Frosch et al. 2012). Studies of patients with
medical or surgical conditions suggest that there is significant variability in patient preferences re-
lated to shared decision making (Chewning et al. 2012; Singh et al. 2010). Furthermore, these pref-
erences can be difficult to judge (Kon 2012) and may be culturally mediated (Charles et al. 2006).
They are not absolute but may shift with the clinical context or type of decision that is being made
(Epstein and Gramling 2013). Fewer studies are available in psychiatric patients, but these also sug-
gest individual variations in preferences (Deegan and Drake 2006; Klein et al. 2007; Woltmann and
Whitley 2010). Even for patients who are well informed and have high health literacy, shared deci-
sion making can sometimes impose an unrealistic burden on patients (Olthuis et al. 2014).

Other barriers relate to the amount of time that the clinician has available to engage in shared
decision making or the lack of other resources (e.g., reimbursement, decision aids, other health pro-
fessional staff) to help support the shared decision-making process (Friedberg et al. 2013; Légaré
and Witteman 2013; Légaré et al. 2008; Sheridan et al. 2004). Clinicians may also lack knowledge
about how to implement shared decision making, question its utility, or have concerns that it will
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complicate the therapeutic relationship (Friedberg et al. 2013; Légaré and Witteman 2013; Légaré et
al. 2008; Sheridan et al. 2004). Some clinicians may be accustomed to interacting with patients in a
paternalistic or authoritarian manner, which can present a barrier to open communication about
patient preferences and values (Frosch et al. 2012). Thus, changes may be needed in clinician train-
ing and in the resources devoted to shared decision making to promote the implementation of these
recommendations.

GUIDELINE IX. Documentation of the Psychiatric Evaluation

Guideline Statements

Statement 1. APA recommends (1C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include doc-
umentation of the rationale for treatment selection, including discussion of the specific factors that
influenced the treatment choice.
Statement 2. APA suggests (2C) that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include documen-
tation of the rationale for clinical tests.

Rationale
The goal of this guideline is to improve clinical decision making and increase coordination of psy-
chiatric treatment with other clinicians.

The strength of the research evidence supporting statements 1 and 2 is low. No prospective stud-
ies were identified that addressed whether decision making about a patient’s psychiatric diagnosis
and treatment plan or coordination of psychiatric treatment with other clinicians is improved when
the clinician documents the rationale for treatment selection and for clinical tests. However, some
indirect information suggests that such a practice may be beneficial.

With the increasing use of electronic record systems, the structured but fragmented information
that is common in electronic record notes can increase cognitive workload and reduce the quality of
communication among those caring for the patient (Cusack et al. 2013; Embi et al. 2013; Mamykina
et al. 2012; Rosenbloom et al. 2011). A greater emphasis on synthesizing information through doc-
umentation may ameliorate some of those difficulties. Clinical decision making may also be enhanced.
The thought process behind clinical decision making is frequently described as having two distinct
components—one that is intuitive, relying primarily on pattern recognition and rules-of-thumb,
and one that is more systematic and analytical (Bate et al. 2012; Croskerry et al. 2013). The intuitive
process is faster but more likely to introduce cognitive biases and error than the more reflective pro-
cess. Although documenting the rationale for treatment selection and testing in addition to the usual
practice of documenting the differential diagnosis may require additional time to complete, it may
also allow clinicians to avoid biases and errors in clinical judgment and think about whether other
care approaches and testing strategies may be more concordant with evidence-based practices or with
the patient’s needs and preferences.

Potential Benefits and Harms
In an initial psychiatric evaluation, documenting the rationale for treatment selection and clinical
tests is potentially beneficial in several respects. When a patient’s care is being provided by multi-
ple individuals using a shared treatment or treatment team approach, collaboration and coordina-
tion of care among involved health professionals are crucial. Delineating the reasons for selecting
treatment(s) and obtaining clinical tests can enhance collaboration and minimize misunderstand-
ings or errors in the delivered treatment. Whether a patient is being cared for by one clinician or by
many, documentation of clinical reasoning can be informative to review if questions arise later in
treatment or if treatment is transitioned to different clinicians.
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The amount of time available for an initial psychiatric evaluation is typically constrained by cli-
nician availability, cost, and other factors. Under such circumstances, focusing on more detailed
documentation of clinical decision making could introduce harms by reducing time available to ad-
dress other issues of importance to diagnosis, treatment planning, or the patient. The financial cost
of documenting the rationale for treatment selection and clinical tests is difficult to disentangle
from the overall cost of an initial psychiatric evaluation, which varies depending on the patient, the
setting, and the model of payment.

Implementation
When the clinician is describing the rationale for treatment selection and for clinical tests as part of the
initial psychiatric evaluation, the breadth and depth of documentation will depend on the clinical cir-
cumstances and complexity of the decision making. Although some treatment or testing decisions may
seem “intuitively obvious” (e.g., prescribing an antidepressant to a patient with depression, obtaining
“routine” laboratory tests), the rationale for deciding among available therapeutic options almost al-
ways includes additional nuances. Thus, it is important to discuss the factors that influenced the treat-
ment choice, such as the target symptom or syndrome being addressed by the treatment, the patient’s
preferences regarding treatment, the potential side effects of treatment relative to other options, and the
past responses of the patient to treatment (if applicable). If the evaluation is done at the request of an-
other health professional (i.e., as a consultation), enough detail should be included to permit the re-
questor of the consultation to follow through with any recommended actions. More detailed consider-
ation and documentation of the risks and benefits of treatment options may also be needed in the
following circumstances: when the planned treatment is a relatively costly, nonstandard treatment ap-
proach (e.g., multiple antipsychotic medications, “off-label” use of a medication) or has a heightened
risk (e.g., use of clozapine or monoamine oxidase inhibitors); when involved parties disagree about the
optimal course of treatment; when the patient’s motivation or capacity to benefit from potential treat-
ment alternatives is in question; when the treatment would be involuntary or when other legal or ad-
ministrative issues are involved; or when available treatment options are limited by external constraints
(e.g., financial barriers, insurance restrictions, geographic barriers, service availability, the patient’s ca-
pacity to participate in the proposed treatment). In situations where informed consent is being obtained,
the rationale for the therapeutic decision making will typically include the elements of the informed-
consent discussion (e.g., risks and benefits of treatment options, including reasonable alternatives to the
planned treatment; the patient’s understanding of and acceptance of the treatment plan). If interven-
tions such as hospitalization are planned as a result of the evaluation, their rationale is important to in-
clude in the discussion. Although this recommendation is limited to the initial psychiatric evaluation,
some clinicians find it helpful to document their reasons for starting or stopping treatments or contin-
gency plans (e.g., to address side effects or nonresponse) at other patient encounters as well.

The decision to do laboratory studies and other clinical tests, such as imaging studies, electrocar-
diography (ECG), or electroencephalography (EEG), should be based on the likelihood that the test
result will alter diagnostic or treatment-related decision making. The costs of “routine” testing, in
financial terms and in unneeded evaluations for false positive results, are unlikely to offset the ben-
efits of untargeted testing.

The documentation of the rationale for treatment and testing can be a natural outgrowth of a bio-
psychosocial formulation, or it can be recorded separately as part of the diagnostic impression and
plan. The overarching goal of the documentation is to provide a concise synthesis of the clinical
thought process that permits ready access to important information in a manner that is reliable and
consistent with the patient’s clinical picture and helps in anticipating the patient’s needs. These el-
ements of documentation have been suggested as characteristics of quality in electronic record doc-
umentation (Hammond et al. 2010) but are equally relevant to paper-based formats.

Clinicians should be aware that the recommendations for assessment and documentation de-
scribed in this guideline may differ from those outlined as part of a comprehensive evaluation ac-
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cording to the Current Procedural Terminology and the U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 2014; Schmidt et al. 2010).

Documentation of psychiatric evaluations in general and of the rationales for treatment and test-
ing in particular should be sensitive to issues of confidentiality. Medical records may also be viewed
by others in addition to the clinician writing the note or other members of an interdisciplinary treat-
ment team. Individuals who may sometimes view documentation include the patient, third-party
payers, quality assurance/peer review evaluators, and, in certain jurisdictions, the executor of an
estate after a patient’s death. Furthermore, records may be part of future or current legal or admin-
istrative hearings, including disability litigation, divorce and custody adjudication, competency
determinations, and actions of medical licensing boards. Electronic record systems have many dif-
ferent approaches to controlling access to records, with some restricting access of psychiatric notes
to a small circle of individuals to optimize patient privacy, and others allowing broader access to
notes with the aim of integrating medical and psychiatric care. Such factors need to be taken into
consideration when the clinician is documenting.

Although the additional time required for documentation can be an added cost, some practitio-
ners find that transcription or voice recognition software is useful in reducing documentation times
while still permitting the details of clinical decision making to be captured. With electronic record
systems, the use of copy/paste can improve the continuity of treatment plan documentation from
visit to visit, but it must be used cautiously, because copying and pasting of text can lead to inaccu-
racies in documentation.

Review of Available Evidence
GUIDELINE I. Review of Psychiatric Symptoms, 
Trauma History, and Psychiatric Treatment History

Clinical Question
Development of this guideline was premised on the following clinical question:

For patients present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, are accuracy
of diagnosis and appropriateness of treatment selection improved when the initial psychiatric
evaluation typically (i.e., almost always) includes review of the following?

• Psychiatric systems, including mood, anxiety, thought content and process, perceptual and
cognitive problems, and trauma history

• Previous psychiatric diagnoses (both principal and working)
• Past psychiatric treatment trials (type, duration, and, where applicable, doses)
• Adherence to past psychiatric treatments, including both pharmacological and nonpharmaco-

logical treatments
• Response to past psychiatric treatments

Review of Supporting Research Evidence
Overview of Studies

There is no supporting research evidence that specifically addresses the clinical question above.

Grading of Quality of Individual Studies

Not applicable.
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Grading of Supporting Body of Research Evidence

Not applicable.

Differences of Opinion in Rating the Strength of Recommendations
None.

Expert Opinion Data: Results
To what extent do you agree that accuracy of diagnosis and appropriateness of treatment selection
are improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always)
includes review of the following?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that accuracy of diagnosis and appro-
priateness of treatment selection is improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient
typically (i.e., almost always) includes review of the following:

Response to past psychiatric treatments 99.1%

Adherence to past psychiatric treatments, including both pharmacological and nonpharmacological treat-
ments

98.7%

Past psychiatric treatment trials (type, duration, and, where applicable, doses) 98.4%

Previous psychiatric diagnoses (both principal and working) 97.8%

Psychiatric systems, including mood, anxiety, thought content and process, perceptual and cognitive problems, 
and trauma history

99.3%

Response to past psychiatric treatments

Previous psychiatric diagnoses (both principal and working)

Past psychiatric treatment trials (type,
 duration, and, where applicable, doses)

Adherence to past psychiatric treatments, including
 both pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatments

Psychiatric systems, including mood, anxiety, thought
 content and process, perceptual and cognitive problems,

 and trauma history

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses
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Do you typically (i.e., almost always) review these items during initial psychiatric evaluations of
your patients?

GUIDELINE II. Substance Use Assessment

Clinical Question
Development of this guideline was premised on the following clinical question:

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, are identi-
fication and diagnosis of substance use disorders improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation
typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessments of the following? 1) current tobacco use, 2) cur-
rent alcohol use, 3) current use of other substances (e.g., marijuana, cocaine, heroin, psychomimet-
ics), 4) current misuse of prescribed or over-the-counter (OTC) medications or supplements, 5) past
tobacco use, 6) past alcohol use, 7) past use of other substances (e.g., marijuana, cocaine, heroin,
psychomimetics), 8) past misuse of prescribed or OTC medications or supplements?

Psychiatric systems, including mood, anxiety, thought
 content and process, perceptual and cognitive problems,

 and trauma history

Previous psychiatric diagnoses (both principal and working)

Past psychiatric treatment trials (type,
 duration, and, where applicable, doses)

Adherence to past psychiatric treatments, including
 both pharmacological and nonpharmacological treatments

Response to past psychiatric treatments

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses
Yes No
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Review of Supporting Research Evidence
Overview of Studies

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes

Agabio et al. 
2007

Patients with mood disorders 
treated in the outpatient clinic 
of the University of Cagliari, 
Italy, were asked to fill out 
alcohol-related questionnaires 
to determine the prevalence 
of alcohol use disorders and 
at-risk drinking, and to com-
pare the sensitivity and specific-
ity of the questionnaires.

56 Cross-sectional 
study design; 
subjects were 
recruited from 
May to No-
vember 2006.

Fourteen subjects (25%) met the criteria for 
alcohol use disorders according to the 
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV 
(SCID-I); 17 (30.4%) achieved a score ≥1 
on the CAGE questionnaire; 12 (21.4%) 
reached AUDIT scores of ≥8 and 4 for 
men and women, respectively; 12 (21.4%) 
provided positive answers to the National 
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcohol-
ism (NIAAA) Guide. Despite these preva-
lence rates, no diagnosis of alcohol use 
disorders had previously been registered 
in the medical records of the subjects who 
met SCID-I criteria for current alcohol use 
disorder. The CAGE questionnaire 
achieved the highest values of sensitivity 
and specificity in detecting alcohol use dis-
orders tested against that of the SCID-I.

Hill and 
Chang 2007

Patients in a psychiatric outpa-
tient clinic completed T-ACE 
(Tolerance, Annoyed, Cut 
down, Eye-opener), AUDIT, 
clinician interview, and SCID, 
to determine if the T-ACE and 
AUDIT improved identification 
of at-risk drinking.

50 Cross-sectional 
study design; 
subjects were 
recruited from 
January 2004 
to February 
2005.

Compared with the SCID, the sensitivities 
and specificities for T-ACE were 0.88 and 
0.59, and those for AUDIT were 0.63 and 
0.85. Brief screening instruments im-
proved the identification of risky drinking 
at this psychiatry clinic.

Barry et al. 
2006

Patients at a psychiatry emer-
gency service were asked to 
complete an alcohol-related 
questionnaire to determine the 
prevalence of at-risk drinking. 
Patients with schizophrenia 
or bipolar disorder were 
compared with those with 
depression or anxiety.

390 Cross-sectional 
study design; 
subjects were 
recruited from 
2001 to 2005.

Thirty-four patients (23%) with schizophre-
nia or bipolar disorder and 53 patients 
(22%) with depression or anxiety drank 
more than the recommended limits. Those 
with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder 
reported experiencing significantly more 
consequences from drinking than those 
with depression or anxiety.

Stasiewicz et 
al. 2008

Patients at a community mental 
health center with either schizo-
phrenia spectrum or bipolar 
disorder and an alcohol use dis-
order were asked to complete 
assessments, including self-
reports of recent alcohol use. 
This information was compared 
with collateral reports and with 
results of urine drug screens.

167 Cross-sectional 
study design; 
subjects were 
recruited with-
in 2 weeks of 
treatment 
entry.

Overall, there was poor subject-collateral 
agreement, though better for subjects 
with negative urine drug screens (n=97). 
The most consistent predictor of subject-
collateral discrepancy scores was subjects’ 
recent drug use. This study emphasizes 
the need to enhance the validity of self-
reports of substance use.
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Grading of Quality of Individual Studies

Citation: Agabio R, Marras P, Gessa GL, Carpiniello B: Alcohol use disorders, and at-risk
drinking in patients affected by a mood disorder, in Cagliari, Italy: sensitivity and spec-
ificity of different questionnaires. Alcohol and Alcoholism 42(6):575–581, 2007

Population: A nonstratified sample of 200 medical records was randomly selected (every third record)
from among records of outpatients admitted to the Division of Psychiatry, University of Cagliari,
for mood disorders from May to November 2006. Each patient was invited by phone to participate in
the study; 56 patients participated.

Intervention: Patients were interviewed for about an hour and completed several alcohol-related
questionnaires. Patients were informed about the size of a standard drink and then requested to
answer questions of the first step of the NIAAA Guide, the AUDIT, and the CAGE (“Cut down,”
“Annoyed,” “Guilty,” Eye Opener”) questionnaire. The SCID-I application forms for mood and al-
cohol disorders were also administered.

Outcomes:   Fourteen subjects (25%) met the criteria for alcohol use disorders according to SCID-I;
17 (30.4%) achieved a score ≥1 on the CAGE questionnaire; 12 (21.4%) reached AUDIT scores of ≥8
and 4 for men and women, respectively; 12 (21.4%) provided positive answers to the NIAAA Guide
questions. Despite these prevalence rates, no diagnosis of alcohol use disorders had previously been
registered in the medical records of patients who met SCID-I criteria for current alcohol use disor-
ders. The CAGE questionnaire achieved the highest values of sensitivity and specificity in detecting
alcohol use disorders tested against that of the SCID-I.

Comparators: This study used a prior study (Grant et al. 2004) and meta-analysis (Sullivan et al.
2005) as comparator data.

Timing: The interview for each subject lasted about an hour. Data were collected from May to No-
vember 2006.

Setting: Outpatients from the Division of Psychiatry, University of Cagliari, Italy.

Study design: Cross-sectional.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: High Risk: Not all patients who were asked agreed to be part of the study, and
those who chose to participate may have had different drinking patterns from those who refused.

• Performance bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of systematic differences in the treatment of
participants or of protocol deviation.

• Attrition bias: Low Risk: Not applicable to this study because of the cross-sectional design. Data
were collected once, with no follow-up.

• Detection bias: High Risk: Patients are likely to underreport their drinking when directly asked
in questionnaires, and the in-person interview may have increased this likelihood. There was no
effort to verify the information reported by the subjects.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: Because an in-person interview was conducted, it is possible the inter-
viewer recorded only information that fit within set parameters. However, because standard-
ized, validated instruments were used, this risk is low.

• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: Article was published in a peer-reviewed journal with no obvious
source of industry, institutional, or investigator bias.
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Applicability: This study was performed in Italy in a mood disorder clinic and only addressed al-
cohol use. This may limit the generalizability of its findings to the United States, to individuals with
other psychiatric diagnoses, and to individuals using other substances. Also, the assessment of
drinking behavior was performed in a separate interview, rather than as part of the initial assess-
ment, which may reduce applicability to the clinical question.

Citation: Hill KP, Chang G: Brief screening instruments for risky drinking in the outpa-
tient psychiatry clinic. American Journal of Addictions 16(3):222–226, 2007

Population: The Health and Habits Survey was given to 149 adult patients initiating psychiatric
care in the psychiatric clinic of the Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts, between
January 2004 and February 2005. These patients were invited to return on a separate visit to complete
a SCID and the AUDIT; 50 patients agreed and were enrolled in the study. Ability to complete the
Health and Habits Survey and willingness to participate in the study were the inclusion criteria.

Intervention: Patients were screened for alcohol use with the Health and Habits Survey, which
contained questions about diet, smoking, exercise, stress, and usual drinking, and the T-ACE (Tol-
erance, Annoyed, Cut down, Eye-opener), a four-item alcohol screening instrument. Patients who
agreed to enroll in the study completed a SCID and the AUDIT. All SCID interviews were admin-
istered by the same physician, who also obtained informed consent.

Comparators: Sensitivity and specificity of the T-ACE were compared with those of the AUDIT,
using the SCID as a reference, for the 50 patients who went on to complete the AUDIT after the ini-
tial survey.

Outcomes: Brief screening instruments improved the identification of risky drinking in an outpa-
tient psychiatry clinic compared with clinician interviews. The AUDIT identified risky drinking
with a moderate sensitivity (0.63) and a high specificity (0.85). The T-ACE was less specific (0.59) but
more sensitive (0.88) than the AUDIT.

Timing: Data were collected between January 2004 and February 2005. Potential subjects first
completed the Health and Habits Survey and the T-ACE. Then, those who agreed to complete the
SCID and the AUDIT returned at a later date, within a few weeks and as close as possible to the
clinician intake interview.

Setting: Outpatient psychiatric clinic of Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts.

Study design: Cross-sectional.

Overall risk of study bias: High

• Selection bias: High Risk: Patients selected themselves for the study after learning about it. It is
probable that those who consumed larger amounts of alcohol would be less likely to agree to
participate in the study.

• Performance bias: High Risk: There was no blinding in this study; the clinician who performed
the SCID was aware of the patients’ T-ACE scores.

• Attrition bias: High Risk: Although the study defined enrolled subjects as the ones who com-
pleted the survey and then agreed to return to complete the SCID and the AUDIT, there is a po-
tential for attrition bias in that only 50 of the initial 149 who completed the survey agreed to re-
turn. Those who chose not to proceed in the full study may have had different characteristics
than those who did proceed.
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• Detection bias: High Risk: Patients tend to underreport their drinking on surveys and interviews,
and there was no attempt to verify information that was being given by self-report.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: Since standardized instruments were used, and the same clinician was
used for every SCID, the likelihood of reporting bias is low.

• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: This research was supported in part by grants from the American
Psychiatric Institute for Research and Education and from the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, Bethesda, Maryland, as well as by the Dupont Warren Fellowship from
Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts. There is no obvious source of bias from these
sponsors.

Applicability: This study identified “risky drinking,” which may or may not constitute an alcohol
use disorder. Also, subjects were assessed outside of a standard psychiatric evaluation, which may
limit the applicability of the study findings to the identification and diagnosis of substance use dis-
orders as part of the initial psychiatric evaluation.

Citation: Barry KL, Milner K, Blow FC, et al.: Screening psychiatric emergency depart-
ment patients with major mental illnesses for at-risk drinking. Psychiatric Services
57(7):1039–1042, 2006

Population: All eligible adult psychiatric emergency service patients age 18 years and older were
asked to complete the informed consent form. Patients were excluded from the study if they were
intoxicated, were incarcerated, had acute psychosis, were being seen for an overdose, had suicide
attempts, had a legal guardian, or were too medically ill to participate. A total of 460 psychiatric
emergency service patients were approached; 390 (80%) agreed to participate and completed ques-
tionnaires. An additional 214 patients did not meet inclusion criteria.

Intervention: Participants completed a questionnaire adapted from the Health Screening Survey,
including quantity or frequency items for alcohol use, dieting, tobacco, and exercise in the previous
3 months; perceptions of a past or current alcohol problem; and seven past-year alcohol conse-
quence items from the AUDIT.

Comparators: Analyses compared at-risk drinkers who had a serious mental illness (schizophre-
nia or bipolar disorder) with those who had depression or anxiety.

Outcomes: Thirty-four persons with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder (23%) and 53 with depres-
sion or anxiety (22%) drank heavily, according to NIAAA guidelines; engaged in binge drinking;
reported a perception of a current problem with alcohol; or reported two or more alcohol-related
consequences. Among the at-risk drinkers, the group with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder drank
an average of 23.7±34.1 drinks per week; the group with depression or anxiety drank 24.3±27.8
drinks per week. There was a significant difference between the two diagnostic groups in use of any
alcohol (62 persons with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder, or 42%, compared with 140 persons
with depression or anxiety, or 58%). In the group with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder, 31 (91%)
of the at-risk drinkers reported a past problem with alcohol, and 20 (59%) reported a current prob-
lem. In contrast, in the group with depression or anxiety, 34 (64%) of the at-risk drinkers reported
a past problem, and 34 (64%) reported a current problem. Other differences were found between
the patients with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder and those with depression or anxiety, including
differences in education level and smoking status.
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Timing: The study was conducted from 2001 to 2005.

Setting: Psychiatric emergency room in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Study design: Cross-sectional.

Overall risk of study bias: High

• Selection bias: High Risk: There were several exclusion criteria involving medical illness, psychi-
atric symptoms, and legal status. These led to 214 people being excluded and 390 being included.
Also, 20% of those approached for the study refused to participate, and the characteristics of those
who refused may be different from those of the participants.

• Performance bias: High Risk: There was no blinding in this study, and so both participants and
researchers knew who was in the study. Answers to questions may have been affected by knowl-
edge of being in the study. The study compared different diagnostic groups (i.e., those with
schizophrenia or bipolar disorder with those with depression or anxiety), and researchers knew
participants’ diagnoses

• Attrition bias: Not applicable to this study because there was no follow-up.
• Detection bias: High Risk: The study used a self-report questionnaire with no attempt to verify

the information. Patients are likely to underreport drinking behavior in surveys that are based only
on self-report. Additionally, the assessment included questions about past alcohol use, which
participants answered by recall from memory.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: The study was sponsored by the Flinn Family Foundation. There

is no obvious source of bias from the investigators or the sponsor of this study.

Applicability: This study reported findings from a questionnaire given to psychiatric emergency
patients, which may limit the applicability of this study to other clinical settings. The study also ex-
amined whether participants exhibited “at risk drinking,” which may limit the applicability of the
study in terms of identification and diagnosis of substance use disorders.

Citation: Stasiewicz PR, Vincent PC, Bradizza CM, et al.: Factors affecting agreement be-
tween severely mentally ill alcohol abusers’ and collaterals’ reports of alcohol and other
substance abuse. Psychology of Addictive Behaviors 22(1):78–87, 2008

Population: The subjects were 207 men and women seeking outpatient dual-diagnosis treatment
from a university-affiliated community mental health center. Forty subjects (19%) were excluded from
analyses because of missing baseline collateral data. Subjects were eligible if they had lived at their
current address for at least 6 months or could provide two persons as locators; scored at least 23
(with scores of 22 considered on a case-by-case basis) on the Mini-Mental State Exam to ensure ade-
quate cognitive functioning for study participation; and met DSM-IV criteria for a current (i.e., past
12 months) alcohol use disorder and a current schizophrenia spectrum or bipolar disorder.

Intervention: Subjects were recruited within 2 weeks of treatment entry and completed measures
of cognitive functioning, alcohol dependence severity, psychiatric symptoms, and quantity and fre-
quency of substance use over the previous 60 days using the Timeline Followback interview (Sobell
et al. 1996). They also provided a urine sample, which was screened for recent substance use. Col-
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lateral interviews were conducted by phone and included an assessment of the subject’s alcohol
and substance use over the same 60-day period. Collaterals also reported their confidence in the ac-
curacy of their reports.

Comparators: Subject reports of substance use were compared with reports from collateral inter-
views and with the results of urine toxicology screens. Collateral interview reports and urine toxi-
cology screen results were also compared.

Outcomes: Overall, the results indicated generally poor subject-collateral agreement. Collateral
report rarely provided more information on substance use than subject report, which as the authors
noted, “calls into question the value of routine use of collateral informants.” The most consistent
predictor of subject-collateral discrepancy scores was subjects’ recent drug use; subject-collateral
agreement appeared better for those individuals with negative urine drug screens (n=97). In con-
trast, there was high agreement between subjects’ self-report and results of the urine toxicology
screen. Agreement was lower, though still in an acceptable range, between collateral report and
urine toxicology screen results.

Timing: Subjects were recruited within 2 weeks of treatment entry. There were two study visits: a di-
agnostic interview to determine diagnosis and study eligibility, and a main visit approximately 1 week
later, at which the measures of substance use were administered.

Setting: Dual-diagnosis program of a university-affiliated community mental health center.

Study design: Cross-sectional.

Overall risk of study bias: High

• Selection bias: High Risk: This study examined the concordance among self- and collateral re-
ports of substance use, and urine toxicology screen results. Subjects who chose to be part of the
study and allow collateral interviews may be more likely to discuss their substance use accu-
rately, which may make them a nonrepresentative sample.

• Performance bias: High Risk: This study used a nonblinded cross-sectional design. Participants
knew they were being interviewed and raters knew subjects’ clinical characteristics, both of which
may have affected the results.

• Attrition bias: Unknown: There were two study visits, one for a diagnostic interview and deter-
mination of eligibility, and the other for the baseline interview to collect substance use informa-
tion. The authors noted that if a subject had a positive breath test for alcohol, the visit was re-
scheduled. No information is provided on rates of attrition between the two study visits.

• Detection bias: High Risk: Subjects and collateral sources may under- or overreport substance
use. The authors noted the possibility that subject reports may have been influenced by the knowl-
edge that collateral report and urine toxicology screening would be used for corroboration. Also,
while the study measures had acceptable reliability and validity, reports of drug use were based
on recall from memory.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There was no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: This study was sponsored by National Institute on Alcohol Abuse

and Alcoholism Grant R01 AA12805 to Clara M. Bradizza. There was no evidence that the spon-
sors or authors introduced bias into the results of the study.
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Applicability: This study covers use of alcohol and other substances, but the setting was a spe-
cialized dual diagnosis program, and the subjects would be expected to have extremely high rates
of substance use disorders, limiting the applicability of the study findings to other settings. The
main goal of the study was to determine the agreement between different methods of substance use
assessment, which makes its finding less applicable to the question of whether such assessment im-
proves identification and diagnosis.

Grading of Supporting Body of Research Evidence

Risk of bias: High Risk: The body of evidence is made up of only observational studies, of vary-
ing quality.

Consistency: Consistent: The studies report that standardized questionnaires and collateral in-
formation are helpful in identifying risky drinking, alcohol use disorders, and substance use.

Directness: Direct: In these studies, use of enhanced detection methods (questionnaires or collat-
eral sources) improved detection and diagnosis of alcohol disorders.

Precision: Not applicable.

Dose-response relationship: Not applicable.

Magnitude of effect: Strong: Using various enhancements to the standard clinical interview,
whether a questionnaire or contacting a collateral source of information, appears to improve diag-
nosis, compared with clinical interviews or routine care.

Confounding factors (including likely direction of effect): Patients who are willing to participate
in studies about alcoholism and substance use may not be representative of all patients, because
they may, on average, have lower amounts of substance use than those who do not wish to partic-
ipate. Also, when filling out questionnaires, patients may not accurately represent their own alco-
hol or substance use. The expected effects of these issues is that the rates of drinking found in the
studies are likely to be an underestimate of the amount of alcohol use disorders in the general pub-
lic or among patients who present with psychiatric complaints.

Publication bias: Not able to be assessed.

Applicability: The body of evidence only addresses use of alcohol and some substances; it does
not address misuse of over-the-counter and prescription medications. In addition, the settings in
which the studies were conducted did not include the full scope of psychiatric settings. Two of the
studies identified “at risk drinking” rather than a diagnosis of an alcohol use disorder per se. In one
study, the questioning about alcohol use was not done in the context of an initial psychiatric inter-
view, which limits the applicability of this study to the clinical question.

Overall strength of research evidence: Low.

Differences of Opinion in Rating the Strength of Recommendations
None.
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Expert Opinion Data: Results
To what extent do you agree that the identification and diagnosis of substance use disorders is im-
proved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes
assessment of the following?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that the identification and diagnosis of
substance use disorders is improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically
(i.e., almost always) includes assessment of the following:

Past misuse of prescribed or over-the-counter (OTC) medications or supplements 92.6%

Past use of other substances (e.g., marijuana, cocaine, heroin, psychomimetics) 95.9%

Past alcohol use 96.2%

Past tobacco use 68.8%

Current misuse of prescribed or OTC medications or supplements 97.2%

Current use of other substances (e.g., marijuana, cocaine, heroin, psychomimetics) 99.7%

Current alcohol use 99.4%

Current tobacco use 85.6%
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Do you typically (i.e., almost always) assess for the presence or absence of these items during
initial evaluations of your patients?

GUIDELINE III. Assessment of Suicide Risk

Clinical Questions
Development of this guideline was premised on the following clinical questions:

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, is iden-
tification of risk for suicide improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation typically (i.e., almost
always) includes assessment of the following?

• Current suicidal ideas, including active or passive thoughts of suicide or death
• Current suicide plans
• Current suicide intent
• Intended course of action if current symptoms worsen
• Prior suicidal ideas or suicide plans
• Prior suicide attempts
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Current tobacco use
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Current use of other substances
 (e.g., marijuana, cocaine, heroin,
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• Prior aborted or interrupted suicide attempts (in which an attempt was stopped by the individ-
ual or by someone else)

• Prior intentional self-injury without suicide intent
• History of psychiatric hospitalization
• History of suicidal behaviors in biological relatives
• Anxiety symptoms, including panic attacks
• Hopelessness
• Impulsivity
• Accessibility of suicide methods, including firearms
• Current or recent dependence, abuse, or increased use of alcohol or other substances
• Presence of possible motivations for suicide (e.g., attention or reaction from others, revenge,

shame, humiliation, delusional guilt, command hallucinations)
• Presence or absence of psychosocial stressors (e.g., financial, housing, legal or school/occupa-

tional problems; lack of social support)
• Presence or absence of reasons for living (e.g., sense of responsibility to children or others,

religious beliefs)
• Quality and strength of the therapeutic alliance

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, is an in-
dividual clinician’s decision making about a patient’s psychiatric diagnosis and treatment plan
improved when the clinician typically (i.e., almost always) documents in the patient’s medical
record an estimation of the patient’s suicide risk, including factors influencing risk? Is coordi-
nation of psychiatric treatment with other clinicians improved?

Review of Supporting Research Evidence
Overview of Studies
Few studies have systematically assessed the benefits of a suicide risk assessment in reducing rates
of suicide or suicide attempts.

A study by Pokorny (1983) examined the ability of multiple potential risk factors to predict later
suicide or suicide attempts in 4,800 individuals who had been psychiatrically admitted to a Veterans
Administration (VA) hospital in the United States and were followed for 4–6 years. Although some
factors seemed to correlate with an increase in suicide risk, the ability of these risk factors (consid-
ered singly or together) to predict suicide or suicide attempts in particular individuals was low. This
low positive predictive ability resulted in high numbers of false positives and false negatives, related
in part to low sensitivity and specificity of the risk factors and in part to the relatively low population
rates of suicide and suicide attempts. A reanalysis of these same data by Pokorny (1993), using lo-
gistic regression, confirmed that the positive predictive value of the identified risk factors was low.

No studies have addressed the benefits of documenting suicide risk in the medical record.

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes

Pokorny 1983 Patients consecutively 
admitted to a VA hospital 
were part of the study. 
These patients underwent 
a series of risk assessment 
batteries at admission and 
then were followed for 
4–6 years.

4,800 Prospective cohort 
study; patients 
followed for 
4–6 years after 
the incident 
admission.

Despite using assessment instruments that 
had previously been reported to be pre-
dictive of suicide, the authors concluded 
that because of the low sensitivity and 
specificity of the instruments, and the low 
base rate of suicide itself, predicting 
which persons would later commit sui-
cide would not be feasible.
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Grading of Quality of Individual Studies

Citation: Pokorny AD: Prediction of suicide in psychiatric patients: report of a Prospective
Study. Archives of General Psychiatry 40(3):249–257, 1983

Population: 4,800 patients consecutively admitted to a VA hospital in Houston, Texas.

Intervention: Risk assessment battery was administered at the time of index admission.

Comparators: Not applicable.

Outcomes: Prediction of suicide or attempted suicide in particular individuals during a 4- to 6-year
follow-up period was not feasible.

Timing: Administration of risk assessment battery at index admission, with follow-up for 4–6 years.

Setting: VA hospital, inpatient psychiatric service.

Study design: Prospective cohort study.

Study sponsorship: National Institute of Mental Health and VA research funds.

Overall risk of study bias: Low

• Selection bias: Low Risk: All patients were included in the sample and followed longitudinally.
• Performance bias: Low Risk: Given the longitudinal nature of the study, there is no reason to pos-

tulate a systematic difference in the care given to participants, and the initial interviewers were
unaware of the subjects’ ultimate outcome.

• Attrition bias: Low Risk: All 4,800 patients continued to be followed throughout the study.
• Detection bias: Low Risk: There was no attrition, and multiple approaches were used to determine

whether patients had died during the study period (including by suicide) and/or had made a
suicide attempt.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: Initial assessments were done without knowledge of outcome, and the
outcomes were binary in nature.

• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: The study had a noncommercial funding source, and there were
no obvious sources of other investigator bias.

Applicability: The study population consists of only psychiatric inpatients. There are some limits
on generalizability of the findings given the differences between VA hospital populations and gen-
eral psychiatric inpatient unit populations.

Grading of Supporting Body of Research Evidence

Risk of bias: High Risk: The body of evidence consists of only one observational study with a
sample size that was too small to overcome issues with the low base rate of suicide.

Consistency: Consistency cannot be determined because there is only one study.

Directness: Direct: The study examined the effect of a risk assessment battery on prediction of
suicide in psychiatric patients.
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Precision: Imprecise: Because of the low base rate of suicide and small sample size, the estimate
of effect does not suggest a clinically useful conclusion.

Dose-response relationship: Not applicable.

Magnitude of effect: Weak.

Confounding factors (including likely direction of effect): Absent.

Publication bias: Not able to be assessed.

Applicability: The study involved VA hospital inpatients, who were mostly male.

Overall strength of research evidence: Low.

Differences of Opinion in Rating the Strength of Recommendations
One member of the work group was uncertain about the value of assessing two risk factors: hope-
lessness and impulsivity. In patients who report current suicidal ideas, one member of the work group
was uncertain about the value of assessing the patient’s reasons for living. These are considered to
be minor differences of opinion.

Expert Opinion Data: Results
To what extent do you agree that identification of patients at risk for suicide is improved when the
initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment of the
following?
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Strongly agree Strongly disagreeDisagreeAgree Neutral

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
No. of responses

Prior suicidal ideas or suicide plans

Current suicidal ideas, including active or passive thoughts of
 suicide or death

Current suicide plans

Current suicide intent

Intended course of action if current symptoms worsen

Prior suicide attempts

Prior aborted or interrupted suicide attempts (in which an attempt was
 stopped by the individual or by someone else)

History of psychiatric hospitalization

History of suicidal behaviors in biological relatives

Hopelessness

Accessibility of suicide methods, including firearms

Current or recent dependence, abuse, or increased use of
 alcohol or other substances

Presence or absence of psychosocial stressors (e.g., financial, housing,
 legal or school/occupational problems; lack of social support)

Presence or absence of reasons for living (e.g., sense of responsibility
 to children or others, religious beliefs)

Quality and strength of the therapeutic alliance

Anxiety symptoms, including panic attacks

Impulsivity

Presence of possible motivations for suicide (e.g., attention or reaction from
 others, revenge, shame, humiliation, delusional guilt, command hallucinations)

Prior intentional self-injury without suicide intent
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Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that identification of patients at risk
for suicide is improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost
always) includes assessment of the following:

Quality and strength of the therapeutic alliance 89.9%

Presence or absence of reasons for living (e.g., sense of responsibility to children or others, religious beliefs) 97.3%

Presence or absence of psychosocial stressors (e.g., financial, housing, legal or school/occupational problems; 
lack of social support)

98.1%

Presence of possible motivations for suicide (e.g., attention or reaction from others, revenge, shame, 
humiliation, delusional guilt, command hallucinations)

95.3%

Current or recent dependence, abuse, or increased use of alcohol or other substances 99.6%

Accessibility of suicide methods, including firearms 96.7%

Impulsivity 97.8%

Hopelessness 98.7%

Anxiety symptoms, including panic attacks 89.6%

History of suicidal behaviors in biological relatives 94.0%

History of psychiatric hospitalization 92.5%

Prior intentional self-injury without suicide intent 93.2%

Prior aborted or interrupted suicide attempts (in which an attempt was stopped by the individual or 
by someone else)

97.8%

Prior suicide attempts 99.7%

Prior suicidal ideas or suicide plans 97.6%

Intended course of action if current symptoms worsen 96.0%

Current suicide intent 99.1%

Current suicide plans 99.1%

Current suicidal ideas, including active or passive thoughts of suicide or death 99.7%
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Do you typically (i.e., almost always) assess these items during initial evaluations of your patients?

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses

Hopelessness

Anxiety symptoms, including panic attacks

History of suicidal behaviors in biological relatives

History of psychiatric hospitalization

Prior intentional self-injury without suicide intent

Prior aborted or interrupted suicide attempts (in which an attempt was
 stopped by the individual or by someone else)

Prior suicide attempts

Prior suicidal ideas or suicide plans

Intended course of action if current symptoms worsen

Current suicide intent

Current suicide plans

Current suicidal ideas, including active or passive thoughts of
 suicide or death

Impulsivity

Accessibility of suicide methods, including firearms

Current or recent dependence, abuse, or increased use of
 alcohol or other substances

Presence of possible motivations for suicide (e.g., attention or reaction from
 others, revenge, shame, humiliation, delusional guilt, command hallucinations)

Presence or absence of psychosocial stressors (e.g., financial, housing,
 legal or school/occupational problems; lack of social support)

Presence or absence of reasons for living (e.g., sense of responsibility
 to children or others, religious beliefs)

Quality and strength of the therapeutic alliance

Yes No
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To what extent do you agree that an individual clinician’s decision making about a patient’s psychi-
atric diagnosis and treatment plan is improved when the clinician typically (i.e., almost always) docu-
ments in the patient’s medical record an estimation of suicide risk, including factors influencing risk?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that an individual clinician’s decision
making about a patient’s psychiatric diagnosis and treatment plan is improved when the clinician
typically (i.e., almost always) documents in the patient’s medical record an estimation of suicide
risk, including factors influencing risk: 93.2%.

To what extent do you agree that coordination of psychiatric treatment with other clinicians is im-
proved when an estimation of risk is typically (i.e., almost always) documented?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that coordination of psychiatric treat-
ment with other clinicians is improved when an estimation of risk is typically (i.e., almost always)
documented: 94.5%.

Do you typically (i.e., almost always) document an estimation of risk in the medical record of
your patients?

Estimation of suicide risk, including
factors influencing risk

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses

Strongly agree Strongly disagreeDisagreeAgree Neutral

Estimation of suicide risk, including
factors influencing risk

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses

Strongly agree Strongly disagreeDisagreeAgree Neutral

No, 50

Yes, 581
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GUIDELINE IV. Assessment of Risk for Aggressive Behaviors

Clinical Questions
Development of this guideline was premised on the following clinical questions:

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, is iden-
tification of risk for aggressive behaviors improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation typ-
ically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment of the following?

• Current aggressive ideas, including thoughts of physical or sexual aggression or homicide
• Prior homicidal or aggressive behaviors, including domestic or workplace violence or other

physically or sexually aggressive threats or acts
• Prior homicidal or aggressive ideas
• History of psychiatric emergency visits or psychiatric hospitalization
• Legal or disciplinary consequences of aggressive behaviors, including school expulsion, arrests,

or orders of protection
• Current or recent dependence, abuse, or increased use of alcohol or other substances
• Impulsivity, including anger management issues
• Access to firearms
• Psychosocial stressors (e.g., financial situation, housing/homelessness, lack of social support)
• Family history of abuse or violence
• Exposure to violence or aggressive behavior, including combat exposure
• Neurological disorder (e.g., traumatic brain injury, seizure)

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, is an in-
dividual clinician’s decision making about a patient’s psychiatric diagnosis and treatment plan
improved when the clinician typically (i.e., almost always) documents in the patient’s medical
record an estimation of risk of aggressive behavior (including homicide), including factors in-
fluencing risk? Is coordination of psychiatric treatment with other clinicians improved?
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Review of Supporting Research Evidence
Overview of Studies

Grading of Quality of Individual Studies

Citation: Abderhalden C, Needham I, Dassen T, et al.: Structured risk assessment and vio-
lence in acute psychiatric wards: randomised controlled trial. British Journal of Psychi-
atry 193(1):44–50, 2008

Population: Patients in psychiatric units in Switzerland. There were 324 psychiatric units in the area
that were screened on eligibility criteria (i.e., majority of patients have an acute psychiatric disorder,
patients are admitted directly onto the unit, patients usually stay less than 3 months, patients are 18–
65 years old, and the unit admits all potential patients and is not specialized for the treatment of spe-
cific disorders). Out of the 324 units, 86 met these criteria and were invited to participate. Sixty-two
units declined participation. Nine units were randomized to the intervention or wait-list control; five
units elected to use the intervention without undergoing randomization. A total of 2,364 patients
were admitted across the 14 units (46.6% female, mean age=39.5 years, SD=14.2, range=14–95). Of
these patients, 56% were admitted voluntarily, a rate of voluntary admission that is typical for the
area. Approximately 24% of patients had disorders due to psychoactive substance use; 31% had
schizophrenia, schizotypal, or delusional disorders; and 16% had mood disorders. 

Intervention: All patients in the intervention units received a nurse-administered structured
short-term risk assessment within 3 days of admission to the unit. The assessment was the previ-

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes

Abderhalden et al. 
2008 

Fourteen acute psychiat-
ric units in Switzerland 
were randomly 
assigned to provide a 
structured nursing risk 
assessment for all new 
admissions (four units) 
vs. wait-list control (five 
units). Five other units 
elected to provide the 
assessment without 
entering randomization. 
The assessment pro-
duces a risk score from 
0 to 12.

2,364 Randomized 
controlled trial; 
June 2002 
through 
April 2004.

In the units performing the risk as-
sessments, there was a 41% reduc-
tion in severe aggressive incidents 
and a 27% decline in the use of 
coercive measures. The severity 
of incidents did not decrease. The 
authors concluded that structured 
risk assessment during the first 
days of treatment may contribute 
to reduced violence and coercion 
in acute psychiatric wards.

Van de Sande 
et al. 2011

Four acute psychiatric 
units in a single hospital 
in the Netherlands were 
randomly assigned to 
use either a structured 
risk assessment on all 
admitted patients (two 
units) or clinical judg-
ment of risk (two units).

597 Randomized 
controlled trial; 
10 weeks pre-
randomization 
lead-in period 
and 30-week 
study period; 
dates unreported.

In the units performing structured 
risk assessments, there was a 
68% decrease in the number of 
aggressive incidents. Hours spent 
in seclusion also declined in the 
intervention group (by 45%). 
The authors concluded that 
structured risk assessment may 
help reduce aggressive incidents 
and use of restraint and seclusion 
in acute psychiatric wards.
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ously validated extended Swiss version of the Broset Violence Checklist (BVC-CH). The checklist
rates six patient behaviors (confusion, irritability, boisterousness, verbal threats, physical threats,
and attacks on objects) and includes an overall subjective assessment of the risk of imminent vio-
lence using a slide-rule visual analogue scale. The ratings are combined to produce a score between
0 (very low risk) and 12 (high risk).

Comparators: Wait-list control and preference group. Data from the 3-month baseline period
were compared with those from the 3-month intervention period for each group.

Outcomes: Incidence rates of aggressive behaviors decreased in the intervention units but were
unchanged in control units. The overall incidence rate of severe aggressive events was 1.09 (95%
confidence interval [CI] 0.96–1.24) per 100 hospitalization days during the 3-month baseline period
as compared with 0.75 (95% CI 0.65–0.87) during the 3-month intervention period. For the use of
coercive measures (e.g., emergency medication treatment, seclusion, restraint), the overall incidence
rate was 1.57 (95% CI 1.41–1.75) per 100 hospitalization days during the baseline and 1.20 (95% CI
1.07–1.35) during the intervention period. Decline in severe aggressive events in the intervention
units (adjusted risk ratio=0.59, 95% CI 0.41–0.83) was significantly larger (P<0.001) than the decline
in the control units (RR=0.85, 95% CI 0.63–1.13). Rates declined more in intervention units than in
control units for both secondary outcomes: attacks (41% vs. 7%; P<0.001) and use of coercive mea-
sures (27% vs. increase of 10%; P<0.001). Effects were larger in the preference units than in the ran-
domized units (attacks: 64% decline, coercive measures: 60% decline).

Timing: The first unit was enrolled in June 2002, and the last unit completed the study in April
2004. Baseline data were collected in all units over a 3-month period, followed by a 3-month inter-
vention period.

Setting: Psychiatric inpatient units in the German-speaking area of Switzerland.

Study design: Randomized controlled trial (psychiatric units served as the unit of randomization).

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: High Risk: The investigators conducted a survey of all units in the area prior to
the study in order to control for recruitment bias. Survey questions inquired about unit size,
staffing, facilities for managing aggression and violence, leaders’ ratings of the severity of the
problem, and resources for aggression management. The leaders of intervention units rated ag-
gression as a greater problem than leaders of other units. The baseline rates of aggression were
higher in the intervention units than in the control units. The preference units had significantly
fewer patients with diagnoses of schizophrenia, schizotypal, or delusional disorders than the
randomized units. The distribution of diagnoses across the intervention and control arms was
comparable. No other differences reported.

• Performance bias: Moderate Risk: Neither raters nor patients were blinded to intervention condi-
tion. There is no evidence of systematic differences in treatment of the study groups.

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: Sixty-two psychiatric units declined participation. It is possible
that these units differed systematically from those that agreed to participate.

• Detection bias: Low Risk: All patients were included, and all aggressive incidents and rates of
use of coercive measures were recorded. Two of the investigators regularly visited the units on
randomly selected dates to review study data and ensure accurate recording. Underreporting of
less severe incidents appeared to be more common as the study progressed, but no underreport-
ing of severe incidents was noted.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
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• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: The study was funded by a grant from the Swiss National Sci-
ence Foundation. There is no evidence of sponsor-related bias.

Applicability: This study was conducted in acute inpatient psychiatric units in Switzerland, thus
limiting generalizability of its findings to other treatment settings and to patients in the United States.

Citation: van de Sande R, Nijman HL, Noorthoorn EO, et al.: Aggression and seclusion
on acute psychiatric wards: effect of short-term risk assessment. British Journal of Psy-
chiatry 199(6):473–478, 2011

Population: Patients in psychiatric units in the Netherlands. Four acute wards of a hospital in
Rotterdam were randomized to conduct structured risk assessments on all admissions (2 units) or
to use standard clinical judgments of risk (2 units). Of the 597 patients admitted during the trial,
62% were admitted involuntarily. Diagnostically, 58% of patients had a psychotic disorder and 18%
had a personality disorder. The average age was 38.8 years, and 60% of the patients were male.

Intervention: All patients in the intervention units received a nurse-administered structured
short-term risk assessments (the Broset Violence Checklist and the Kennedy Axis V–Short Version)
on a daily basis, with the full version of the Kennedy Axis V scale, the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale
(BPRS), Dangerousness Scale, and Social Dysfunction and Aggression Scale administered on a
weekly basis the results and discussed during meetings of the staff. Ratings were used to recognize
early patterns of symptom evolution and behavioral escalation.

Comparators: Clinical judgment only. Data from the 10-week baseline period were compared with
those from the 30-week intervention period for each group.

Outcomes: In the intervention period, as compared with the baseline, there was a significant de-
crease in the numbers of aggressive incidents (relative risk reduction [RRR] compared with controls
of 68%, P<0.001), number of patients engaging in aggression (RRR=50%, P<0.05), and time
spent in seclusion (RRR=45%, P<0.05). The weekly rate of aggressive incidents also decreased on
the intervention unit, with an average of 4.9 incidents per week during the baseline period and an
average of 1.7 incidents per week during the intervention period. In contrast, the number of aggres-
sive incidents on the control unit did not change significantly during the baseline and intervention
periods (3.5 incidents per week and 3.9 incidents per week, respectively). The number of seclusion
episodes and the number of patients receiving seclusion did not differ between the intervention
and control groups.

Timing: Study dates were not reported. Baseline data were collected in all units over a 10-week pe-
riod, followed by a 30-week intervention period.

Setting: Psychiatric inpatient units in Rotterdam, The Netherlands.

Study design: Randomized controlled trial (psychiatric units served as the unit of randomization).

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: High Risk: As compared with the two units that were using standard clinical judg-
ments of risk, the two units that were randomly assigned to implement structured risk assessments
had a greater proportion of patients who had been admitted involuntarily and a greater propor-
tion of patients with psychosis or a personality disorder. These differences were noted during
the baseline period as well as during the time of the intervention.
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• Performance bias: Moderate Risk: Neither raters nor patients were blinded to intervention condi-
tion. There is no evidence of systematic differences in treatment of the study groups.

• Attrition bias: Low Risk: All units continued to participate throughout the study, and patients on
each unit remained in the study throughout their hospital stay.

• Detection bias: Low Risk: All patients were included, and all aggressive incidents and episodes
of seclusion were recorded. Clinical nurse specialists visited all units on a daily basis to ensure
that events were recorded consistently.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: The study was funded by a grant from the Dutch Ministry of

Health. There is no evidence of sponsor-related bias.

Applicability: This study was conducted in acute inpatient psychiatric units in the Netherlands,
thus limiting generalizability of the findings to other treatment settings and to patients in the United
States.

Grading of Supporting Body of Research Evidence

Risk of bias: High Risk: The body of evidence consists of two nonblinded studies, with a total of
13 psychiatric units randomly assigned to intervention or control.

Consistency: Consistent: Both studies showed reductions in incidents of aggressive behavior and
in use of seclusion and/or restraint.

Directness: Indirect: Although the studies did measure specific aggressive behaviors as one out-
come, the specific risk assessment elements used in the study were not the same as those outlined
in the clinical question.

Precision: Precise: Confidence intervals reported in the studies were fairly narrow.

Dose-response relationship: Not applicable.

Magnitude of effect: Weak: Although there were significant declines in aggressive events, some
or all of this change could have resulted from other unmeasured changes (e.g., staff behavior) that
would have also affected rates of aggressive events.

Confounding factors that would decrease the magnitude of the effect: Absent.

Publication bias: Not able to be assessed.

Applicability: The two study samples comprised psychiatric inpatients at European hospitals,
limiting the applicability of the findings to other settings. Also, the assessment did not address all
assessment items in the clinical question.

Overall strength of research evidence: Low.

Differences of Opinion in Rating the Strength of Recommendations
One work group member was uncertain about the benefits of assessing for neurological disorder.
On all other aspects of these recommendations, work group opinion was unanimous.
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Expert Opinion Data: Results
To what extent do you agree that identification of patients at risk for aggressive behaviors is im-
proved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes
assessment of the following?

Neurological disorder (e.g.,
 traumatic brain injury, seizure)

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
No. of responses

Family history of abuse or violence

Psychosocial stressors (e.g., financial 
situation, housing/homelessness, lack of

 social support)

Current or recent dependence, abuse, or
increased use of alcohol or other substances

Legal or disciplinary consequences of 
aggressive behaviors, including school

 expulsion, arrests, or orders of protections

History of psychiatric emergency visits
 or psychiatric hospitalization

Prior homicidal or aggressive ideas

Prior homicidal or aggressive behaviors,
 including domestic or workplace violence or

 other physically or sexually aggressive
 threats or acts

Current aggressive ideas, including thoughts
 of physical or sexual aggression or homicide

Strongly agree Strongly disagreeDisagreeAgree Neutral

Impulsivity, including anger
management issues

Exposure to violence or aggressive
 behavior, including combat exposure

Access to firearms
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Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that identification of patients at risk
for aggressive behaviors is improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically
(i.e., almost always) includes assessment of the following:

Neurological disorder (e.g., traumatic brain injury, seizure) 93.5%

Exposure to violence or aggressive behavior, including combat exposure 93.7%

Family history of abuse or violence 93.7%

Psychosocial stressors (e.g., financial situation, housing/homelessness, lack of social support) 94.3%

Access to firearms 95.3%

Impulsivity, including anger management issues 98.4%

Current or recent dependence, abuse, or increased use of alcohol or other substances 98.1%

Legal or disciplinary consequences of aggressive behaviors, including school expulsion, arrests, or orders of 
protection

96.7%

History of psychiatric emergency visits or psychiatric hospitalization 91.4%

Prior homicidal or aggressive ideas 94.7%

Prior homicidal or aggressive behaviors, including domestic or workplace violence or other physically or 
sexually aggressive threats or acts

97.9%

Current aggressive ideas, including thoughts of physical or sexual aggression or homicide 97.8%
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Do you typically (i.e., almost always) assess these items during initial evaluations of your patients?

Neurological disorder (e.g.,
 traumatic brain injury, seizure)

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses

Exposure to violence or aggressive
 behavior, including combat exposure

Family history of abuse or violence

Psychosocial stressors (e.g., financial 
situation, housing/homelessness, lack of

 social support)

Access to firearms

Impulsivity, including anger
management issues

Current or recent dependence, abuse, or
 increased use of alcohol or other substances

Legal or disciplinary consequences of 
aggressive behaviors, including school

 expulsion, arrests, or orders of protections

History of psychiatric emergency visits
 or psychiatric hospitalization

Prior homicidal or aggressive ideas

Prior homicidal or aggressive behaviors,
 including domestic or workplace violence or

 other physically or sexually aggressive
 threats or acts

Current aggressive ideas, including thoughts
 of physical or sexual aggression or homicide

Yes No
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To what extent do you agree that an individual clinician’s decision making about a patient’s psy-
chiatric diagnosis and treatment plan is improved when the clinician typically (i.e., almost always)
documents in the patient’s medical record an estimation of risk of aggressive behavior, including
factors influencing risk?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that an individual clinician’s decision
making about a patient’s psychiatric diagnosis and treatment plan is improved when the clinician
typically (i.e., almost always) documents in the patient’s medical record an estimation of risk of ag-
gressive behavior, including factors influencing risk: 89.3%.

To what extent do you agree that coordination of psychiatric treatment with other clinicians is
improved when an estimation of risk of aggressive behavior, including factors influencing risk, is typ-
ically (i.e., almost always) documented?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that coordination of psychiatric treat-
ment with other clinicians is improved when an estimation of risk of aggressive behavior, including
factors influencing risk, is typically (i.e., almost always) documented: 91.3%.

Do you typically (i.e., almost always) document an estimation of risk of aggressive behavior, in-
cluding factors influencing risk, in the medical record of your patients?

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses

Estimation of risk of aggressive
 behavior (including homicide),

including factors influencing risk

Strongly agree Strongly disagreeDisagreeAgree Neutral

Estimation of risk of aggressive
 behavior (including homicide),

 including factors influencing risk
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Strongly agree Strongly disagreeDisagreeAgree Neutral

Estimation of risk of aggressive
 behavior (including homicide),

including factors influencing risk
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Yes No
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GUIDELINE V. Assessment of Cultural Factors

Clinical Questions
Development of this guideline was premised on the following clinical questions:

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, is formu-
lation of an appropriate treatment plan improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation typically
(i.e., almost always) includes assessment of his or her language needs (i.e., basic language ability
and need for an interpreter)?

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, are the
therapeutic alliance, accuracy of diagnosis, and formulation of an appropriate treatment plan
improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation typically (i.e., almost always) includes assess-
ment of his or her personal/cultural beliefs?

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, are the
therapeutic alliance, accuracy of diagnosis, and formulation of an appropriate treatment plan im-
proved when the initial psychiatric evaluation typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment
of his or her cultural explanations of psychiatric illness?

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, are the ther-
apeutic alliance, accuracy of diagnosis, and formulation of an appropriate treatment plan im-
proved when the initial psychiatric evaluation typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment
of cultural factors related to his or her social environment (e.g., family network, workplace, re-
ligious group, community, or other psychosocial support network)?

Review of Supporting Research Evidence
Overview of Studies

There is no supporting research evidence that specifically addresses the above clinical questions.

Grading of Quality of Individual Studies

Not applicable.

Grading of Supporting Body of Research Evidence

Not applicable.

Differences of Opinion in Rating the Strength of Recommendations
One member of the work group was uncertain that potential benefits of assessing cultural factors
related to the patient’s social environment clearly outweigh harms. This difference of opinion is con-
sidered minor.
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Expert Opinion Data: Results
To what extent do you agree that formulation of an appropriate treatment plan is improved when
the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment of
the patient’s language needs (i.e., basic language ability and need for an interpreter)?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that formulation of an appropriate
treatment plan is improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., al-
most always) includes assessment of the patient’s language needs: 94.2%.

Do you typically (i.e., almost always) assess your patients’ language needs during initial psychi-
atric evaluations?

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses

Count

Strongly agree Strongly disagreeDisagreeAgree Neutral

No, 86

Yes, 544
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To what extent do you agree that the following are improved when the initial psychiatric evalua-
tion of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment of his or her personal/cultural
beliefs?5

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that the following are improved when
the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment
of his or her personal/cultural beliefs:

Do you typically (i.e., almost always) assess your patients’ personal/cultural beliefs during ini-
tial psychiatric evaluations?

5 Personal/cultural beliefs are defined as beliefs related to the patient’s personal/cultural characteristics and identity,
including but not limited to beliefs about age, ethnicity, gender, race, religion, and sexuality.

Therapeutic alliance 95.3%

Accuracy of diagnosis 86.6%

Formulation of an appropriate treatment plan 92.7%

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses

Therapeutic alliance

Strongly agree Strongly disagreeDisagreeAgree Neutral

Formulation of an appropriate
treatment plan

Accuracy of diagnosis

No, 124

Yes, 503
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To what extent do you agree that the following are improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation
of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment of his or her cultural explanations of
psychiatric illness?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that the following are improved when
the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment
of his or her cultural explanations of psychiatric illness:

Do you typically (i.e., almost always) assess your patients’ cultural explanations of their psychi-
atric illness during initial psychiatric evaluations?

Formulation of an appropriate treatment plan 92.7%

Accuracy of diagnosis 84.1%

Therapeutic alliance 96.0%

Therapeutic alliance

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses

Strongly agree Strongly disagreeDisagreeAgree Neutral

Formulation of an appropriate
treatment plan

Accuracy of diagnosis

No, 146

Yes, 482
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To what extent do you agree that the following are improved when the initial psychiatric evalu-
ation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment of cultural factors related to
his or her social environment (e.g., family network, religious group, community, or other social sup-
port network)?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that the following are improved when
the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment
of cultural factors related to his or her social environment:

Do you typically (i.e., almost always) include in initial psychiatric evaluations assessment of cul-
tural factors related to your patients’ social environment?

Formulation of an appropriate treatment plan 92.7%

Accuracy of diagnosis 81.5%

Therapeutic alliance 93.7%
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Accuracy of diagnosis

Formulation of an appropriate
treatment plan

Therapeutic alliance

Strongly agree Strongly disagreeDisagreeAgree Neutral

No, 97

Yes, 532
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GUIDELINE VI. Assessment of Medical Health

Clinical Questions
Development of this guideline was premised on the following clinical questions:

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, should an
initial psychiatric evaluation typically (i.e., almost always) include assessment of whether or not
the patient has an ongoing relationship with a primary care health professional?

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, are diag-
nostic accuracy and treatment safety improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation typically
(i.e., almost always) includes assessment of the following aspects of the patient’s current general
medical status? “Assessment” is defined here as a) performing a physical examination on the pa-
tient, b) directing another clinician (e.g., a resident) to perform the exam, or c) reviewing the results
of a recent physical examination performed by another clinician.

a. General appearance and nutritional status
b. Height, weight, body mass index (BMI)
c. Vital signs
d. Skin, including any stigmata of trauma, self-injury, or drug use
e. Cardiopulmonary status
f. Involuntary movements or abnormalities of motor tone
g. Coordination and gait
h. Speech, including fluency and articulation
i. Cranial nerves, including sight and hearing
j. Reflexes and peripheral motor and sensory functions

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, are diag-
nostic accuracy and treatment safety improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation typically
(i.e., almost always) includes assessment of the following aspects of the patient’s general medical
history? Assessment may occur directly or by review of the results of a recent assessment by an-
other clinician.

a. Physical trauma, including head injuries
b. Past or current general medical illnesses and related hospitalizations
c. Important past or current treatments or procedures, including complementary and alternative

medical treatments
d. Allergies or drug sensitivities
e. Past or current endocrinological disease
f. Past or current infectious disease, including but not limited to sexually transmitted diseases,

HIV, tuberculosis, and hepatitis C
g. Past or current neurological disorders or symptoms
h. Sexual and reproductive history
i. Past or current sleep disorders, including sleep apnea
j. Past or current symptoms or conditions associated with significant pain and discomfort

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, are diag-
nostic accuracy and treatment safety improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation typically
(i.e., almost always) includes review of all medications the patient is currently or recently taking
and the side effects of these medications? “All medications” means both prescribed and nonpre-
scribed medications, herbal and nutritional supplements, and vitamins.
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For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, are diag-
nostic accuracy and treatment safety improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation typically
(i.e., almost always) includes the following elements of a review of systems?

a. General/systemic
b. Skin
c. HEENT (head, ears, eyes, nose, throat)
d. Respiratory
e. Cardiovascular
f. Gastrointestinal
g. Genitourinary
h. Musculoskeletal
i. Neurological
j. Hematological
k. Endocrine

Review of Supporting Research Evidence
Overview of Studies

Few studies have examined the role of medical assessment in improving diagnostic accuracy or
treatment safety within the context of an initial psychiatric evaluation (i.e., across a broad range of
patient characteristics or settings). Available studies have typically examined the ability of a screen-
ing history, physical examination, or battery of tests on the identification of medical causes of psy-
chiatric symptoms.

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes

Hall et al. 1981 100 state hospital psychiatric 
patients consecutively 
admitted to a research 
ward were screened for 
physical illness prior to 
admission.

100 Observational 
study; duration 
not specified 
in the study.

46% of these patients had an unrecog-
nized medical illness that either caused 
or exacerbated their psychiatric illness. 
80% had physical illness requiring treat-
ment, and 4% had precancerous condi-
tions or illnesses. The authors suggested 
that a physical exam and a battery of 
medical screening tests be part of a 
routine workup for all hospitalized 
psychiatric patients.
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Grading of Quality of Individual Studies

Citation: Hall RC, Gardner ER, Popkin MK, et al.: Unrecognized physical illness prompt-
ing psychiatric admission: a prospective study. American Journal of Psychiatry 138(5):629–
635, 1981

Population: 100 consecutive involuntary patients who had been brought to an “urban psychiatric
receiving unit” in Texas who “in all probability would have been committed to the state hospital”
but were offered voluntary admission to a research unit for the study. Patients with known physical
disorders were excluded, as were patients with “sociopathic personality disorders” and significant
histories of drug or alcohol abuse.

Intervention: Patients received a physical examination by a general practitioner, tests of sight and
hearing, computerized medical questionnaire, SMA-12, and an ECG. Within 24 hours of voluntary
admission to the research unit, two additional detailed physical exams and a separate structured
neurological exam were completed along with SMA-34 blood chemistry, EEG, urine drug screen, and
routine urinalysis. Within 5 days of admission, a detailed life history questionnaire was completed
and a battery of psychological tests was administered. Patients were referred to a university-based
diagnostic group for complete workup if any diagnostic confusion existed.

Comparators: None.

Henneman et 
al. 1994

A medical history, physical 
examination, lab work, com-
puted tomography (CT) 
scan, lumbar puncture (LP) 
if febrile, and a psychiatric 
evaluation were completed 
on 100 consecutive patients 
with new psychiatric symp-
toms, ages 16–65, who 
presented to an urban, 
county hospital. Exclusion 
criteria: obvious alcohol 
or drug intoxication, prior 
psychiatric diagnosis, 
patients with medical 
complaints who overdosed 
or attempted suicide.

100 Cohort study; 
9-month period

Results were considered significant when 
they identified an etiology for the symp-
toms or resulted in medical admission. 
63 of the 100 patients had an organic eti-
ology for their psychiatric symptoms. 
The medical history was significant in 
27, physical examination in 6, alcohol 
and drug screen in 28; complete blood 
count (CBC) in 5, basic metabolic panel 
(SMA-7) in 10, creatine phosphokinase 
(CPK) in 6, LP in 3, and CT in 8. The 
authors concluded, “Most alert, adult 
patients with new psychiatric symp-
toms have an organic etiology.” This 
particular battery of tests was recom-
mended to obtain medical clearance.

Bartsch et al. 
1990

175 patients from two com-
munity mental health cen-
ters in Colorado received 
physical exams and lab 
work.

175 Nonblinded 
observational 
study with a 
comparison 
control group; 
February–
May 1985

20% had a previously undiagnosed phys-
ical health problem, 16% had conditions 
that could cause or exacerbate their 
mental disorder, and 46% had physical 
conditions or laboratory test results 
warranting further medical evaluation. 
The authors concluded that public 
mental health systems should ensure 
routine assessment of the physical 
health of psychiatric outpatients.

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes
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Outcomes: Proportion of individuals who were found to have a previously unrecognized and un-
diagnosed medical illness that was felt to be specifically causing or exacerbating their psychiatric
symptoms. Such an illness was detected in 46 patients (46%), of whom 28 were noted to have expe-
rienced “dramatic and rapid” clearing of their psychiatric symptoms when appropriate medical
treatment was instituted.

Timing: Assessment occurred after patients’ arrival at an urban psychiatric receiving unit and af-
ter their consent to voluntary admission to a research unit. Patients had been brought to the receiv-
ing unit on a mental health warrant.

Setting: Urban psychiatric receiving unit in Texas followed by voluntary admission to a research unit.

Study design: Observational study.

Study sponsorship: Not listed.

Overall risk of study bias: Medium

• Selection bias: High Risk: The patients selected were brought on a mental health warrant, and so
they are likely more seriously mentally ill, with associated poorer medical health, than the gen-
eral population—or even the general psychiatric population. Also, the study appears to indicate
that patients were offered voluntary admission to a research unit, and it is unclear if patients may
have had a legal incentive to do this, given the warrant they were brought in under. There is also
a risk that the most severely ill patients were unable to provide informed consent and thus were
not analyzed in the study. The authors noted that the patients would have been admitted to the
state hospital if they had not been admitted to the research unit and may have had a different
expectation of care or facilities.

• Performance bias: Low Risk: The assessments were performed consistently with the entire study
population.

• Attrition bias: Low Risk: Patients were admitted and kept for the duration of the assessment. There
is no mention of attrition in the study.

• Detection bias: High Risk: Determination of whether a test result is causally related to a patient’s
psychiatric presentation is a subjective clinical judgment and could be biased by investigators’
hypotheses.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of systematic differences between reported and
unreported findings. The authors listed disorders that were detected but did not seem to be related
to the psychiatric symptoms in addition to those judged to be causing or exacerbating psychiat-
ric symptoms, which reduces unseen bias.

• Sponsor-related bias: Unclear, as sponsorship is not specified.

Applicability: This study is limited by setting (urban psychiatric receiving unit) and patient pop-
ulation (involuntary patients). The age of the study may also limit its applicability in terms of
changes in the healthcare delivery system, laboratory assessments, and the typical characteristics of
individuals who present for an involuntary admission.

Citation: Henneman PL, Mendoza R, Lewis RJ: Prospective evaluation of emergency
department medical clearance. Annals of Emergency Medicine 24(4):672–677, 1994

Population: 100 consecutive patients (ages 16–65, 63 men and 37 women, with 40 Caucasian, 28 Af-
rican American, and 30 Hispanic individuals) who presented with new psychiatric symptoms (hal-
lucinations in 49%, agitation in 66%, disorientation in 60%) and who did not have obvious alcohol
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or drug intoxication, a prior psychiatric diagnosis, medical complaints, or a presentation with an
overdose or attempted suicide.

Intervention: The following were carried out for each patient: a medical history; physical exami-
nation; alcohol level; urine screen for cocaine, amphetamine, and phencyclidine; CBC; SMA-7 (elec-
trolytes, blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, glucose); calcium; CPK (if a urine dipstick was positive for
blood without RBCs on microscopic examination); prothrombin time; LP if febrile; and a CT scan if
symptoms were not explained by laboratory results.

Comparators: None.

Outcomes: A medical condition appeared to be related to the presenting symptoms in 63 of the 100
patients. The medical history was significant in 27, physical examination in 6, alcohol and drug screen
in 28, CBC in 5, SMA-7 in 10, CPK in 6, LP in 3, and CT in 8. A greater proportion of individuals had
abnormalities noted on these tests that were not judged to be clinically significant or relevant to the
etiology of the psychiatric presentation.

Timing: Assessment occurred after arrival at an emergency department.

Setting: Adult emergency department in an urban, county hospital.

Study design: Cohort study.

Study sponsorship: Not described.

Overall risk of study bias: Medium

• Selection bias: Low Risk: The authors used logbook of emergency department patients to iden-
tify consecutive patients.

• Performance bias: Low Risk: The assessments were performed consistently with the entire study
population.

• Attrition bias: Low Risk: Study was retrospective and cross-sectional, so there were no problems
with dropouts.

• Detection bias: High Risk: Determining the relationship between a test result and a patient’s psy-
chiatric presentation is a subjective clinical judgment that could be biased by investigators’ hy-
potheses.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: The battery of tests was prespecified.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: Sponsorship is unclear, but the study was not a pharmaceutical

or device-related trial.

Applicability: The patient population constitutes a relatively small proportion of individuals
who present to a psychiatric emergency service. Individuals presenting for outpatient treatment are
likely to have a very different set of risk factors for medical conditions. The age of the study may
also limit its applicability in terms of changes in the healthcare delivery system, laboratory assess-
ments, and the typical characteristics of individuals who present for an emergency evaluation.

Citation: Bartsch DA, Shern DL, Feinberg LE, et al.: Screening CMHC outpatients for
physical illness. Hospital and Community Psychiatry 41(7):786–790, 1990

Population: 175 outpatients from two community mental health centers (CMHCs), one urban
and one rural, in Colorado.
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Intervention: Health history, review-of-systems questionnaire, physical examination, laboratory
tests (urinalysis, SMAC-26 chemistry panel, vitamin B12, folate levels).

Comparators: One control group at each site who did not receive medical screening. The control
group at the urban center comprised patients who were not approached for participation in the
study. The control group at the rural center comprised patients who were approached but did not
participate in the study. The authors explained that there was a smaller number of patients avail-
able at the rural center than at the urban center; the proportion of control patients from each center
was equal to the proportion of intervention patients from each center.

Outcomes: For the combined sample, 20% had a previously undiagnosed physical health prob-
lem, 16% had conditions that could cause or exacerbate their mental disorder, and 46% had physical
conditions or laboratory test results that were judged to warrant further medical evaluation.

Timing: Individuals at various stages of outpatient psychiatric treatment assessed between Feb-
ruary and May 1985.

Setting: Two CMHCs (one urban and one rural) in Colorado.

Study design: Nonblinded observational study with a comparison “control” group to assess the
representativeness of the sample as compared with the clinic population and individuals treated in
CMHCs statewide.

Study sponsorship: Unclear; no specific study sponsorship is noted, although study funding is
mentioned.

Overall risk of study bias: High

• Selection bias: High Risk: Although individuals were randomly selected for the intervention
group at the urban center, all patients at the rural center were asked to participate, and the con-
trol group included some individuals who had refused to participate in the intervention group.
The fact that the intervention and control groups differed in their characteristics suggests that
allocation was not ideal.

• Performance bias: Low Risk: The assessments were performed consistently with all study partic-
ipants.

• Attrition bias: High Risk: A substantial proportion (36%) of individuals who were randomly se-
lected for screening did not participate.

• Detection bias: High Risk: Judgments about relationship of abnormalities to psychiatric disorder
are subjective and potentially influenced by investigators’ a priori hypotheses. However, the study
did attempt to reduce the risk of bias by using two raters for each determination and calculating
the relative rates of agreement between raters.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: The battery of tests being used was prespecified.
• Sponsor-related bias: Unclear: Study funding is mentioned as restricting the sample size, but the

funding source is not identified.

Applicability: The patient population reflects individuals attending two CMHCs in Colorado,
and demographic characteristics of the sample differ from those of individuals seen at that CMHC
and at CMHCs across the state. Individuals presenting for outpatient CMHC treatment in Colorado
are likely to have a different set of risk factors for medical conditions than individuals in other states
or those presenting to other psychiatric treatment settings. The age of the study may also limit its
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applicability in terms of changes in the healthcare delivery system, laboratory assessments, and the
typical characteristics of individuals who are followed in an outpatient CMHC setting.

Grading of Supporting Body of Research Evidence

Risk of bias: High Risk: studies are unblinded and observational, with judgments about the re-
lationship between screening results and medical causes of psychiatric symptoms being a subjec-
tive determination and associated with potential for bias.

Consistency: Consistent: medical conditions related to psychiatric symptoms were consistently
found for a sizeable portion of patients studied.

Directness: Indirect: uses intermediate outcomes such as diagnosis rather than patient-specific
health benefits. Also, the outcomes are indirectly related to those of the overarching key questions
regarding assessment of medical health to improve diagnostic accuracy and treatment safety.

Precision: Imprecise: there was prominent variability across study findings, even among studies
done in comparable settings of care.

Dose-response relationship: Not applicable.

Magnitude of effect: Not applicable.

Confounding factors (including likely direction of effect): Depending on the investigators’ a pri-
ori hypotheses, the lack of blinding could influence the judgments about contributors to psychiatric
symptoms and the clinical significance of laboratory abnormalities. This could produce confound-
ing effects in either direction.

Publication bias: Not able to be assessed.

Applicability: The age of the studies range from 18 to 31 years, and the studies were conducted
in private outpatient settings, which limits applicability to current treatment methods and other
types of settings. Also, the outcomes measured in the studies are not directly related to the out-
comes in our key questions. This body of evidence examines the proportion of psychiatric patients
who have a medical condition that causes or exacerbates psychiatric symptoms, whereas the out-
come of interest is whether assessment of certain aspects of medical health improves diagnostic ac-
curacy and treatment safety.

Overall strength of research evidence: Low.

Differences of Opinion in Rating the Strength of Recommendations
There were minor differences of opinion among the members of the work group with respect to as-
sessing aspects of patients’ medical health. Some members of the group thought that the potential
benefits of assessment of some of the recommended items were closely balanced with the potential
harm that might result if crucial aspects of the evaluation of an individual patient go unaddressed,
particularly when the evaluation is time constrained. Another concern raised was that assessment
of the recommended items might not be important for all patients or necessary to include at the ini-
tial evaluation (as compared with follow-up visits). The recommended items for which there was
disagreement on the basis of these concerns by one or two group members were as follows: invol-
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untary movements or abnormalities of motor tone; speech, including fluency and articulation; sight
and hearing; physical trauma, including head injuries; past or current medical illnesses and related
hospitalizations; important past or current treatments or procedures, including complementary
and alternative medical treatments; sexual and reproductive history; and past or current sleep ab-
normalities, including sleep apnea. The work group was unanimous in agreeing to recommend as-
sessment of general appearance and nutritional status, coordination and gait, and allergies or drug
sensitivities.

Expert Opinion Survey Results
To what extent do you agree that the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient should typically
(i.e., almost always) include assessment of whether or not the patient has an ongoing relationship
with a primary care health professional?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that the initial psychiatric evaluation
of any patient should typically (i.e., almost always) include assessment of whether or not the pa-
tient has an ongoing relationship with a primary care health professional: 94.6%.

In your initial psychiatric evaluations, do you typically (i.e., almost always) assess whether or
not your patients have an ongoing relationship with a primary care health professional?

Count
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To what extent do you agree that diagnostic accuracy and treatment safety are improved when
the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment
of the following aspects of his or her current general medical status?6

6 “Assessment” is defined here as a) performing a physical examination on the patient, b) directing another clinician
(e.g., a resident) to perform the exam, or c) reviewing the results of a recent physical examination performed by another
clinician.
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Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that diagnostic accuracy and treatment
safety are improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost al-
ways) includes assessment of the following aspects of his or her current general medical status:

Do you typically (i.e., almost always) assess these items during initial psychiatric evaluations of
your patients, either by direct examination or by review of the results of a recent examination by
another clinician?

Reflexes and peripheral motor and sensory functions 54.5%

Cranial nerves, including sight and hearing 64.8%

Speech, including fluency and articulation 96.3%

Coordination and gait 89.2%

Involuntary movements or abnormalities of motor tone 92.4%

Cardiopulmonary status 73.6%

Skin, including any stigmata of trauma, self-injury, or drug use 82.5%

Vital signs 75.6%

Height, weight, BMI 87.9%

General appearance and nutritional status 95.8%
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To what extent do you agree that diagnostic accuracy and treatment safety are improved when
the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes assessment
of the following aspects of his or her general medical history? Assessment may occur directly or by
review of the results of a recent assessment by another clinician.
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Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that diagnostic accuracy and treatment
safety are improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost al-
ways) includes assessment of the following aspects of his or her general medical history:7

Past or current symptoms or conditions associated with significant pain and discomfort 96.3%

Past or current sleep disorders, including sleep apnea 97.0%

Sexual and reproductive history 89.0%

Past or current neurological disorders or symptoms 97.9%

Past or current infectious disease, including but not limited to sexually transmitted diseases, HIV, tubercu-
losis, and hepatitis C

93.2%

Past or current endocrinological disease 95.2%

Allergies or drug sensitivities 96.3%

Important past or current treatments or procedures, including complementary and alternative medical treat-
ments

95.4%

Past or current general medical illnesses and related hospitalizations 98.7%

Physical trauma, including head injuries 98.4%

7 Assessment may occur directly or by review of the results of a recent assessment by another clinician.
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Do you typically (i.e., almost always) assess these items during initial psychiatric evaluations of
your patients?
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To what extent do you agree that diagnostic accuracy and treatment safety are improved when
the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes review of all
medications he or she is currently or recently taking and the side effects of these medications?8

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that diagnostic accuracy and treatment
safety are improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost al-
ways) includes review of all medications he or she is currently taking or was recently taking and the
side effects of these medications: 99.4%.

During initial psychiatric evaluations, do you typically (i.e., almost always) review all medica-
tions your patients are currently or recently taking and the side effects of these medications?

8 “All medications” means both prescribed and nonprescribed medications, herbal and nutritional supplements, and
vitamins.
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To what extent do you agree that diagnostic accuracy and treatment safety are improved when
the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost always) includes the following
elements of a review of systems?
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Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that diagnostic accuracy and treatment
safety are improved when the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient typically (i.e., almost al-
ways) includes the following elements of a review of systems:

Do you typically (i.e., almost always) review these items during initial psychiatric evaluations of
your patients?

Endocrine 84.2%
Hematological 62.7%

Neurological 89.6%

Musculoskeletal 66.1%

Genitourinary 64.3%
Gastrointestinal 72.4%

Cardiovascular 78.9%

Respiratory 67.4%
HEENT (head, ears, eyes, nose, throat) 60.1%

Skin 59.7%

General/systemic 88.6%
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GUIDELINE VII. Quantitative Assessment

Clinical Questions
Development of this guideline was premised on the following clinical questions:

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, is clinical
decision making improved when quantitative measures of the following are typically (i.e., almost
always) obtained within the scope of the initial psychiatric evaluation, as compared with non-
quantitative clinician assessment?9

a. Symptoms
b. Level of functioning
c. Quality of life

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, are clinical
decision making and treatment outcomes improved when quantitative measures of the follow-
ing are typically (i.e., almost always) obtained on at least one occasion after the initial psychiatric
evaluation, compared to nonquantitative clinician assessment?

a. Symptoms
b. Adverse effects of treatment
c. Level of functioning
d. Quality of life

9 “Quantitative measures” are defined as clinician- or patient-administered tests or scales that provide a numerical rating
of features such as symptom severity, level of functioning, or quality of life and that have been shown to be valid and
reliable.
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Review of Supporting Research Evidence
Overview of Studies

Grading of Quality of Individual Studies

Citation: van Eijk MM, van Marum RJ, Klijn IA, et al.: Comparison of delirium assess-
ment tools in a mixed intensive care unit. Critical Care Medicine 37(6):1881–1885, 2009

Population: During an 8-month period, 126 patients (mean age=62.4 years, SD=15.0; mean Acute
Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II score 20.9, SD=7.5) admitted to a 32-bed mixed medical

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes

van Eijk et al. 
2009

Patients admitted to a 
mixed medical and surgi-
cal intensive care unit 
(ICU) were assessed by 
trained ICU nurses using 
the Confusion Assess-
ment Method for the 
Intensive Care Unit 
(CAM-ICU) or the 
Intensive Care Delirium 
Screening Checklist 
(ICDSC); by the ICU 
physician; and by a 
psychiatrist, geriatrician, 
or neurologist as a 
reference rater.

126 Cross-sectional;
November 
2006–July 2007

The CAM-ICU showed superior 
sensitivity and negative pre-
dictive value (64% and 83%) 
compared with the ICDSC (43% 
and 75%). The ICDSC showed 
higher specificity and positive 
predictive value (95% and 82% 
vs. 88% and 72%). As compared 
with the reference rater, ICU 
physicians identified delirium 
with a sensitivity of 29% and 
specificity of 96%, indicating 
that ICU physicians underdiag-
nose delirium.

van den 
Boogaard 
2009

A delirium screening 
instrument, CAM-ICU, 
was implemented in a 
40-bed ICU. Adoption 
of the instrument and 
frequency and duration 
of haloperidol use were 
assessed.

641 patients March–
June post-CAM-
ICU implementa-
tion compared 
with 512 and 589 
patients in prior 
2 years.

Nonblinded, 
nonrandom-
ized interven-
tion study; 
haloperidol 
use assessed 
over a 4-month 
period and 
compared with 
4-month peri-
ods in prior 
2 years.

Almost two times more patients 
with delirium were detected 
with the use of the CAM-ICU. 
More patients were treated 
with haloperidol (9.9%–14.8%, 
P<0.001), but with a lower 
dose (6 mg, from 18 mg; P=0.01) 
and for a shorter time period 
(3 [interquartile range (IQR): 
1–5] days, from 5 [IQR:2–9] 
days; P=0.02).

Thomas et al. 
2012

The German version of the 
Confusion Assessment 
Method (CAM) was used 
to identify delirium 
among individuals 
admitted to an academic 
geriatric hospital in 
Germany. 

102 Cross-sectional; 
October 2003–
March 2004.

CAM had a sensitivity of 74% 
and a specificity of 100% rela-
tive to clinical diagnosis using 
DSM-IV criteria and a sensi-
tivity of 82% and specificity 
of 91% compared with clinical 
diagnosis using ICD-10. Add-
ing ratings of psychomotor 
activity to the CAM approach 
enhanced specificity but re-
duced sensitivity.
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and surgical ICU were studied. Excluded were deeply sedated patients (defined as a Ramsay
score>4), comatose patients (defined as a Glasgow Coma Score<8), patients for whom no informed
consent was obtained, patients who did not speak or understand Dutch or English, or patients who
were deaf.

Intervention: The patients included in the study were assessed independently by trained ICU
nurses using either the CAM-ICU or the ICDSC. Furthermore, the ICU physician was asked whether
a patient was delirious or not. A psychiatrist, geriatrician, or neurologist serving as a reference rater
diagnosed delirium using established criteria.

Comparators: Both the standardized assessment instruments and the ICU physician’s impression
during standard care were compared with a neuropsychiatric assessment performed by an expert
(geriatrician, psychiatrist, or neurologist) who served as a reference rater.

Outcomes: The reference raters identified 34% of the patient sample as having signs and symp-
toms that met diagnostic criteria for delirium, whereas the CAM-ICU, ICDSC, and ICU physicians
identified delirium in 29%, 19%, and 13% of patients, respectively. The CAM-ICU showed superior
sensitivity and negative predictive value (64% and 83%) compared with the ICDSC (43% and 75%).
The ICDSC showed higher specificity and positive predictive value (95% and 82% vs. 88% and
72%). The sensitivity and specificity of the ICU physicians’ clinical impression were 29% and 96%,
respectively.

Timing: Study assessments took place during an 8-month period, from November 2006 to July
2007.

Setting: The study was performed in a 32-bed multidisciplinary ICU of the University Medical Cen-
ter Utrecht, the Netherlands, with adult medical, surgical, neurological, neurosurgical, and cardio-
thoracic surgical patients.

Study design: Cross-sectional.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Low Risk: All patients in the ICU were included in the study other than sedated
and comatose patients, patients who did not speak English or Dutch, and deaf patients. It is un-
likely that these exclusion criteria would have introduced bias in the study.

• Performance bias: Moderate Risk: The delirium evaluations were administered by different in-
vestigators who were blinded to each other’s assessments, thus limiting the chance of systematic
differences in the treatment of the participants. There is a risk of co-interventions, because med-
ical treatment while in the ICU was not controlled. Some patients received psychotropic medi-
cations between evaluations; the study investigators analyzed these patients separately and did
not find any differences from the study population as a whole.

• Attrition bias: Not applicable.
• Detection bias: Moderate Risk: The reference assessment was used as a gold standard, and de-

pending on the training and experience of the raters, there could be detection bias in this refer-
ence. There was no attempt to verify these reference assessments with a second rater. Also, eval-
uations were not performed at the same time, and because delirium is by nature a fluctuating
disorder, a bias in the diagnosing of delirium was possible.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no indication of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: The authors did not disclose any potential conflicts of interest.

The authors were all affiliated with the University Medical Center Utrecht, The Netherlands.
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Applicability: This study was limited to the diagnosis of delirium in medical and surgical ICU
patients. Also, the assessments were performed by ICU nurses and physicians, rather than by psy-
chiatrists.

Citation: van den Boogaard M, Pickkers P, van der Hoeven H, et al.: Implementation of
a delirium assessment tool in the ICU can influence haloperidol use. Critical Care
13(4):R131, 2009

Population: ICU patients in a large medical center in the Netherlands. Excluded from screening
were patients with a Richmond agitation sedation score of 4 or 5, patients who were unable to
understand Dutch, patients with a severe mental disability, and patients with a serious receptive
aphasia.

Intervention: The study evaluated the effects of integrating the CAM-ICU into the daily manage-
ment of ICU patients. A CAM-ICU algorithm was incorporated into the patient data management
system, which was available at all bedside computers. Pop-up reminders would prompt nurses to
perform the CAM-ICU at least once in every 8-hour nursing shift, and nurses received computer-
ized feedback about the results of the assessment. Nurse leaders were committed to supporting the
implementation, which included training the nurses on use of CAM-ICU tool.

Comparators: Comparisons were made before and after the implementation of the CAM-ICU as-
sessment tool in the ICU. Before the introduction of the CAM-ICU, diagnoses of delirium were made
on the basis of the attending ICU physician’s judgment, without use of quantitative measures.

Outcomes: Compliance on using CAM-ICU assessments increased from 77% in the first month af-
ter implementation to 92% at 4 months. Knowledge about delirium and interrater reliability on the
CAM-ICU assessment also increased over that period. After the intervention, more patients were
treated with haloperidol (9.9% to 14.8%, P<0.001) than in 4-month blocks during the prior 2 years;
however, haloperidol was given at a lower dose (6 mg, from 18 mg, P=0.01) and for a shorter time
period (3 [IQR:1–5] days, from 5 [IQR:2–9] days; P=0.02) after the CAM-ICU was implemented.

Timing: Routine CAM-ICU assessments were implemented, and in the subsequent 4-month pe-
riod (March through June 2008), haloperidol use was compared with the same 4-month period in
the prior 2 years (March–June 2007 and March–June 2006).

Setting: This study was conducted at the Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre, the Neth-
erlands, a 960-bed university hospital that includes a level 3 (highest level) ICU with 40 beds di-
vided over four adult wards and one pediatric ward. Annually 2,000–2,500 (cardiothoracic surgery,
neurosurgical, medical, surgical, and trauma) patients are admitted.

Study design: Nonblinded, nonrandomized intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Low Risk: There did not appear to be any selection bias in terms of the inclusion
of either nurses or patients. All ICU nurses were trained in the use of the CAM-ICU, and the
CAM-ICU algorithm was incorporated into the computerized patient management system on
every bedside computer. Patients were only excluded from the study because of natural barriers
to communication or participation.

• Performance bias: High Risk: There was no blinding in the study, and so nurses knew they were
being monitored and assessed in their use of the CAM-ICU. It is possible also that physicians
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were aware that haloperidol use was also being monitored, and such awareness may have af-
fected the dosing or timing of these prescriptions. These issues present the potential for system-
atic differences in the treatment of the study groups (i.e., patients before and after the implemen-
tation of the CAM-ICU).

• Attrition bias: Not applicable to this study because there was no follow-up for particular patients.
Instead, overall use of haloperidol after the intervention was compared with use prior to it, and
nursing compliance with the test was assessed before and after the training.

• Detection bias: Low Risk: With the presence of a computerized patient management system,
rates of haloperidol use and compliance with CAM-ICU assessments could be collected reliably.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no indication of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: The authors declared that they had no competing interests. The authors

are all affiliated with the Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre in the Netherlands.

Applicability: This study only concerns diagnosis of delirium in ICU patients, thus limiting its
applicability to other psychiatric populations and settings. The assessments were performed by
ICU nurses rather than by psychiatrists. Also, the proxy of haloperidol use must be used to deter-
mine whether use of the CAM-ICU improves clinical decision making. The study authors argued
that the increased use of haloperidol indicates that the CAM-ICU improved identification of delir-
ium and facilitated the opportunity to begin treatment earlier.

Citation: Thomas C, Kreisel SH, Oster P, et al.: Diagnosing delirium in older hospitalized
adults with dementia: adapting the Confusion Assessment Method to ICD-10 diagnostic
criteria. Journal of the American Geriatrics Society 60(8):1471–1477, 2012

Population: During a 6-month period, 102 patients age 80 and older were screened who were ad-
mitted on Tuesdays or Fridays to an academic geriatric center in Heidelberg, Germany. Excluded
were patients who had a terminal condition or global aphasia. Fourteen individuals refused to par-
ticipate. Informed consent was obtained from each individual, if he or she was deemed to have ca-
pacity, or the legal guardian.

Intervention: Patients included in the study were assessed by a physician in training or gerontol-
ogist using the Confusion Assessment Method and the Delirium Index after conducting brief cog-
nitive testing, including the Mini-Mental State Exam and logic questions, as well as an interview
with nursing staff about the patients’ symptoms and sleep pattern. A psychologist or geriatrician
independently performed cognitive testing for establishing a reference consensus diagnosis using
DSM-IV or ICD-10 criteria.

Comparators: The CAM was compared with a neuropsychiatric assessment performed by an in-
dependent psychologist or geriatrician who served as a reference rater.

Outcomes: Delirium was diagnosed in 28% of participants according to DSM-IV and 14% accord-
ing to ICD-10. For individuals with a known diagnosis of dementia, the proportion with a diagnosis
of delirium using DSM-IV or ICD-10 criteria was 14% and 19%, respectively. CAM had a sensitivity
of 74% and a specificity of 100% relative to clinical diagnosis using DSM-IV criteria and a sensitivity
of 82% and a specificity of 91% compared with clinical diagnosis using ICD-10. Adding ratings of
psychomotor activity to the CAM approach enhanced specificity but reduced sensitivity. Adding
information on the presence of psychomotor changes to the CAM findings improved the ability to
identify delirium according to ICD-10.

Timing: The study assessments took place during a 6-month period, from October 2003 to March
2004.
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Setting: The study was performed in an academic geriatric center in Heidelberg, Germany, among
individuals admitted for a variety of problems, including falls, infections, metabolic disease, car-
diovascular or cardiopulmonary conditions, and psychiatric diagnoses with comorbid medical
problems.

Study design: Cross-sectional.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Moderate Risk: Because only patients admitted on Tuesdays or Fridays were in-
cluded, it is possible that patients admitted on a weekend have different characteristics than
those admitted during the week.

• Performance bias: Moderate Risk: The delirium evaluations were administered by different in-
vestigators who were blinded to each other’s assessments, thus limiting the chance of systematic
differences in the treatment of the participants. There is a risk of co-interventions, because med-
ical treatment while in the unit was not controlled.

• Attrition bias: Not applicable.
• Detection bias: Moderate Risk: The reference assessment was used as a gold standard, and de-

pending on the training and experience of the raters, there could be detection bias in this refer-
ence. There was no attempt to verify these reference assessments with a second rater. Also, eval-
uations were not performed at the same time, and because delirium is by nature a fluctuating
disorder, a bias in the diagnosing of delirium was possible.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There was no indication of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: The authors did not disclose any potential conflicts of interest.

Applicability: This study is limited to the diagnosis of delirium in hospitalized geriatric patients.
Also, the assessments were performed by gerontologists, psychologists, and physicians in training
rather than by psychiatrists.

Grading of Supporting Body of Research Evidence

Risk of bias: High: The body of evidence is made up of only observational studies of varying quality.

Consistency: Consistent: All studies used a quantitative assessment tool to aid in diagnosis.

Directness: Indirect: Three studies indicate that use of a quantitative measurement improves clin-
ical diagnosis. Diagnostic accuracy is indirectly related to clinical decision making and treatment
outcomes.

Precision: Not applicable.

Dose-response relationship: Not applicable.

Magnitude of effect: Weak: Three studies showed that evaluations based on a quantitative assess-
ment are superior to nonquantitative assessments, although one study showed benefit for one spe-
cific assessment scale but not another.

Confounding factors (including likely direction of effect): Absent.

Applicability: Two of the studies were done in an ICU, and the other study was done in an in-
patient geriatric facility. The assessments were performed by nonpsychiatrist health care staff, al-
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though quantitative assessment of delirium would be similar to that done by psychiatric consul-
tants. Also, the studies were only about delirium and not about psychiatric symptoms or diagnoses
in general.

Overall strength of research evidence: Low.

Differences of Opinion in Rating the Strength of Recommendations
Four members of the work group voted to recommend the use of quantitative measures, but the
other four members of the group thought that the potential benefits of using measures were uncer-
tain. As a result, a suggestion rather than a recommendation was made.

Expert Opinion Survey Results
To what extent do you agree that clinical decision making is improved when quantitative measures
of the following are typically (i.e., almost always) obtained within the scope of the initial psychiatric
evaluation of any patient, as compared with nonquantitative clinician assessment?10

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that clinical decision making is im-
proved when quantitative measures of the following are typically (i.e., almost always) obtained
within the scope of the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient, as compared with nonquanti-
tative clinician assessment:

10 “Quantitative measures” are defined as clinician- or patient-administered tests or scales that provide a numerical rating of
features such as symptom severity, level of functioning, or quality of life and have been shown to be valid and reliable.

Quality of life 54.9%

Level of functioning 63.8%

Symptoms 71.7%
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Do you typically (i.e., almost always) obtain quantitative measures of these items from your pa-
tients within the scope of an initial psychiatric evaluation?

To what extent do you agree that clinical decision making and treatment outcomes are improved
when quantitative measures of the following are typically (i.e., almost always) obtained on at least
one occasion after the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient, compared with nonquantitative cli-
nician assessment?

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses

Level of functioning

Quality of life

Symptoms

Yes No

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

No. of responses
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Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that clinical decision making and treat-
ment outcomes are improved when quantitative measures of the following are typically (i.e., al-
most always) obtained on at least one occasion after the initial psychiatric evaluation of any patient,
compared with nonquantitative clinician assessment:

How frequently do you think these measures should be taken?

Quality of life 51.5%

Level of functioning 60.0%

Adverse effects of treatment 65.4%

Symptoms 72.8%
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Do you typically (i.e., almost always) obtain quantitative measures of these items on at least one
occasion after initial evaluations of your patients?

GUIDELINE VIII. Involvement of the Patient 
in Treatment Decision Making

Clinical Questions
Development of this guideline was premised on the following clinical questions:

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting and have
the capacity for decision making, are the therapeutic alliance and treatment adherence improved
by explaining the following?

a. The diagnosis
b. Risks of untreated illness
c. Treatment options
d. Benefits and risks of treatment

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting and have
the capacity for decision making, are the therapeutic alliance and treatment adherence improved
by asking about treatment-related preferences?

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting and have
the capacity for decision making, are the following improved by “shared decision making”?11

a. Treatment adherence
b. Therapeutic alliance
c. Clinician satisfaction
d. Patient satisfaction

11 “Shared decision making” is defined as collaboration between clinicians and patients about decisions pertinent to treat-
ment, when the patient has capacity for decision making.
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Review of Supporting Research Evidence
Overview of Studies

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes

Buchkremer et al. 
1997

Outpatients with schizo-
phrenia were randomly 
assigned to receive psy-
choeducational medica-
tion management training 
(PMT) alone or combined 
with cognitive psycho-
therapy (CP) and/or 
key-person counseling 
(KC), and compared with 
a nonspecifically treated 
control group.

191 Randomized, 
controlled, 
nonblinded 
intervention 
study; 
132 subjects 
assessed at 
2 years post-
treatments 
(intention-to-
treat used).

The PMT+CP+KP group 
had a significant reduction 
in rehospitalization rates 
compared with control 
subjects. The relapse rate 
in all treatment groups was 
lower than in the nonspe-
cifically treated control 
group, but there were no 
statistically significant 
differences among the 
treatment groups. Because 
psychoeducation was 
included in all treatment 
groups, this intervention 
may help with lowering 
relapse.

Wilder et al. 2010 Patients with severe mental 
illness recorded medica-
tion preferences in ad-
vanced directives. Authors 
compared prescribed 
medications with patient 
preferences.

123 Randomized, 
nonblinded 
intervention 
study; 
12 months.

Patients requested a median 
of two medications, and 
refused a median of one 
medication, on advanced 
directives. There was a 
27% increase in the number 
of requested medications 
prescribed after 12 months. 
Receiving at least one re-
quested medication pre-
dicted higher adherence.

Degmecić et al. 
2007

Inpatients with schizophre-
nia were educated about 
the illness and treatment, 
then compared with con-
trol subjects at admission, 
discharge, and 3 months 
postdischarge. Groups 
were rated for adherence, 
attitudes toward treat-
ment, symptoms, and 
social functioning.

60
(30 in education 

group and 
30 control 
subjects)

Nonrandom-
ized, non-
blinded 
intervention 
study; assess-
ments on 
admission to 
hospital, at 
discharge, at 
and 3 months 
postdischarge.

Authors concluded that edu-
cation improves adherence 
and attitudes toward phar-
macotherapy. More specific 
results are unavailable for 
review.
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Pitschel-Walz et 
al. 2006

Inpatients with schizophre-
nia and schizoaffective 
disorder were randomly 
assigned to a psycho-
educational intervention 
or a control group. The 
intervention consisted 
of 8 sessions for patients 
and 8 sessions for their 
relatives.

236 Randomized 
intervention 
study; 4- to 
5-month inter-
vention with 
assessments 
at 12 and 24 
months.

Intervention group had 
significantly lower rehospi-
talization rates at 12 and 
24 months and had better 
compliance. The authors 
concluded that a relatively 
brief intervention of eight 
psychoeducational ses-
sions with systematic 
family involvement in 
simultaneous groups can 
considerably improve the 
treatment of schizophrenia.

Gray 2000 Outpatients taking cloza-
pine were randomly 
assigned to three sessions 
of patient education or 
a control group of 
standard care.

44
(22 in intervention 

group and 22 in 
control group).

Randomized, 
single-blind 
intervention 
study; assess-
ments at base-
line and at 
5 weeks post-
intervention.

No significant difference 
found on Drug Attitude 
Inventory or on the insight 
scale. Results did not sup-
port the hypothesis that 
brief patient education 
would be superior to stan-
dard of care; it would there-
fore be unlikely to improve 
adherence.

Hamann et al. 2006 Inpatients with schizophre-
nia in 12 hospital wards 
were randomly assigned 
either to a shared decision-
making intervention or to 
a control group. Partici-
pants in the intervention 
group were given psy-
choeducational material, 
completed a booklet, and 
participated in treatment 
planning meetings.

107
(49 in intervention 

group and 58 in 
the control group)

Cluster-
randomized, 
controlled, 
nonblinded 
intervention 
study; data 
collected on 
admission and 
at discharge.

Patients in the intervention 
group reported signifi-
cantly greater sense of 
involvement in medical 
decisions after the initial 
planning talk, but this 
difference was not found 
at discharge. There was no 
difference in overall satis-
faction with treatment, but 
there was a statistical trend 
for more positive attitudes 
about medication in the 
intervention group, and 
doctors in this group were 
more satisfied with overall 
treatment results.

Hamann et al. 2007 Inpatients with schizophre-
nia were randomly as-
signed to a shared decision 
making group or a control 
group. The intervention 
group received psycho-
educational material and 
a planning talk between 
patient and physician.

107 Cluster-
randomized, 
controlled, 
nonblinded 
intervention 
study; assess-
ments at 
6 months and 
18 months 
postdischarge.

No significant differences 
were found in any outcome 
measure, but multivariate 
analysis showed that the 
intervention group had 
a positive statistical trend 
for fewer rehospitaliza-
tions, but there was no 
clear beneficial effect on 
long-term compliance.

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes
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Hornung et al. 
1998

Outpatients with schizo-
phrenia were randomly 
assigned to receive control 
versus PMT alone or in 
combination with CP 
and/or KC.

191
(32 in PMT group, 

34 in PMT+CP, 
35 in PMT+KC, 
33 in PMT+CP+ 
KC; 57 control 
subjects)

Randomized, 
controlled, 
nonblinded 
intervention 
study; assess-
ments at 
baseline, after 
intervention, 
and at 1-year 
follow-up.

Psychoeducation improved 
patient attitudes toward 
treatment, including 
reduced fear of side effects 
and more confidence in 
their medication and 
physician, but there was 
no significant difference 
in compliance at 1-year 
follow-up. Intervention 
had no effect on medication 
management.

Hornung et al. 
1996

Outpatients with schizo-
phrenia randomly 
assigned to control 
versus PMT alone or 
in combination with 
CP and/or KC.

191
(32 in PMT group, 

34 in PMT+CP, 
35 in PMT+KC, 
33 in PMT+CP+ 
KC; 57 control 
subjects)

Randomized, 
controlled, 
nonblinded 
intervention 
study; assess-
ments at 
baseline, after 
intervention, 
and at 1-year 
follow-up.

Medication compliance in-
creased in both groups but 
was greater in the training 
group vs. controls. There 
was no significant differ-
ence in patients’ satisfac-
tion of their knowledge of 
medication, but more pa-
tients in the training group 
did not feel capable of 
dosing their own medica-
tions after the intervention.

Iacoviello et al. 
2007

Patients with major depres-
sive disorder were asked 
what treatment they 
preferred, then randomly 
assigned to receive 
supportive-expressive 
psychotherapy (PT), 
sertraline (S), or 
pill-placebo (P).

75
(Of the 39 prefer-

ring psychother-
apy: 17 received 
PT, 12 S, and 10 P; 
of the 36 prefer-
ring medication, 
8 received PT, 15 S, 
and 13 P.)

Randomized, 
controlled 
trial; assess-
ments before 
treatment and 
during third, 
fifth, and ninth 
weeks of treat-
ment.

Among patients who pre-
ferred psychotherapy, ther-
apeutic alliance showed 
positive development over 
the course of the study if 
treatment was congruent 
with the patients’ prefer-
ences, whereas patients 
who received a treatment 
incongruent with their 
preference showed a 
decrease in alliance over 
time. Patients who pre-
ferred pharmacotherapy 
showed no differences 
regardless of treatment.

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes
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Merinder et al. 
1999

Patients with schizophrenia 
were randomly assigned 
to receive an 8-session 
educational intervention 
or standard care. The 
patients’ relatives were 
also invited to participate, 
though not all subjects 
had relatives involved.

46
(23 in intervention 

group, 23 in con-
trol group)

Randomized, 
nonblinded 
intervention 
study; 8 weeks 
of educational 
sessions, with 
assessments 
at baseline, 
after the inter-
vention, and 
1 year post-
intervention.

A statistically significant in-
crease in knowledge of 
schizophrenia in both 
relatives and patients was 
demonstrated after the 
intervention, with a non-
significant trend for 
increased knowledge at 
1-year follow-up. Patients 
and relatives were more 
satisfied with relatives’ 
involvement in the inter-
vention group. There was 
a tendency for an increased 
time to relapse and improve-
ments in symptoms in the 
intervention group. No 
differences were found 
between the groups regard-
ing compliance, insight into 
psychosis, or Global 
Assessment of Functioning 
score, or in relatives’ 
expressed emotion scores, 
after the intervention or at 
1-year follow-up.

Mundt et al. 2001 Outpatients with major 
depressive disorder 
receiving antidepressant 
pharmacotherapy were 
randomly assigned to 
receive, or not receive, 
psychoeducational mate-
rials by mail (RHYTHMS 
program). Patients were 
then paid to provide self-
evaluations of response 
and satisfaction with treat-
ment, and their prescription 
records were analyzed for 
medication compliance.

246 Randomized, 
nonblinded 
intervention 
study; 
May 1997–
August 1998, 
with assess-
ments at 
baseline, 4, 12, 
and 30 weeks.

Patients in the control group 
initially responded better 
than those in the interven-
tion group, but this trend 
did not last. Treatment did 
not affect the duration of 
compliance.

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes
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Myers and Branth-
waite 1992

Outpatients with depres-
sion were randomly as-
signed to one of three 
groups: group A received 
one dose of medication at 
night; group B received 
three doses of medication 
during the day; group C 
patients were allowed to 
choose either A or B above. 
Compliance, symptoms, 
and side effects were 
assessed at 3, 6, 9, and 
12 weeks by interrogation 
and pill count.

89 Randomized 
clinical trial; 
12 weeks, with 
assessments 
at 3, 6, 9, and 
12 weeks.

Compliance improved in 
cases when patients were 
allowed to choose their 
regimen, but only when 
they chose the three-times-
per-day regimen. Other 
groups did not experience 
the same improvement. 
Compliance decreased 
over time in all groups. 
There was no evidence 
that compliance produced 
a better therapeutic result.

Robinson et al. 
1986–1987

Patients ready for discharge 
at a state hospital in Ohio 
were randomly assigned 
to receive usual care, a 1- 
to 2-page handout about 
medications, or the hand-
out plus a review of the 
information.

150 Randomized, 
single-blind 
intervention 
study; subjects 
assessed at 
discharge 
and at first 
follow-up 
appointment 
postdischarge.

Subjects who received the 
handout, with or without 
verbal explanation, showed 
improvement in under-
standing of treatment. Sub-
jects who received written 
information with verbal 
reinforcement, but not 
those who received only the 
handout, were significantly 
more treatment compliant 
than the control subjects.

Sterling et al. 1997 Patients seeking treatment 
for cocaine dependence 
received either 12 weeks 
of weekly individual ther-
apy (IND) or an intensive 
3-hour, three-times-per-
week treatment program 
(INT). Half the subjects 
(n=67) were given their 
choice of treatment, with 
34 choosing IND and 33 
choosing INT, and 30 were 
randomly assigned to each 
group.

127 Randomized, 
nonblinded 
intervention 
study; 12 weeks 
of treatment, 
with 9-month 
follow-up.

Patients who chose IND dif-
fered from those who chose 
INT only in 2 of 41 compar-
isons: number of previous 
treatment experiences and 
Addiction Severity Index 
(ASI) Alcohol composite 
score. Allowing patients to 
choose their course of treat-
ment did not significantly 
enhance retention, the pro-
portion of appointments 
kept, or completion of the 
12-week intervention.

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes
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Grading of Quality of Individual Studies

Citation: Buchkremer G, Klingberg S, Holle R, et al.: Psychoeducational psychotherapy
for schizophrenic patients and their key relatives or care-givers: results of a 2-year follow-
up. Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica 96(6):483–491, 1997

Population: A total of 191 patients (80 females and 111 males) from the outpatient departments
of nine psychiatric hospitals and a number of psychiatric practices were recruited between May
1989 and February 1990. Patients were eligible for inclusion in the study if the following criteria were
fulfilled: i) schizophrenia diagnosed according to DSM-III-R (exclusion of schizoaffective distur-
bances); ii) at least two acute psychotic episodes within the past 5 years; iii) at least 4 weeks of psy-
chopathological stabilization; iv) indication for long-term neuroleptic medication on an outpatient
basis; and v) no secondary psychiatric diagnosis. A total of 147 patients took part in the scheduled
therapeutic approach, with hospitalization data obtained from 132 of these subjects at the 2-year fol-
low-up. In total, 20% dropped out of the treatment group and 29% of the patients dropped out of the
control group.

Intervention: Psychoeducational medication management training (PMT), cognitive psychother-
apy (CP) and key-person counseling (KC) were carried out in various combinations.

Comparators: The control group comprised patients undergoing routine care.

Outcomes: In the second follow-up year, all treatment groups had lower but not significantly dif-
ferent relapse rates compared with the control group. The most intensive treatment (PMT+ CP +
KC) produced a clinically relevant reduction in rehospitalization, with a 24% rate of rehospitaliza-
tion compared with a rate of 50% in the control group, although the statistical significance of this
effect was nominal. When the treatment groups were considered as a whole and compared with pa-

Vandereycken 
and Vansteen-
kiste 2009

On a specialized inpatient 
unit for treatment of 
eating disorders, patients 
who underwent a new 
admission strategy that 
emphasized patient choice 
were compared with con-
trol patients who were 
admitted prior to the 
new strategy.

174
(87 patients in the 

intervention arm 
and 87 control 
patients who 
were previously 
admitted)

Quasi-experi-
mental design; 
retrospective 
chart review; 
2002–2004; 
admission 
strategy 
involved 
a 5-day 
introductory 
period prior 
to entering 
treatment.

Provision of choice at the be-
ginning of treatment signif-
icantly reduced the number 
of dropouts during the first 
weeks of inpatient treat-
ment. No differences be-
tween both strategies on 
later dropout and weight 
change (in anorexia ner-
vosa patients) during inpa-
tient treatment were found.

Vreeland et al. 
2006

Patients with schizophrenia 
or schizoaffective disorder 
were randomly assigned 
to receive either a 24-week 
comprehensive, modular-
ized, psychoeducational 
intervention focused on 
illness management or 
standard care.

71 Single-blind, 
randomized 
controlled 
trial; 24-week 
intervention.

Significant improvement in 
knowledge about schizo-
phrenia and client satis-
faction was observed in 
the intervention group. 
No changes were observed 
in symptoms, treatment 
adherence, or global func-
tioning.

Study Subjects/Method N
Design/
Duration Outcomes
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tients in the control group, patients who had received any of the interventions showed greater so-
cial functioning and confidence in the therapist and medications at the 2-year follow-up but did not
differ on measures of rehospitalization, psychopathological symptoms, or medication adherence.

Timing: Patients were recruited from May 1989 to February 1990. The interventions were carried
out on different schedules, based on the intervention. The PMT was carried out in 10 sessions (first
5 weekly, second 5 every other week). The CP took place over 15 sessions (7 weekly, 8 every other
week). KC was delivered over 20 sessions. Follow-up occurred 2 years after the intervention(s).

Setting: Outpatients from the outpatient departments of nine psychiatric hospitals and a number
of psychiatric practices in Germany.

Study design: Randomized, controlled, nonblinded intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: Low

• Selection bias: Low Risk: The exclusion criteria do not appear to introduce bias, and patients
were randomly assigned to the various treatment arms (or control group).

• Performance bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of systematic differences in the treatment of
patients or of protocol deviation.

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: An intention-to-treat analysis was used for dropouts, which con-
stituted 20%–30% of participants. However, patients who drop out may be more likely to be re-
hospitalized (e.g. if the subject dropped out because of worsening symptoms).

• Detection bias: Low Risk: The authors noted that rehospitalization data were obtained directly
from the institution, with patient consent.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: There is no conflict of interest statement in the study. This

study was funded by the German Ministry of Research and Technology.
• Applicability: This study measured rehospitalization rates as a proxy for overall clinical out-

come. However, the clinical question is concerned with whether education improves adherence,
alliance, and satisfaction. Participants had a diagnosis of schizophrenia and received treatment
in an outpatient setting, which limits applicability to other diagnoses and settings. Also, the study
population is German, which limits applicability to patients in the United States.

Citation: Wilder CM, Elbogen EB, Moser LL, et al.: Medication preferences and adher-
ence among individuals with severe mental illness and psychiatric advance directives.
Psychiatric Services 61(4):380–385, 2010

Population: Participants were outpatients receiving community-based treatment in one of two
county-based programs who were 18–65 years old and had a chart diagnosis of schizophrenia,
schizoaffective disorder, bipolar disorder with psychotic features, or major depressive disorder with
psychotic features. Eighty-three percent of participants (n=390) were randomly drawn from de-iden-
tified client lists of the two mental health programs that had been prescreened for eligibility. The re-
maining 17% of participants (n=79) were randomly assigned after being identified from sequential
admissions from the mental health programs to the regional state hospital with the goal of increasing
the proportion of individuals with severe mental illness and potential decisional incapacity.

Intervention: A total of 123 persons with severe mental illness recorded medication preferences
in psychiatric advance directives and were reassessed after 12 months of follow-up. The interven-
tion was adapted from several medical and psychiatric advance directive planning tools and in-
cluded an approximately 2-hour, semistructured, manualized interview and guided discussion of
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choices for planning mental health care during future periods of incapacity. The facilitator also as-
sisted participants in completing legal psychiatric advance directive documents, obtaining wit-
nesses, getting documents notarized, and filing forms in the medical record and electronic registry.

Comparators: The control group was provided with general information about psychiatric ad-
vance directives, copies of standard psychiatric advance directive forms, and a toll-free number for
the local consumer organization that provides consultation on psychiatric advance directives.

Outcomes: The authors compared patients’ stated medication preferences in advanced directives
with prescribed medications over 12 months, determined concordance between preferred and pre-
scribed medications, and examined the effect of concordance on medication adherence at 12 months.
Participants requested a median of two medications in their psychiatric advance directives (range:
0–6) and refused a median of one medication (range: 0–10). Between baseline and follow-up there
was a 27% increase in the number of medications prescribed that had been requested on the psychi-
atric advance directive (Wilcoxon matched pairs, P<0.001). After correction for the number of med-
ications listed in the psychiatric advance directive, a 10% increase in concordance remained signif-
icant (P<0.001). Being prescribed at least one medication requested in the psychiatric advance
directive predicted higher medication adherence at 12 months, after the analysis controlled for rel-
evant covariates (odds ratio=7.8, 95% confidence interval=1.8–34.0).

Timing: Twelve-month follow-up period after intervention. Follow-up interviews were conducted
between October 2004 and September 2006.

Setting: Community-based treatment in one of two county-based programs in North Carolina.

Study design: Randomized, nonblinded intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Low Risk: The exclusion criteria do not appear to introduce bias, and patients
were randomly assigned to the intervention or control group. The sample intentionally overrep-
resented individuals with severe mental illness.

• Performance bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of systematic differences in treatment or co-
interventions.

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: Of the 143 who completed an advanced directive, 123 completed a
follow-up interview after 1 year. Those who completed the interview may have been more likely
to be adherent to medication than those who did not, which would introduce bias. No intention-
to-treat analysis was done.

• Detection bias: High Risk: Patients were interviewed about their adherence, and previous stud-
ies have documented that patients tend to overestimate their adherence to medications.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: This study was funded by grants from the National Institutes of

Health and by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. The authors, Dr. Swanson
and Dr. Swartz, have received research support from Eli Lilly. Dr. Swartz has also received con-
sulting and educational fees from AstraZeneca, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Eli Lilly, and Pfizer. The
other authors reported no competing interests.

Applicability: This study is applicable to the clinical question, because it seeks to assess adher-
ence to medications when patients participate in their treatment by completing advanced direc-
tives. Also, only individuals in outpatient settings who had psychosis as part of their illness were
included, which limits applicability to other diagnoses and settings.
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Citation: Degmecić D, Pozgain I, Filaković P: Psychoeducation and compliance in the
treatment of patients with schizophrenia. Collegium Antropologicum 31(4):1111–1115, 2007

Population: Hospitalized patients with schizophrenia at the University Department of Psychia-
try in the University Hospital Osijek, Croatia.

Intervention: Thirty patients participated in an education program about schizophrenia, while
30 other patients did not receive this education. Psychoeducation groups were held by a psychiatrist
once a week for 1 hour, and patients were educated about the early recognition of schizophrenia
symptoms, about the prevention of recurrence of psychotic episodes, about the role of medication in
the treatment of schizophrenia, and also about side effects of those medications. Groups consisted of
six to eight patients, and on average patients attended four groups. Patients were assessed on admis-
sion to the hospital, at discharge, and 3 months after discharge. Assessments included the Brief Psy-
chiatric Rating Scale (BPRS), Compliance Assessment Inventory, Drug Attitude Inventory, Global As-
sessment of Functioning (GAF), and a 12-item questionnaire about knowledge of the illness.

Comparators: Patients who participated in the educational program were compared with those
who did not.

Outcomes: There were statistically significant improvements in schizophrenia symptoms in the
intervention group at discharge and 3 months postdischarge based on both the BPRS and GAF.
There were also statistically significant improvements in compliance and knowledge of the illness
in the intervention group as compared with the control group.

Timing: Inpatients attended, on average, four 1-hour groups and were assessed at admission, dis-
charge, and 3 months postdischarge. Average length of stay was about 4 weeks.

Setting: Inpatient psychiatric service in Croatia.

Study design: Nonrandomized, nonblinded intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: High

• Selection bias: High Risk: The authors do not state that patients were randomly assigned to the
two groups, and they also do not discuss inclusion or exclusion criteria. The authors do state that
there were no significant differences in the groups at baseline in any of the core measures. Nev-
ertheless, there could be selection bias without randomization and without a more defined in-
clusion and exclusion process.

• Performance bias: High Risk: The intervention involved weekly 1-hour group sessions with a
psychiatrist in an inpatient setting. There may be other reasons that patients in the intervention
group improved on all the core measures beyond simply receiving education about schizophre-
nia (e.g., spending more time with the psychiatrist, socializing with other patients). Patients
were not blinded in this study, and so those who had been part of the weekly psychoeducational
groups may have been more motivated to report that they were compliant or had fewer symp-
toms by virtue of being in the study.

• Attrition bias: Low Risk: Attrition was not discussed in the study, implying that all 60 patients
initially chosen to be a part of the study also participated in the follow-up.

• Detection bias: High Risk: All measurements were based on patient self-report, which tends to
overestimate adherence. Patient recall of symptoms may also be inaccurate.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Unknown Risk. Statements of conflict of interest were not included.
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Applicability: This study does measure adherence after educating patients and is thus applicable
to the clinical question. However, because of possible unintended interventions discussed in the
subsection on performance bias above, it is difficult to conclude that study effects resulted from the
intended intervention (i.e., psychoeducation). Also, the patients were diagnosed with schizophre-
nia and treated in an inpatient unit in Croatia, which limits applicability of the findings to patients
in the United States with other diagnoses and in other treatment settings.

Citation: Pitschel-Walz G, Bäuml J, Bender W, et al.: Psychoeducation and compliance
in the treatment of schizophrenia: results of the Munich Psychosis Information Project
Study. Journal of Clinical Psychiatry 67(3):443–452, 2006

Population: The study population comprised 236 inpatients whose symptoms met DSM-III-R cri-
teria for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder and who had regular contact with at least 1 rel-
ative or other key person. Inclusion criteria included a diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective
disorder (according to DSM-III-R/ICD-9 criteria), ages 18–65 years, willingness to receive at least
1 year of outpatient treatment, indication for at least a 12-month antipsychotic relapse prevention,
and willingness to involve one key person. Exclusion criteria included a distance between the pa-
tient’s home and the hospital of more than 150 km, no regular contact with relatives, regular sub-
stance use within 6 months prior to admission, pregnancy, an IQ of less than 80, lack of competence
in German, and no remission in the past 2 years.

Intervention: Patients were randomly assigned to one of two treatment conditions. In the interven-
tion condition, patients and their relatives were encouraged to attend psychoeducational groups
over a period of 4–5 months. The patients’ and relatives’ psychoeducational programs were sepa-
rate, and each consisted of eight sessions. Patients in the other treatment condition received routine
care.

Comparators: Patients and families in the intervention group were compared with control pa-
tients who received routine care.

Outcomes: Rates of rehospitalization and medication adherence were assessed at 12 and 24
months. At 12 and 24 months, adherence was better and the rehospitalization rate was significantly
reduced (P<.05) among patients who attended psychoeducational groups compared with those re-
ceiving routine care.

Timing: Outcomes were compared over 12-month and 24-month follow-up periods. The study was
conducted from 1990 to 1994.

Setting: Psychiatric State Hospital, Haar, Germany.

Study design: Randomized intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: High Risk: Randomization was based on “blocks” of 8–12 patients. There is no in-
formation on how the patients were divided into the blocks. Inclusion and exclusion criteria in-
cluded contact with a key person; it is possible that subjects with regular contact with a key per-
son are different from those without such contact (e.g., may have less severe symptoms, stronger
social support). Exclusion of subjects with substance use in the previous 6 months means exclu-
sion of a significant subpopulation of patients diagnosed with schizophrenia or schizoaffective
disorder, especially if cigarette use was included in the definition of substance use.
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• Performance bias: Moderate Risk: Treating psychiatrists were blind to the randomization. How-
ever, the intervention included attendance at group sessions over an extended period of time,
which introduces the possibility for unintended interventions (e.g., increased family involvement
and interaction with other patients, and increased attention from clinicians).

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk. After beginning the study, 26 patients were excluded because of a
change in the status of inclusion or exclusion criteria (i.e., change of diagnosis, no indication for
antipsychotic relapse prevention, no remission during inpatient stay, and relocation that changed
distance between patient’s house and hospital). After acceptance into the study but before outpa-
tient treatment began, 16 patients withdrew consent. Thirty-one patients dropped out of the study
before the 12-month follow-up. An additional 10 dropped out before the 24-month follow-up. The
41 patients who dropped out may have systematic differences from those who remained in the
study; there were no differences in dropout rate between the intervention and control groups.

• Detection bias: Moderate Risk: Adherence was measured by clinician report and confirmed by
plasma drug level measurements. Other outcomes were measured by clinician and patient report.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence for selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: The study was funded by the German Ministry of Research and

Technology. The authors reported no conflicts of interest.

Applicability: Patients in this study who were part of the psychoeducational intervention groups,
and who had family members participate, did have increased adherence, which is specifically ger-
mane to the clinical question. However, this result could be confounded by other benefits of attend-
ing groups and having increased family involvement, as discussed in the subsection on perfor-
mance bias above. Also, the patients were diagnosed with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder
and treated in inpatient units in Germany, which limits applicability to patients in the United States
with other diagnoses and in other treatment settings.

Citation: Gray R: Does patient education enhance compliance with clozapine? A prelim-
inary investigation. Journal of Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing 7(3):285–286, 2000

Population: The study population comprised 44 patients who had been taking clozapine for at
least 3 months. Ten patients (4 in the intervention group and 6 in the control group) dropped out of
the study.

Intervention: Patients were randomly assigned to receive three sessions, one per week, of patient
education (n=22) or routine care (n=22). The emphasis in the sessions was on discussion about is-
sues and concerns about all therapies the patient was receiving, both pharmacological and psycho-
logical, although the focus of much of the discussion was about clozapine. Patients were encour-
aged to explore the positive and negative aspects of their current and prior treatments.

Comparators: Patients who participated in the educational intervention were compared with those
who received routine care.

Outcomes: Patients were assessed at baseline, and again after 5 weeks, using two self-report instru-
ments: the Drug Attitude Inventory and a 10-item insight scale. At 5-week follow up, there were no sig-
nificant differences between groups in scores on the Drug Attitude Inventory or the insight scale.

Timing: Patients were assessed at baseline and again at 5 weeks. The sessions lasted 3 weeks.

Setting: The sessions occurred in a room on a hospital ward. The research was done in the United
Kingdom. The article does not specify whether the patients themselves were inpatients or whether
the study sessions were simply performed in the hospital ward.
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Study design: Randomized, single-blind intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Moderate Risk: There is no description of inclusion or exclusion criteria, other than
patients had to have been taking clozapine for at least 3 months. There was mention in the study
that the two groups were not different on the core measures at baseline.

• Performance bias: Low Risk: There were no differences reported in the two treatment groups.
• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: Ten patients out of 44 recruited dropped out of the study, and there

was no intention-to-treat analysis. Patients who dropped out may have had different responses
to the Drug Attitude Inventory and insight scale.

• Detection bias: Moderate Risk: Patients were assessed using self-reports. This introduces bias, be-
cause patients may not accurately report their own attitudes in an effort to give “correct” answers.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Unknown Risk: There is no discussion of conflicts of interest or sponsorship.

Applicability: This study focused on a narrow population of patients who had been taking cloza-
pine for the past 3 months. A brief educational intervention did not improve attitudes or insight,
but there was no mention of adherence, alliance, or satisfaction with treatment, which were the foci
of the clinical question.

Citation: Hamann J, Langer B, Winkler V, et al.: Shared decision making for in-patients
with schizophrenia. Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica 114(4):265–273, 2006

Population: Inpatients ages 18–65 years with an ICD-10 diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizophreni-
form disorder who were fluent in German and willing to give informed consent were included. Ex-
clusion criteria were severe mental retardation, severe psychosis, or short hospital stays that pre-
cluded participation. Of the 301 patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia who were screened
during the enrollment period, 107 patients completed the inpatient phase of the trial, with 49 patients
receiving the intervention and 58 in the control group.

Intervention: Patients in the intervention group received a 16-page booklet covering the pros and
cons of oral versus depot formulation of antipsychotic, first- versus second-generation antipsychotics,
psychoeducation, and types of sociotherapeutic intervention. Nurses were instructed in the use of the
decision aid and assisted all patients in working through the booklet. Patients met their physicians
within 24 hours after having worked through the shared decision-making aid with their nurse.

Comparators: Inpatients who received the shared decision-making intervention were compared
with control patients who received routine care.

Outcomes: Patients filled out five different questionnaires, and physicians and nurses also pro-
vided information on their perceptions of the patients’ performance in using the decision-making
aid and planning care. Patients in the intervention group had a better knowledge about their disease
(P=0.01) and a higher perceived involvement in medical decisions (P=0.03) before hospital dis-
charge. Patients in the intervention group were more likely to receive psychoeducation (P=0.003).
Overall satisfaction with treatment did not differ between patients in the intervention group and
the control group. Therapeutic alliance, measured from the clinician’s perspective, did not differ be-
tween the intervention and control groups. Clinician-rated patient compliance also did not differ
between the groups. However, clinicians in the intervention group were more satisfied with treat-
ment achievements than those in the control group. The authors also noted that the intervention
was feasible for most of the patients and did not require additional time spent by physicians.
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Timing: The intervention took place while patients were in the hospital. Patients were followed
for 18 months postdischarge, although the data reported in this paper derive from the comparisons
made at the time of hospital discharge. Patients were recruited between February 2003 and January
2004.

Setting: Twelve acute psychiatric wards of two German state hospitals (Bezirkskrankenhaus Haar,
Klinikum Agatharied) in the greater Munich area.

Study design: Cluster-randomized, controlled, nonblinded intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: High Risk: Patients in the intervention group were different in several ways from
patients in the control group. Patients in the intervention group had been hospitalized about a week
longer during their present stay than patients in the control group; and Positive and Negative Syn-
drome Scale (PANSS) ratings for positive symptoms were, accordingly, lower in the intervention
group. Patients in the intervention group were slightly younger (mean=35.5 years vs. 39.6 years)
and had better knowledge about their disease. There were more patients in the intervention group
who had been hospitalized involuntarily.

• Performance bias: Moderate Risk: Patient’s self-report measures could have been influenced by
the knowledge that they had been in the intervention group.

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: Six patients dropped out of the study (all of whom withdrew con-
sent): five in the intervention group and one in the control group.

• Detection bias: Low Risk: Much of the data was obtained through the report of multiple individ-
uals (patients, nurses, and psychiatrists), so the ratings were likely adequate in detecting the out-
come measures.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: The trial was funded by the German Ministry of Health and So-

cial Security. There is no evidence of bias by the sponsors.

Applicability: This study is relevant to the clinical question, although it studies a narrow popu-
lation of patients (inpatients in a German state hospital with a diagnosis of schizophrenia).

Citation: Hamann J, Cohen R, Leucht S, et al.: Shared decision making and long-term
outcome in schizophrenia treatment. Journal of Clinical Psychiatry 68(7):992–997, 2007

Population: The study population comprised 107 state psychiatric hospital inpatients with a di-
agnosis of schizophrenia. Additional details on the study population are described in Hamann et
al. 2006 (see above).

Intervention: A shared decision-making (SDM) program on antipsychotic drug choice consisting
of a decision aid and a planning talk between patient and physician was compared with routine
care.

Comparators: Inpatients who received the SDM were compared with control patients, who received
routine care.

Outcomes: On the whole, authors found high rates of noncompliance and rehospitalization.
There were no differences in rehospitalization or compliance between the intervention and control
groups in the univariate analyses at the 6-month and 18-month follow-ups. However, after con-
founding factors were controlled for in a multivariate analysis, there was a positive trend (P=0.08)
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for patients who received the intervention to have fewer rehospitalizations. Additionally, a higher
desire of the patient for autonomy and better knowledge at discharge were associated with higher
hospitalization rates. Long-term medication compliance was poor for up to 50% of the patients. The
SDM intervention had no clear effect on compliance.

Timing: Patients were recruited and received SDM from February 2003 to January 2004. Patients
were assessed at 6 and 18 months after the intervention.

Setting: Psychiatric state hospitals in Germany.

Study design: Cluster-randomized, controlled, nonblinded intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Moderate Risk: Since randomization was done using a cluster approach in which
all patients at a given site were randomly assigned to the same treatment arm, site-specific fac-
tors may have produced differences in the intervention and control groups.

• Performance bias: Moderate Risk: Patients in the intervention group were aware of their random-
ization status and may have been motivated to give answers on the questionnaires or interviews
that they thought were desired by the researchers.

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: Sixteen patients were lost to follow-up at 6 months, and 30 were lost
to follow-up at 18 months. Four patients withdrew consent, and 2 patients died within 18 months
after discharge. In sum, 6-month follow-up data were available for 80% of the sample, and 18-
month follow-up data were available for 66%. The authors report that there were no significant
differences in dropout rates in the intervention and control groups. Also, there were no differences
between patients who continued the trial and those who dropped out, in terms of age, gender,
duration of illness, or PANSS score at discharge.

• Detection bias: Low Risk: Much of the data was obtained through the report of multiple individ-
uals (patients, nurses and psychiatrists), so the ratings were likely adequate in detecting the out-
come measures.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There was no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low risk. The study was funded by the German Ministry of Health and Social

Security. Study authors reported honoraria and research support from various industry sources.

Applicability: This study is relevant to the clinical question, although it studies a narrow popu-
lation of patients (inpatients in a German state hospital with diagnosis of schizophrenia).

Citation: Hornung WP, Klingberg S, Feldmann R, et al.: Collaboration with drug treat-
ment by schizophrenic patients with and without psychoeducational training: results of
a 1-year follow-up. Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica 97(3):213–219, 1998

Population: The patients were recruited for the study from seven psychiatric centers within a ru-
ral region of Germany. The inclusion criteria were as follows: diagnosis of schizophrenia according
to DSM-III-R; at least two acute schizophrenic episodes within the past 5 years; registration at an
outpatient clinic; need for long-term neuroleptic treatment; and psychopathological stabilization
throughout the 4 weeks preceding the study. Patients with diagnoses other than an Axis I diagnosis
of schizophrenia were excluded.

Intervention: Patients were randomly assigned to four treatment groups and one control group.
The treatment groups contained psychoeducational medication training (PMT) alone (n=32) or in
combination with cognitive psychotherapy (CP) (n=34) and (n=33)/or (n=35) key-person counsel-
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ing (KC). The 10 sessions of PMT aimed to provide detailed information about schizophrenia and
its treatment and to improve medication management by introducing collaboration between the
patient and the psychiatrist in determining medication treatment. Subjects were evaluated at base-
line, immediately after treatment, and at 1-year follow-up.

Comparators: The treatment arms were compared with one another and with the control patients
who received routine care. Each treatment arm contained the psychoeducational medication training.

Outcomes: The baseline measure of good medication compliance was 76.2% for regular attenders
and 69.4% for control patients; the posttreatment measure of good medication compliance was
85.7% for regular attenders and 76.6% for control patients. Although compliance improved in both
groups, the difference between the two groups was not significant. At 1-year follow-up, good med-
ication compliance was found in 82.9% of regular attenders and 79.2% of control patients; this dif-
ference between the groups was also not significant.

Timing: The PMT lasted 10 weeks, and patients were assessed 1 year after treatment.

Setting: Seven psychiatric centers within a rural region of Germany.

Study design: Randomized, controlled, nonblinded intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Low Risk: Patients were randomly assigned to one of the various treatment arms
or the control group, and the inclusion and exclusion criteria did not appear to introduce bias.

• Performance bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of systematic differences in the treatment of
the study groups.

• Attrition bias: High Risk: Eight of the 84 patients in the treatment group and 11 of the 64 patients
in the control group were lost to follow-up. It is not clear, based on this article, whether the analy-
sis accounted for the effects of attrition. Patients who dropped out may have been less likely to
be engaged in treatment and may have therefore affected the results of the study if their re-
sponses had been included.

• Detection bias: Moderate Risk: Many of the items assessed were based on patient self-report, in-
cluding a questionnaire about previous medication management over the past year (particularly
the patients’ level of compliance). Patients are not likely to have a detailed and accurate memory
of prior medication management.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: The study was funded by the German Ministry of Research and

Technology.

Applicability: Patients were chosen from rural clinics in Germany, and all had a diagnosis of
schizophrenia. This limits the overall applicability of this study to general U.S. populations. How-
ever, the study does investigate the relationship between receiving psychoeducation and subse-
quent attitudes toward treatment and adherence to treatment.

Citation: Hornung WP, Kieserg A, Feldmann R, Buchkremer G: Psychoeducational
training for schizophrenic patients: background, procedure and empirical findings. Pa-
tient Education and Counseling 29(3):257–268, 1996

Population: The study included 191 outpatients with chronic schizophrenia (134 in the therapy
group and 54 in the control group). They were recruited within seven psychiatric centers in a rural
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region of Germany. Inclusion criteria were diagnosis of schizophrenia according to DSM-III-R, at
least two acute schizophrenic episodes within the last 5 years, attending an outpatient clinic, need
for long-term neuroleptic treatment, and psychopathological stabilization within 4 weeks prior to
the study. Patients with diagnoses other than schizophrenia were excluded.

Intervention: Patients were randomly assigned to four treatment groups and one control group.
The treatment groups contained PMT alone (n=32) or in combination with CP (n=34) and (n=33)/
or (n=35) KC. The 10 sessions of PMT aimed to provide detailed information about schizophrenia
and its treatment and to improve medication management by introducing collaboration between
the patient and the psychiatrist in determining medication treatment.

Comparators: The treatment arms were compared with one another and with controls who re-
ceived routine care. Each treatment arm contained the psychoeducational medication training.

Outcomes: Patients adherence, knowledge of medications, and ratings of ability to self-manage
medications were assessed at baseline, immediately after treatment, and at a 1-year follow-up. At
the end of the training program, patients who had attended regularly showed significantly better
medication compliance relative to their baseline level of compliance and were less confident in their
medication self-management skills. By 1 year follow-up, the positive effects of the intervention had
diminished.

Timing: Subjects were assessed at baseline, immediately after the intervention, and at 1-year pos-
tintervention.

Setting: Outpatients with schizophrenia, recruited from seven mental health clinics in rural Germany.

Study design: Randomized, controlled, nonblinded intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Low Risk: Patients were randomly assigned to the various treatment arms, and
the inclusion and exclusion criteria did not appear to introduce bias.

• Performance bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of systematic differences in the treatment of
the study groups.

• Attrition bias: High Risk: 8 of the 84 patients in the treatment group, and 11 of the 64 patients in
the control group, were lost to follow-up. It is not clear, based on this article, whether the analysis
accounted for the effects of attrition. Patients who dropped out may have been less likely to be
engaged in treatment and may have therefore affected the results of the study if their responses
had been included.

• Detection bias: Moderate Risk: Many of the items assessed were based on patient self-report, in-
cluding a questionnaire about previous medication management over the past year (particularly
the patients’ level of compliance). Patients are not likely to have a detailed and accurate memory
of prior medication management.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There was no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: The study was funded by the German Ministry of Research and

Technology.

Applicability: Patients were chosen from rural clinics in Germany, and all had a diagnosis of
schizophrenia. This limits the overall applicability of this study to general U.S. populations. How-
ever, the study does investigate the relationship between receiving psychoeducation and subse-
quent attitudes toward treatment and adherence to treatment.
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Citation: Iacoviello BM, McCarthy KS, Barrett MS, et al.: Treatment preferences affect
the therapeutic alliance: implications for randomized controlled trials. Journal of Con-
sulting and Clinical Psychology 75(1):194–198, 2007

Population: Data were collected from the first 75 patients enrolled in an ongoing study compar-
ing the efficacy of supportive-expressive (SE) psychotherapy with sertraline or pill-placebo in the
treatment of major depressive disorder (MDD). Inclusion criteria were a primary diagnosis of MDD
as determined with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM–IV and the 17-item version of the
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (a score of 14). Patients were excluded from participation if
they had a current or past history of psychosis, bipolar disorder, or substance dependence in the past
6 months and/or current suicide risk or nonresponse to an adequate trial of sertraline or SE therapy
within the last year.

Intervention: Subjects were asked what treatment they preferred and then were randomly assigned to
receive supportive-expressive psychotherapy, sertraline, or pill-placebo. Treatment preference, alliance,
and depressive symptoms were assessed at baseline and periodically throughout the study.

Comparators: Alliance for patients who received their preferred treatment was compared with al-
liance for patients who did not receive their preferred treatment.

Outcomes: In patients who preferred psychotherapy, therapeutic alliance showed positive devel-
opment over the course of the study if treatment was congruent with their preferences, whereas pa-
tients who received treatment incongruent with their preference showed a decrease in alliance over
time. Patients who preferred pharmacotherapy showed no differences regardless of treatment.

Timing: The psychotherapeutic condition consisted of twice-weekly sessions for 4 weeks, fol-
lowed by weekly sessions for the next 12 weeks. Patients receiving pharmacotherapy treatment
were blind to the treatment they were receiving (sertraline or placebo) and were seen in weekly
clinical management sessions with a pharmacotherapist for 16 weeks.

Setting: Outpatient setting in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Study design: Randomized, controlled trial.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: High Risk: This study measured the effect on alliance when patients do not get
the treatment they prefer, and yet the subjects all had agreed to be randomly assigned to treat-
ment. Only patients who agreed to this randomization were included, and this may have af-
fected the results of the study. Patients who choose psychotherapy may be systematically differ-
ent from those who choose pharmacotherapy, which limits the ability to attribute effects on
therapeutic alliance purely to congruent/incongruent treatment assignment. Also, the exclusion
criteria focused on illness characteristics (e.g., history of psychosis, substance dependence) may
have introduced bias into the selected sample of patients.

• Performance bias: Moderate Risk: Patients receiving pharmacotherapy were blinded to whether
they received sertraline or placebo. However, there was no control group (e.g., time and atten-
tion control) for the psychotherapy group.

• Attrition bias: High Risk: An intention-to-treat analysis was performed to minimize attrition
bias. Nevertheless, because the study was measuring treatment alliance, there is likely a differ-
ence in treatment alliance between those who remained with the study and those who were lost
to follow-up.
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• Detection bias: Moderate Risk: Self-report measures were used for treatment preference and ther-
apeutic alliance. Subjects in the study may not have accurately reported their attitudes because
they may have been trying to give the “right” answer. Depression severity was rated by blind
outcome assessors.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: This research was supported by a National Institute of Mental

Health grant. There is no evidence of sponsor-related bias.

Applicability: The study shows that for outpatients with depression, alliance is improved when
patients receive their preferred treatment. This answers the clinical question: involving the patient
in the treatment plan improves his or her alliance with the clinician. However, subjects were treated
in an outpatient setting in one U.S. city for depression, which limits applicability across treatment
settings and diagnoses.

Citation: Merinder LB, Viuff AG, Laugesen HD, et al.: Patient and relative education in
community psychiatry: a randomized controlled trial regarding its effectiveness. Social
Psychiatry and Psychiatric Epidemiology 34(6):287–294, 1999

Population: Subjects were identified from a local case registry and included all patients ages
18-49 years with a clinical ICD-10 diagnosis of schizophrenia who were in treatment at one of two
community psychiatric centers in Denmark. A total of 135 patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria
and were invited to participate in the study. Of these, 34% (n=46) agreed to participate, 27% de-
clined to participate, and 39% did not respond to the invitation.

Intervention: The experimental group received an eight-session intervention conducted weekly,
given separately to both patients and their relatives, using a mainly didactic interactive method fo-
cused on topics concerning schizophrenia. The control group received the usual treatment pro-
vided in community psychiatry (i.e., psychopharmacological treatment, psychosocial rehabilitation
efforts, and, to some extent, supportive psychotherapy).

Comparators: Patients undergoing usual outpatient care were compared with those who had re-
ceived an 8-week psychoeducational intervention, along with their relatives.

Outcomes: A statistically significant increase in knowledge of schizophrenia in both relatives and
patients was demonstrated postintervention, and there was a nonsignificant trend at 1-year follow-
up. Statistically significant changes in the Verona Service Satisfaction Scale Scores in the subdimen-
sion of satisfaction with relatives’ involvement were demonstrated both for patients and relatives
post-intervention and for patients at 1-year follow-up. There was a tendency for time-to-relapse to
be increased in the intervention group post-intervention and for the schizophrenia subscore of the
Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale to be reduced in the intervention group at 1-year follow-up. No dif-
ferences were found between the groups regarding compliance, insight into psychosis, psychoso-
cial function (GAF), or relatives’ expressed emotion scores post-intervention or at 1-year follow-up.

Timing: The intervention was 8 weeks long conducted in 1-week sessions. Patients were assessed
at baseline, after the intervention, and at 1-year post-intervention.

Setting: Two community mental health centers in Denmark.

Study design: Randomized, nonblinded intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate
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• Selection bias: Moderate Risk: Of the pool of patients identified from the case registry, a large por-
tion of them did not respond to the invitation to participate (39%) or declined to participate
(27%). There was a statistically significant difference between the participants in the intervention
group and the control group: a diagnosis of self-destructive behavior (suicide attempt or self-
mutilation) was more common among the participants than among those patients who refused
or did not respond. There were nonsignificant trends for the participants to have shorter duration
of illness and for fewer to have a previous substance abuse diagnosis or to have experienced a
previous compulsory admission. These differences may have affected some of the findings in the
study.

• Performance bias: Moderate Risk: It is not clear whether the intervention was being delivered by
clinicians who were also involved in the treatment of the control patients, which could result in
unrecognized modifications in the approach to usual treatment.

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: Five patients (10.9%) and two relatives (5.7%) took part in fewer
than 50% of the educational sessions. In comparison with the completers, these patients were
younger and patient and relative dropouts had a higher initial total satisfaction with services.
Eight patients (17.4%; four intervention and four control patients) were partly lost to follow-up
of compliance or relapse data, as they were referred to private practitioners for further treatment
(n=5) or moved to another county (n=2). One patient in the control group committed suicide
during the follow-up period.

• Detection bias: Moderate Risk: Several scales were used that had varying levels of reliability and
validity reported. However, outcome assessors were blind to treatment allocation.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: The study was funded in part by Lundbeck A/S, Denmark.

There is no indication of sponsor-related bias.

Applicability: This study was only concerned with a single diagnosis, schizophrenia, and so the
findings may not apply to a general psychiatric population. Also, it was conducted at community
mental health clinics in Denmark, which may differ from the models of care available in the United
States. These factors limit applicability, but overall the study does address the clinical question, be-
cause it assesses patient adherence after an attempt to introduce psychoeducation (for both patients
and their relatives).

Citation: Mundt JC, Clarke GN, Burroughs D, et al.: Effectiveness of antidepressant
pharmacotherapy: the impact of medication compliance and patient education. Depres-
sion and Anxiety 13(1):1–10, 2001

Population: The study population comprised 246 depressed patients, diagnosed and treated at
one of three outpatient clinics affiliated with the Kaiser-Permanente Northwest Region (KPNW)
healthcare system. Inclusion criteria required 1) DSM-IV diagnosis for current major depression,
2) minimum symptom duration of at least 1 month, 3) prescription of an antidepressant medication
during the current office visit, and 4) a Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (Ham-D) score of 18 or
greater. Patients were excluded from participation if they 1) were under 18 years old, 2) were plan-
ning to move away from the area or change HMOs within 1 year, 3) had received psychotherapy or
pharmacotherapy for depression during the 6 months prior to study referral, or 4) did not have ac-
cess to a touch-tone telephone at their residence.

Intervention: This study was designed to investigate the impact of a time-phased patient educa-
tion program (RHYTHMS™, developed by Pfizer) on medication compliance and treatment out-
comes of primary care patients diagnosed with major depression who had started receiving antide-
pressant pharmacotherapy. Subjects were randomly assigned to either receive or not receive (usual
care) the educational materials by mail.
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Comparators: Subjects who received the educational materials were compared with those who
did not.

Outcomes: Depression severity and functional impairment affecting patients’ quality of life were
assessed at baseline and 4, 12, and 30 weeks later. Self-reported impressions of improvement and
patient satisfaction with treatment were also assessed at follow-up. Clinical assessment data were
obtained using an interactive voice response (IVR) system. Upon study completion, prescription fill
data of the subjects were extracted from the KPNW Pharmacy System for analysis of medication
compliance. Most of the study subjects (63.5%) had responded to the pharmacotherapy treatment
by study end-point. Few statistically significant differences in either treatment outcomes or dura-
tion of medication compliance were found between the treatment groups, and significant differ-
ences found were of fairly small magnitude. Patients not receiving the educational materials ini-
tially exhibited a more positive response to treatment (week 4), but this difference did not persist at
later follow-ups and was associated with significantly higher relapse rates. A strong time-dose re-
lationship was evident between the duration of the initial treatment episode and treatment out-
comes at follow-up, but randomized treatment assignment did not influence the duration of initial
medication compliance.

Timing: Patients received educational materials in the mail and were periodically assessed by
phone after that, for up to 30 weeks of follow-up. The study was conducted from May 1997 to Au-
gust 1998.

Setting: Three outpatient clinics affiliated with the KPNW healthcare system in Portland, Oregon.

Study design: Randomized, nonblinded intervention study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate to High

• Selection bias: Low Risk: 94.8% of the patients asked to be part of the study agreed to take part,
and they were randomly assigned to one of the two groups. There is no indication that selection
of patients introduced bias in the results of the study. The exclusion criteria of not having access
to a touch-tone telephone at home may have introduced bias into sample selection by systemat-
ically excluding certain patients (e.g., low socioeconomic status, greater symptom severity, and
lower functional ability).

• Performance bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of systematic differences in treatment of the
study groups. Because the intervention group received the educational materials by mail, it is
unlikely that either group received systematically different treatment or cointerventions (e.g.,
different forms of treatment, varying levels of time or attention).

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: The overall compliance rate for completing the follow-up assess-
ments was 83.2% (614 completed follow-up calls to the IVR system of 738 possible). The compli-
ance rate of patients receiving the RHYTHMS™ materials was slightly higher (85.2%) than the
rate for those receiving usual care (81.2%). Those who completed the study may have been more
likely to be medication compliant, and this may have introduced bias into the results.

• Detection bias: Low Risk: Compliance data were confirmed by obtaining prescription fill data
from the Kaiser Permanente pharmacy system, and thus outcome assessment was blind to group
assignment. Data were obtained using an interactive voice response system on the phone.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: High Risk: This study was sponsored by Pfizer, which also developed the

psychoeducational materials. These materials and sponsorship may have influenced patients’
reported compliance with treatment.
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Applicability: This study is applicable to the clinical question because patients who received ed-
ucational materials were compared with those who did not, specifically in the area of compliance
with treatment. However, the materials were developed by a pharmaceutical company and may be
dissimilar to education provided by a physician or other mental health professional. Also, the study
included only patients with depression in a community outpatient setting, which limits applicabil-
ity of the findings to other diagnoses and settings.

Citation: Myers ED, Branthwaite A: Out-patient compliance with antidepressant med-
ication. British Journal of Psychiatry 160:83–86, 1992

Population: The study sample comprised 89 consecutive patients attending a psychiatric outpa-
tient clinic and fulfilling the following criteria: a diagnosis of primary or secondary depression ac-
cording to the criteria of Feighner et al. (1972), a score of at least 11 on the Ham-D, no clinical evi-
dence of dementia, at least average intelligence as judged by clinical interview, no retardation, and
judged to be nonsuicidal.

Intervention: Patients were randomly allocated to each of the three groups, the number allocated
to group C being double that allocated to each of the other groups. Group A: One dose of amitripty-
line 75 mg or mianserin 30 mg to be taken at night. Group B: Three doses of amitriptyline 25 mg or
mianserin 10 mg to be taken during the day. Group C: Either A or B above as chosen by the patient.
Those who chose A were designated Group Cn, and those who chose B were designated Group Cd.
Mianserin was prescribed rather than amitriptyline if there was considered to be any risk of over-
dose, albeit without suicide intent.

Comparators: The groups were compared with one another in terms of compliance.

Outcomes: No overall significant difference was found between doctor-prescribed and patient-
chosen regimen, or between once-a-day and three-times-a-day dosing. However, compliance was
significantly better in those patients who were allowed to choose, when they selected the three-
times-a-day regimen. There was a significant decline in compliance for all regimens over the 12 weeks.
There was no evidence that better compliance produced a better therapeutic result.

Timing: Twelve-week duration, with assessments at 3, 6, 9, and 12 weeks.

Setting: A psychiatric outpatient clinic in the United Kingdom.

Study design: Randomized clinical trial.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Moderate Risk: Patients were selected consecutively, rather than randomly, so it is
possible that the patients included in the study are not a representative sample. To be included,
patients were nonsuicidal, so it is possible that more severe patients were systematically ex-
cluded. Patients were also selected for the study on the basis of a diagnosis of depression accord-
ing to Feighner et al.’s criteria, which may introduce a systematic difference from the diagnosis
included in the clinical question.

• Performance bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of systematic differences in the treatment of
the study groups or of protocol deviation.

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: An intention-to-treat analysis was used, but patients who dropped
out are likely to have been less compliant than those who remained in the study.
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• Detection bias: Moderate Risk: Compliance was measured by a series of three questions to the pa-
tient and also a pill count. However, because patients are likely to overestimate their compliance,
and pill count can be altered by the patient, there is a moderate risk of detection bias.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Unknown: There is no information about sponsorship given in the article

reporting findings from the study.

Applicability: This study is applicable to the clinical question because it measures the compliance
of subjects who had their choice about dosing frequency versus those who did not. However, the
choice offered to the subjects was just about dosing frequency, and not about their treatment choices
in general, such as which medication they would prefer, or if they would prefer medication at all.
This limits the applicability of the overall findings to the clinical question. Also, the study included
only patients with a diagnosis of depression receiving treatment in an outpatient setting in the
United Kingdom, which may limit applicability to patients with other diagnoses in other treatment
settings in the United States.

Citation: Robinson GL, Gilbertson AD, Litwack L: The effects of a psychiatric patient
education to medication program on post-discharge compliance. Psychiatric Quarterly
58(2):113–118, 1986–1987

Population: The study subjects consisted of 150 hospitalized patients housed on four acute-care
receiving wards and ready for discharge. All of the subjects in the study were voluntary partici-
pants who were paid a nominal amount (75¢) for completing the questionnaires required for study
inclusion.

Intervention: Patients were randomly assigned to one of three groups: 1) usual care, 2) receiving
a 1- to 2-page handout about medications, or 3) receiving the handout plus a verbal review of the
information. Subjects were assessed at discharge and at the first follow-up appointment postdis-
charge.

Comparators: The comparators were patients who received usual care, which included receiving
a variable amount of medication-related education but did not include receipt of the handout or
specialized verbal reinforcement.

Outcomes: Subjects who received the handout, with or without verbal explanation, showed im-
provement in understanding of treatment. Subjects who received written information with verbal
reinforcement, but not those who received only the handout, were significantly more compliant
than the control subjects. There were no significant differences among groups on pretest scores.

Timing: Subjects were assessed at discharge and at their first follow-up appointment at one of
four community mental health centers. The mean duration between discharge and the first ap-
pointment was 14 days.

Setting: The study was conducted at Fallsview Psychiatric Hospital in Akron, Ohio. Fallsview is
a 131-bed state receiving hospital that services a seven-county catchment area. The study was com-
pleted in 1986.

Study design: Randomized, single-blind, interventional study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate
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• Selection bias: Low Risk: patients were randomly assigned to treatment arms, and it appears
from the study that all patients at this large state hospital who were ready for discharge were in-
vited to be part of the study. Also, the authors noted that there were no differences between the
study groups at pretest.

• Performance bias: Moderate Risk: The authors noted a potential contamination of the control
group with elements of the intervention (i.e., some psychoeducation). However, only the inter-
vention group received the specialized handout and verbal reinforcement.

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: The authors noted that the dropout rate did not appear to differ
significantly between groups, but patients who dropped out of the study may have been more
likely to be noncompliant with treatment, biasing the results in favor of greater apparent com-
pliance. There was no systematic follow-up with the subjects who dropped out.

• Detection bias: High Risk: Compliance was measured by a five-question Likert scale ranging from
“Never” to “Always” to the question of whether subjects had been compliant with their medi-
cations from the hospital. There was no mention of assessing interrater reliability, and despite
some information being provided to the clinicians (such as that derived from a patient question-
naire), the compliance ratings are still impressionistic and based on patients’ self-report, which
may not be reliable.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Unknown: There was no mention of sponsorship or funding in the article.

Applicability: This study did answer the clinical question by showing that patients who received
more education about risks and benefits of treatment, and specific information about medications,
had a higher rate of compliance. The study only concerned hospitalized patients and only evalu-
ated compliance at the first postdischarge visit, and so the range of applicability of the study is
somewhat limited. Also, the age of the study (1986) may limit applicability to current treatment.

Citation: Sterling RC, Gottheil E, Glassman SD, et al: Patient treatment choice and com-
pliance: data from a substance abuse treatment program. American Journal on Addictions/
American Academy of Psychiatrists in Alcoholism and Addictions 6(2):168–176, 1997

Population: The study sample comprised 127 patients seeking treatment for cocaine dependence.
All of these individuals were being enrolled in treatment at this facility for the first time and had a
presentation that met DSM-III-R criteria for cocaine dependence at the time of admission.

Intervention: Subjects received either 12 weeks of weekly individual therapy (IND) or an intensive
3-hour, three-times-per-week treatment program (INT). Half the subjects were given their choice of
treatment, and the other half were randomly assigned to one or the other.

Comparators: Patients who had their choice of treatment modality were compared with those
who did not have a choice. Because there was no significant pattern of differences between patients
receiving IND versus INT, the authors only compared choice and no-choice rather than comparing
IND and INT.

Outcomes: Patients who chose IND differed from those who chose INT in only 2 of 41 compari-
sons: number of previous treatment experiences and ASI Alcohol composite score. Allowing pa-
tients to choose their course of treatment did not significantly enhance retention, the proportion of
appointments kept, or completion of the 12-week intervention.

Timing: Twelve weeks of treatment, with a 9-month follow-up. The study was conducted in 1997.
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Setting: A university-sponsored, publicly funded, community-based, outpatient cocaine treat-
ment program located in a central-city area.

Study design: Randomized, nonblind, interventional study.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Moderate Risk: Subjects who chose IND versus INT differed on 2 of 41 compari-
sons: number of previous treatment experiences and ASI Alcohol composite score. The authors
noted that the two differences may simply represent chance occurrences. Subjects who did not
choose their treatment modality were different on three comparisons—with the differences on
all three likely due to chance. Patients were randomly assigned to choice versus no-choice arms,
and patients in the no-choice arm were randomly assigned to treatment modality. However,
some patients refused to be randomly assigned, mostly because they preferred INT. This may
have influenced the results of the study.

• Performance bias: High Risk: The no-choice condition group was part of a different clinical trial
in which participants were randomly assigned to either IND or INT. The choice condition group
was treated immediately after this different clinical trial concluded. It is possible that there were
systematic differences in the treatment administered to the groups due to experience, attitudinal
changes, or other therapist-related factors.

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: The proportion of patients located for the 9-month follow-up inter-
views did not differ significantly between the choice and no-choice groups (60% and 76%, re-
spectively), but an administrative lapse (per the authors) led to follow-up not being sought for
the final 11 cases in the randomly assigned (no-choice) condition. This may have affected results,
but the effects of this are unclear.

• Detection bias: High Risk: Several of the outcome measures were obtained through patient inter-
view, such as addiction severity, AIDS risk behavior, days of cocaine use, and so forth. Patients
may underreport (or overreport) these data, leading to detection bias.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Low Risk: This research was supported in part by a grant from the National

Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and performed under the auspices of the Commonwealth Of-
fice of Drug and Alcohol Programs (ODAP) and the Philadelphia Department of Public Health,
Coordinating Office for Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program (CODAAP).

Applicability: The study is applicable to the clinical question in that it assessed the effect of offer-
ing treatment choice on retention in treatment, which is a form of adherence. The study only con-
cerns patients seeking substance abuse treatment, so the scope of the study is fairly narrow and
does not apply to all psychiatric patients.

Citation: Vandereycken W, Vansteenkiste M: Let eating disorder patients decide: pro-
viding choice may reduce early drop-out from inpatient treatment. European Eating Dis-
orders Review 17(3):177–183, 2009

Population: The study population consisted of inpatients on a specialized female-only eating dis-
orders unit. There were 87 patients in the intervention arm and 87 control patients.

Intervention: Eighty-seven patients who underwent a new admission strategy that emphasized
patent choice were compared with 87 controls who were admitted prior to implementation of the
new strategy. The old strategy involved patients starting in an observation group for 1–2 weeks.
Staff made decisions about treatment and attempted to motivate the patient to accept the treatment
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provision. The new strategy involved all patients starting with an admission interview, followed by
a tour of the unit and an explanation of the program. The patient came for a 5-day introductory
week and then made a decision about whether to continue with treatment. No attempts were made
to change the patient’s mind if she opted to refuse further care.

Comparators: Eighty-seven prior admissions before the new admission strategy was adopted in
2001.

Outcomes: The results indicate that the provision of choice at the beginning of treatment signifi-
cantly reduced the number of dropouts during the first weeks of inpatient treatment. No differ-
ences were found between strategies on later dropping out and weight change (in anorexia nervosa
patients) during inpatient treatment.

Timing: Data were gathered from 2002 to 2004. The admission strategy involved a 5-day introduc-
tory period prior to entering treatment.

Setting: A 35-bed specialized female-only inpatient treatment unit for eating disorder patients.

Study design: Quasi-experimental design that compared patients before and after a new treat-
ment strategy was introduced. The study is a retrospective chart review.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Low Risk: There is no discussion of consenting patients to the study, because the
study was a chart review only. There were no exclusion criteria per se, and it seems as if the au-
thors chose all patients (in the intervention arm) during a particular period and then matched
them with controls.

• Performance bias: High Risk: There is no evidence of systematic differences in the treatment of
the groups before and after implementation of the new strategy. However, unreported factors,
such as staff enthusiasm for the new approach, may have been present, and the study design
would not eliminate such confounding effects.

• Attrition bias: Low Risk: Not applicable, because patients were not followed over time; rather,
this was a retrospective chart review.

• Detection bias: Low Risk: The two outcome variables were dropout rates and weight change. It
does not appear that either variable would have been subject to detection bias.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Unknown: There was no mention of sponsorship in the article.

Applicability: The study is applicable to the clinical question because it focuses on dropout rates
(adherence) in patients who were given more versus less choice in their treatment. However, this
study is concerned with a narrow range of patients (e.g., all female, all with eating disorders, all
inpatient), which limits the applicability of its findings to psychiatric patients in general. Also, the
study was conducted in Belgium, and so the effects of additional choice on this population may be
different for a U.S. patient population.

Citation: Vreeland B, Minsky S, Yanos PT, et al.: Efficacy of the team solutions program
for educating patients about illness management and treatment. Psychiatric Services
57(6):822–828, 2006

Population: The study population comprised 71 outpatients with schizophrenia or schizoaffec-
tive disorder from day-treatment settings.
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Intervention: Patients were randomly assigned either to a 24-week comprehensive, modularized,
psychoeducational intervention focused on illness management called Team Solutions or to stan-
dard care. The intervention involved attending a Team Solutions meeting twice a day, two days a
week, for 24 weeks. Each meeting lasted 1 hour.

Comparators: Patients randomly assigned to standard care.

Outcomes: Attendance at the meetings varied from 20% to 94%, with a mean of 73%. Significant im-
provement was observed in knowledge about schizophrenia and client satisfaction in the interven-
tion group. No changes were observed in symptoms, treatment adherence, or global functioning.

Timing: Twenty-four-week intervention. Data were collected from September 2002 to September 2003.

Setting: The University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey–University Behavioral Health-
Care (a statewide mental health care delivery system at the university).

Study design: Single-blind, randomized controlled trial.

Overall risk of study bias: Moderate

• Selection bias: Moderate Risk: Exclusion criteria included dementia, mental retardation or intel-
lectual impairment, suicidality, and exposure to more than one Team Solutions workbook. All sub-
jects had to have attended the partial hospitalization program for at least 2 days. Because subjects
had to provide consent and be willing to participate in a rigorous 24-week intervention, the par-
ticipants may not have represented all patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder.

• Performance bias: Moderate Risk: This study was not blinded to the subjects, and so responses
may have been affected by knowledge of which treatment arm the subject was in (e.g., knowing
that a subject participated in the psychoeducational group, that subject may report that he or she
has more knowledge about schizophrenia). The authors noted that the day-treatment programs
from which participants were recruited included some psychoeducational services, which may
have introduced bias from contamination of the control group with exposure to the intervention.

• Attrition bias: Moderate Risk: Data were analyzed with a linear random coefficient regression
model for repeated measures, which is “in line with an intention-to-treat analysis.” However,
there was no discussion of number of dropouts from the study, and it would seem that there
would be dropouts because of the length of the intervention (24 weeks). Those who dropped out
may have been less likely to score well on tests assessing knowledge of schizophrenia.

• Detection bias: Low Risk: The authors reported that the questionnaires used in the study have
good reliability overall.

• Reporting bias: Low Risk: There is no evidence of selective outcome reporting.
• Sponsor-related bias: Moderate Risk: The project was funded in part by Eli Lilly and Company,

which could have introduced bias into the study design or results.

Applicability: This study has overall applicability to the clinical question, although it only fo-
cused on patients with a particular set of diagnoses.

Grading of Supporting Body of Research Evidence

Risk of bias: Studies varied in risk of bias from low to high. However, overall, most studies had
moderate risk. The body of research evidence is made up of many randomized controlled trials and
several observational studies. However, pooling of data for each outcome is difficult because of
study heterogeneity.
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Consistency: Inconsistent: The interventions in the studies varied widely, as did the outcome
measures and the results of the studies. Some studies found that involvement of the patient in treat-
ment decision making improved adherence to treatment, but others did not find that. Some found
that patient choice improved clinical outcomes, whereas others did not. Generally, when patients
were educated about their illness or treatment, measurements showed that their knowledge in-
creased. Typically, patient satisfaction improved when there was more contact with the treatment
teams but this was not necessarily the case when information was conveyed by printed materials
only.

Directness: Indirect: Many studies directly measured adherence and patient satisfaction after an
intervention in which patients were educated or included in a decision-making intervention. How-
ever, because the interventions were highly varied, and the populations studied were often very
different and covered specific diagnoses, the studies overall are indirect when it comes to answer-
ing the clinical question.

Precision: Imprecise: The studies have variable outcomes, and the outcome measures evaluated
(e.g., treatment adherence, attitudes toward treatment, satisfaction with treatment, therapeutic al-
liance) are subjective, qualitative, and difficult to measure.

Dose-response relationship: Not applicable: It did appear overall that interventions which in-
volved the patient in treatment improved adherence and satisfaction. However, because the inter-
ventions were highly varied, and because none of the studies evaluated various “doses” or quanti-
ties of interventions, this could not be evaluated.

Magnitude of effect: Weak: Generally, it appears that there is only a modest effect on adherence
and therapeutic alliance when decision-making interventions are implemented. This may be be-
cause “standard care,” which was the comparator to these interventions, is not at all uniform. Stan-
dard care generally also involves treatment discussions and involvement of the patient in care de-
cisions.

Confounding factors (including likely direction of effect): Because researchers, study participants,
and subjects all knew they were involved in studies assessing patient adherence and alliance based
on an intervention of some kind versus standard care, many sources of bias and confounding fac-
tors may have influenced results. For example, clinicians performing “standard care” in these stud-
ies may have been more diligent about involving patients in decision making because these pa-
tients were being monitored. It is not always clear whether the same clinicians were providing the
intervention and the standard care conditions, which could also have led to shifts in the actual de-
livered intervention or the way in which standard care was done.

Publication bias: Not able to be assessed.

Applicability: Some studies were not very applicable to the clinical question either because the
outcome measures were not exactly related to the clinical question or because the patient popula-
tion and treatment setting being studied were too narrow. However, several studies did appear to
answer the question.

Overall strength of research evidence: Low.

Differences of Opinion in Rating the Strength of Recommendations
None.
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Expert Opinion Survey Results
To what extent do you agree that the therapeutic alliance and treatment adherence are improved by
explaining the following to patients who have the capacity for decision making?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that therapeutic alliance and treatment
adherence are improved by explaining the following to patients who have the capacity for decision
making:

Do you typically (i.e., almost always) explain these items to your patients who have the capacity
for decision making?

Benefits and risks of treatment 99.3%

Treatment options 99.4%

Risks of untreated illness 97.1%

The diagnosis 96.9%
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For patients with the capacity for decision making, to what extent do you agree that the therapeutic
alliance and treatment adherence are improved by asking about treatment-related preferences?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that for patients with the capacity for
decision making, the therapeutic alliance and treatment adherence are improved by asking about
treatment-related preferences: 98.4%.

Do you typically (i.e., almost always) ask your patients who have the capacity for decision mak-
ing about their preferences regarding available treatment options?

To what extent do you agree that the following are improved by “shared decision making”?12

12 “Shared decision making” is defined as collaboration between clinicians and patients about decisions pertinent to treat-
ment, when the patient has capacity for decision making.

Count
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Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that the following are improved by
“shared decision making”:

Do you typically (i.e., almost always) collaborate with your patients in decision making regard-
ing treatment?

GUIDELINE IX. Documentation of the Psychiatric Evaluation

Clinical Question
Development of this guideline was premised on the following clinical question:

For patients who present with a psychiatric symptom, sign, or syndrome in any setting, is an in-
dividual clinician’s decision making about a patient’s psychiatric diagnosis and treatment plan
improved when the clinician typically (i.e., almost always) documents the following in the pa-
tient’s medical record? Is coordination of psychiatric treatment with other clinicians improved?

• Rationale for clinical tests (e.g., laboratory studies, imaging, ECG, EEG) as part of the initial
evaluation

• Rationale for treatment selection, including discussion of the specific factors that influenced
the treatment choice

Review of Supporting Research Evidence
Overview of Studies

There is no supporting research evidence that specifically addresses the above clinical question.

Grading of Quality of Individual Studies

Not applicable.

Patient satisfaction 97.5%

Clinician satisfaction 90.9%

Therapeutic alliance 98.4%

Treatment adherence 97.9%

No, 9

Yes, 627
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Grading of Supporting Body of Research Evidence

Not applicable.

Differences of Opinion in Rating the Strength of Recommendations
One member of the work group was uncertain that potential benefits of documenting the rationale
for treatment selection clearly outweigh harms. This difference of opinion is considered minor.

Expert Opinion Survey Results
To what extent do you agree that an individual clinician’s decision making about a patient’s psy-
chiatric diagnosis and treatment plan is improved when the clinician typically (i.e., almost always)
documents the following in the patient’s medical record?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that an individual clinician’s decision
making about a patient’s psychiatric diagnosis and treatment plan is improved when the clinician
typically (i.e., almost always) documents the following in the patient’s medical record:

Estimation of risk of aggressive behavior (including homicide), including factors influencing risk 89.3%

Estimation of suicide risk, including factors influencing risk 93.2%

Rationale for treatment selection, including discussion of the specific factors that influenced the treatment 
choice

91.4%

Rationale for clinical tests (e.g., laboratory studies, imaging, ECG, EEG) as part of the initial evaluation 86.9%
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To what extent do you agree that coordination of psychiatric treatment with other clinicians is
improved when these same items are typically (i.e., almost always) documented?

Percentage of experts who “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that coordination of psychiatric treat-
ment with other clinicians is improved when these same items are typically (i.e., almost always)
documented:

Estimation of risk of aggressive behavior (including homicide), including factors influencing risk 91.3%

Estimation of suicide risk, including factors influencing risk 94.5%

Rationale for treatment selection, including discussion of the specific factors that influenced the treatment 
choice

93.8%

Rationale for clinical tests (e.g., laboratory studies, imaging, ECG, EEG) as part of the initial evaluation 89.5%
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Do you typically (i.e., almost always) document these items in the medical record of your patients?

Quality Measurement Considerations
GUIDELINE I. Review of Psychiatric Symptoms, 
Trauma History, and Psychiatric Treatment History

This guideline recommends that the initial psychiatric evaluation include a review of the patient’s
mood, level of anxiety, thought content and process, and perception and cognition (statement 1);
trauma history (statement 2); and psychiatric treatment history (statement 3). As described under
“Expert Opinion Survey Results,” expert psychiatrists typically practice in very high accordance
with these recommendations. The typical practices of other psychiatrists are unknown, but these
assessments are understood to be standard components of an initial psychiatric evaluation. As a re-
sult, quality improvement activities including performance measures that are derived from this
guideline may not yield substantial improvements in quality of care that would justify increased
clinician burden (e.g., documentation burden).

There are important practical barriers to deriving quality measures from statement 3 (assessment
of psychiatric treatment history). For example, to assess a clinician’s performance of a clinical pro-
cess, a measure must clearly define the applicable patient group (i.e., the denominator) and the pro-
cess that is measured (i.e., the numerator). Unlike an outcome measure, a process measure should
not depend on the patient’s response or report. Furthermore, the clinician’s performance of the pro-
cess must be readily ascertained from chart review or administrative data. For these reasons, it
would be impractical to measure the process of assessing a patient’s psychiatric treatment history.
As described under “Implementation,” patients may not know or be able to recall their previous
diagnoses or past treatment trials, nor their level of adherence or response to past treatments. Further-
more, information in medical records may be lacking or incomplete.
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Although there may be little to gain in deriving measures from statements 1 and 2, practical bar-
riers are less challenging and relate mainly to a lack of standardization in how findings about psy-
chiatric signs, symptoms, and trauma history are documented. As described under “Implementa-
tion,” there are many possible clinical approaches and questions that might be used to conduct
these assessments, and oversimplification is a possible unintended consequence of measurement.
One approach that may minimize this risk could be to measure for the presence or absence of text
only in relevant fields of the medical record (e.g., fields for mood, level of anxiety, thought content
and process, perception and cognition). This approach would allow for maximum flexibility in how
clinicians document findings of their assessments. Alternatively, a measure could consider the pres-
ence or absence of scoring from a relevant measurement tool. As described under “Implementa-
tion,” the DSM-5 Level 1 Cross-Cutting Symptom Measure (American Psychiatric Association
2013b) addresses domains that overlap with the assessment items recommended in statement 1. Ex-
ceptions to the denominator of performance measures derived from this guideline might include
patients who are unable to participate in the evaluation due to current mental status. Other excep-
tions may also be appropriate.

Ideally, measures that aim to improve the assessment of specific health conditions should be
paired with measures that aim to improve the use of effective treatments whenever the condition
is identified. Recommendations about follow-up are out of scope for this guideline. However, there
may be opportunities to pair assessment measures derived from this guideline with follow-up mea-
sures derived from other guidelines.

GUIDELINE II. Substance Use Assessment
This guideline recommends that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include assessment
of the patient’s use of tobacco, alcohol, or other substances (e.g., marijuana, cocaine, heroin, hallu-
cinogens) and any misuse of prescribed or over-the-counter (OTC) medications or supplements. As
described under “Expert Opinion Survey Results,” expert psychiatrists typically practice in accor-
dance with this recommendation. Among psychiatrists practicing in ambulatory settings, rates of
tobacco use screening have been declining and rates of treatment for smoking cessation are low
(Rogers and Sherman 2014). The typical practices of other psychiatrists and mental health profes-
sionals are unknown, but these professionals may conduct substance use assessments to varying
degrees and through various methods in initial evaluations. This variability could indicate a need
to strengthen clinician knowledge, improve training, and increase the time and attention that clini-
cians give to substance use assessment. Furthermore, there may be opportunities to improve qual-
ity in these areas for patients across healthcare settings, not just mental health.

As described under “Implementation,” the clinical approach and specific questions used to as-
sess substance use may vary. For many patients, substance use may be adequately assessed with a
series of straightforward questions or through the use of a standardized questionnaire or self-report
scales. For other patients, an individualized approach may be needed. Quality improvement activ-
ities derived from this guideline, including performance measures, should not oversimplify the
process of assessing substance use. For example, quality improvement activities may aim to ensure
that assessment has occurred and is documented in a patient’s record but should avoid specifying
use of a specific method of assessment (e.g., a specific scale). This approach is consistent with two
existing measures endorsed by the National Quality Forum (NQF): NQF Measure 028, “Preventive
Care & Screening: Tobacco Use: Screening & Cessation Intervention,” assesses the percentage of
adult patients who are screened every 2 years for tobacco use and who receive cessation counsel-
ing intervention if identified as a tobacco user (http://www.qualityforum.org/QPS/0028). NQF
Measure 110, “Bipolar Disorder and Major Depression: Appraisal for Alcohol or Chemical Sub-
stance Use,” assesses the percentage of patients with depression or bipolar disorder with evidence
of an initial assessment that includes an appraisal for alcohol or chemical substance use (http://
www.qualityforum.org/QPS/0110).
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Although both of these NQF-endorsed measures are consistent with this guideline, a more com-
prehensive measure could also be derived that assesses the percentage of patients seen in an initial
psychiatric evaluation who are screened for the use of tobacco, alcohol, or other substances as well
as for the misuse of prescribed or OTC medications. Such a measure could be implemented by mea-
suring for the presence or absence of text in fields labeled “tobacco use,” “alcohol use,” “other substance
use,” and “misuse of prescribed or over-the-counter medications.” This approach would allow for
maximum flexibility in how clinicians document findings of their assessments. Alternatively, a
measure could consider the presence or absence of scoring from a relevant measurement tool. Ex-
ceptions to the denominator of the measure might include individuals who have already been di-
agnosed with a substance use disorder or patients who are unable to participate in the evaluation
because of their current mental status. Other exceptions might also be appropriate.

Ideally, measures that aim to improve the assessment of specific health conditions should be
paired with measures that aim to improve the use of effective treatments whenever the condition
is identified. Recommendations about follow-up for patients who have a substance use disorder are
out of scope for this guideline. However, there may be opportunities to pair assessment measures
derived from this guideline with follow-up measures derived from other guidelines.

GUIDELINE III. Assessment of Suicide Risk
This guideline recommends that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include assessment of
key factors associated with increased suicide risk. It also recommends documentation of an overall es-
timation of suicide risk, which is a matter of clinical judgment that is informed by all data collected
about an individual patient during the evaluation. As described under “Expert Opinion Survey Re-
sults,” expert psychiatrists typically practice in accordance with these recommendations. The typical
practices of other psychiatrists and mental health professionals are unknown, but these professionals
may assess suicide risk to varying degrees and through various methods. Variability also seems com-
mon in how suicide risk is documented—for example, some medical records provide a clear descrip-
tion of the clinician’s judgment about a patient’s level of risk, whereas other records only indicate “+SI”
or “–SI.” This variability could indicate a need to strengthen clinician knowledge about suicide risk fac-
tors, improve training about how to conduct a suicide risk assessment, and increase the time and at-
tention that clinicians give to suicide risk assessment, including making an overall estimation of risk.

Quality improvement activities derived from this guideline, including performance measures,
must not oversimplify the process of assessing suicide risk factors and formulating an estimation
about overall risk. This guideline is not intended to represent a comprehensive set of questions re-
lating to suicide risk assessment, nor is it intended to suggest that assessment can or should be re-
duced to a series of yes or no questions. As described under “Implementation,” there are a variety
of ways clinicians may obtain recommended information about risk factors. In addition, assess-
ment may be compromised by practical barriers such as a patient’s inability to communicate. Many
risk factors are difficult to define and may even be impossible to quantify or assess in a standard-
ized way. Clinical judgment must determine which factors merit emphasis in the assessment of an
individual patient, and clinical judgment is necessary to synthesize information and observations
about the individual patient into an estimation of overall risk.

For these reasons, it would be inappropriate for quality improvement purposes to implement
this guideline as a requirement that all of the recommended risk factors and an overall estimation
of risk must be documented for all patients who receive an initial psychiatric evaluation. Further-
more, as described under “Implementation,” no standardized scale for assessing risk has been
shown to have clinically useful specificity, sensitivity, or predictive value. As a result, many clinicians
appropriately use free text prose to describe a patient’s suicide risk. Reviewing these free text re-
cords for measurement purposes would be impractical.

An approach that considers the above issues could be to measure for the presence or absence of
a body of text under a field labeled “suicide risk estimation” in the patient’s medical record, without
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addressing the content of the text. This approach would require that an estimation of suicide risk
be formulated into words and documented, but it would not burden the clinician to assess and record
risk in a specific, inflexible way. As documentation of suicide risk becomes increasingly standard-
ized and natural language processing becomes increasingly sophisticated, a measure on the specific
content of the analysis could be considered.

A liability of this approach is that it would have limited utility to address variability in how cli-
nicians assess and document risk. This approach could also have unintended consequences: As de-
scribed under “Potential Benefits and Harms,” when the amount of time available for an evaluation
is constrained, time used to focus on assessment of suicide risk could reduce time available to ad-
dress other issues of importance to the patient. This possible unintended consequence could be ad-
dressed in testing of a fully specified measure.

An alternative approach could be to measure for clinician documentation of risk factors that are
typically recorded in an electronic medical record in a standardized way (e.g., presence or absence
of current suicidal ideas, prior hospitalization, substance use, and psychosocial stressors). Advan-
tages of this approach include practicality and feasibility and the potential to address specific
knowledge deficits (e.g., knowledge that prior hospitalization increases suicide risk). Clinicians
might also find a measure that takes this approach to be less burdensome. The main disadvantage of
this approach is that it could lead clinicians to focus on the measured factors rather than other, equally
important or potentially more important factors that are not measured.

In clinical practice, because of the overlap in risk factors for suicide and aggression, risk is often
assessed simultaneously, and an estimation of risk for either suicide or aggression or both is docu-
mented in the same paragraph or field in the medical record. As a result, a measure on suicide risk
assessment might be paired, combined, or harmonized with a measure on aggression risk assessment.

Ideally, measures that aim to improve the assessment of specific health conditions should be
paired with measures that aim to improve the use of effective treatments whenever the condition is
identified. Recommendations about follow-up, and derived measures, are out of scope for this
guideline. However, there may be opportunities to pair assessment measures derived from this
guideline with follow-up measures derived from other guidelines.

GUIDELINE IV. Assessment of Risk for Aggressive Behaviors
This guideline recommends assessment of key factors associated with increased risk for aggressive
behaviors in patients who are receiving an initial psychiatric evaluation. It suggests documentation
of an overall estimation of risk, which is a matter of clinical judgment that is informed by all data
collected about an individual patient during the evaluation.

As described under “Expert Opinion Survey: Results,” expert psychiatrists typically practice in
accordance with these recommendations. The typical practices of other psychiatrists and mental
health professionals are unknown. Anecdotal observations suggest that they may assess risk to
varying degrees and through various methods. Variability in how risk is documented also seems
common. This variability could indicate a need to strengthen clinician knowledge about risk fac-
tors, improve training about how to conduct a risk assessment, and increase the time and attention
that clinicians give to assessment, including making an overall estimation of risk.

Quality improvement activities derived from this guideline, including performance measures,
must not oversimplify the process of assessing risk factors for aggressive behaviors and formulat-
ing an estimation about overall risk. This guideline is not intended to represent a comprehensive set
of questions relating to risk assessment, nor is this intended to suggest that assessment can or should
be reduced to a series of yes or no questions. As described under “Implementation,” there are a vari-
ety of ways clinicians may obtain recommended information about risk factors. In addition, assess-
ment may be compromised by practical barriers such as a patient’s inability to communicate. Many
risk factors are difficult to define and may even be impossible to quantify or assess in a standard-
ized way. Clinical judgment must determine which factors merit emphasis in the assessment of an
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individual patient, and clinical judgment is necessary to synthesize information and observations
about the individual patient into an estimation of overall risk.

For these reasons, it would be inappropriate for quality improvement purposes to implement
this guideline as a requirement that all of the recommended risk factors and an overall estimation
of risk must be documented for all patients who receive an initial psychiatric evaluation. Further-
more, as described under “Implementation,” no standardized instrument for assessing risk has
been shown to have predictive validity. As a result, many clinicians appropriately use free text prose
to describe a patient’s risk. Reviewing these free text records for measurement purposes would be im-
practical.

An approach that considers the issues discussed above could be to measure for the presence or
absence of a body of text under a field labeled “Estimation of Risk for Aggressive Behaviors” in the
patient’s medical record, without addressing the content of the text. This approach would require
that an estimation of risk be formulated into words and documented, but it would not burden the
clinician to assess and record risk in a specific, inflexible way. As documentation of risk becomes
increasingly standardized and natural language processing becomes increasingly sophisticated, a
measure on the specific content of the analysis could be considered.

A liability of this approach is that it would have limited utility to address variability in how clini-
cians assess and document risk. This approach could also have unintended consequences: As de-
scribed under “Potential Benefits and Harms,” when the amount of time available for an evaluation is
constrained, time used to focus on assessment of risk of aggressive behaviors could reduce time
available to address other issues of importance to the patient. This possible unintended consequence
could be addressed in testing of a fully specified measure.

An alternative approach could be to measure for clinician documentation of risk factors that are
typically recorded in an electronic medical record in a standardized way (e.g., prior emergency visits
or psychiatric hospitalization, substance use, psychosocial stressors). Advantages of this approach
include practicality and feasibility and the potential to address specific knowledge deficits (e.g.,
knowledge that prior hospitalization increases risk). Clinicians might also find a measure that takes
this approach to be less burdensome. The main disadvantage of this approach is that it could lead
clinicians to focus on the measured factors rather than other, equally important or potentially more
important factors that are not measured. In addition, this approach may not encourage clinicians to
formulate an overall estimation of risk of aggressive behaviors, as information on these indepen-
dent risk factors may be collected for other reasons, such as to assess suicide risk or substance use.

In clinical practice, because of the overlap in risk factors for suicide and aggression, risk is often
assessed simultaneously, and an estimation of risk for either suicide or aggression or both is docu-
mented in the same paragraph or field in the medical record. As a result, a measure on aggression risk
assessment might be paired, combined, or harmonized with a measure on suicide risk assessment.

Ideally, measures that aim to improve the assessment of specific health conditions should be
paired with measures that aim to improve the use of effective treatments whenever the condition
is identified. Recommendations about follow-up, and derived measures, are out of scope for this
guideline. However, there may be opportunities to pair measures derived from this guideline with
follow-up measures derived from other guidelines.

GUIDELINE V. Assessment of Cultural Factors
This guideline recommends that an initial psychiatric evaluation include assessment of a patient’s
language needs for an interpreter (statement 1) and cultural factors related to the patient’s social
environment (statement 2). Assessment of the patient’s personal/cultural beliefs and cultural ex-
planations of psychiatric illness is suggested (statement 3). As described under “Expert Opinion
Survey Results,” expert psychiatrists typically practice in accordance with these recommendations.
The typical practices of other psychiatrists and mental health professionals are unknown. Anec-
dotal observations suggest that they may conduct language and cultural assessments to varying de-
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grees and through various methods. This variability could indicate a need to strengthen clinician
knowledge, improve training, and increase the time and attention that clinicians give to language
and cultural assessment. Furthermore, there may be opportunities to improve quality in these areas
for patients across healthcare settings, not just mental health.

As described under “Implementation,” for many patients, language needs can be easily deter-
mined. For others, assessment may include establishing both the need for an interpreter and the ap-
propriateness of different interpreter options. Three aspects of language assessment are therefore
suggested as the possible focus of quality measures derived from statement 1: assessing the pa-
tient’s primary language, asking about interpreter preference, and using an interpreter when ap-
propriate. With respect to assessing primary language, a measure endorsed by the National Quality
Forum (NQF) is available that assesses the percent of patient visits and admissions where preferred
spoken language for health care is screened and recorded (NQF Measure 1824, “Language Services:
The Percent of Patient Visits and Admissions Where Preferred Spoken Language for Health Care Is
Screened and Recorded”; www.qualitymeasures.ahrq.gov/content.aspx?id=27294). A similar mea-
sure might assess the percentage of patient visits and admissions where interpreter preference is
screened and recorded. With respect to using an interpreter, an NQF-endorsed measure is available
that assesses the percentage of limited English-proficient patients receiving both initial assessment
and discharge instructions supported by assessed and trained interpreters or from bilingual pro-
viders and bilingual workers/employees assessed for language proficiency (NQF Measure 1821,
“Language Services: The Percent of Limited English-Proficient (LEP) Patients Receiving Both Initial
Assessment and Discharge Instructions Supported by Assessed and Trained Interpreters or From
Bilingual Providers and Bilingual Workers/Employees Assessed for Language Proficiency”; http:/
/www.qualitymeasures.ahrq.gov/content.aspx?id=27296).

Unlike language needs, personal and cultural factors, beliefs, and explanations of illness are
highly variable and not well defined; there are a variety of appropriate ways clinicians may obtain
recommended information; and there are a number of potential barriers to conducting the assess-
ment. It would therefore be difficult to derive meaningful performance measures from either state-
ment 2 or statement 3, and it would be inappropriate to hold clinicians accountable to such measures.
However, quality of care might be improved through other activities derived from these state-
ments, such as educational activities.

GUIDELINE VI. Assessment of Medical Health
This guideline recommends that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient include assessment
of whether or not the patient has an ongoing relationship with a primary health care professional
(statement 1). Also recommended is assessment of specific aspects of the patient’s medical health
(statement 2) as well as all medications the patient is currently taking or was recently taking and
the side effects of those medications (statement 3). Although many health care professionals may
participate in the evaluation of patients with mental illness, including psychologists, social work-
ers, and nurse practitioners, statements 2 and 3 have greatest applicability to medically trained cli-
nicians. As described under “Expert Opinion Survey Results,” expert psychiatrists frequently prac-
tice in accordance with the recommendations of this guideline. The typical practices of other
psychiatrists are unknown, but anecdotal observations suggest possible variability. This variability
could indicate a need to strengthen knowledge, improve training, and increase the time and attention
that psychiatrists give to the assessment of patients’ medical status in initial evaluations. Further-
more, there may be opportunities to improve quality in these areas for patients seen by physicians
in other fields of medicine.

With respect to statement 1, assessment is straightforward, and the information collected is typ-
ically recorded in medical records in a standardized way (i.e., the name of the primary health care
professional or primary care clinic). One approach to measurement could be to evaluate the number
of patients who receive a psychiatric evaluation for whom the name of the patient’s primary care
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health professional or primary care clinic is documented. Exceptions could include patients who
report that they do not see a primary care professional, who cannot recall the name of the clinician
or clinic, or who are unable to report this information because of current psychiatric symptoms. Be-
cause these exceptions occur frequently in many settings, the approach to implementation might
involve measuring for the presence or absence of any text in a field labeled “primary health care
professional” rather than for the presence or absence of a specific name. A paired measure could be
developed to encourage, whenever “none” or “unknown” is documented, follow-up with such pa-
tients to establish a relationship with a primary health care professional. Statement 1 could also in-
form a more generic measure intended to promote coordination of care across all fields of medicine.

As described under “Implementation,” there are many possible clinical approaches and ques-
tions that might be used to assess the aspects of medical health described in statement 2. For some
patients, particularly those with no serious medical conditions, the recommended items could be
assessed through a series of simple questions or through the use of a standardized form. For other
patients, especially those with serious medical illnesses co-occurring with a psychiatric condition,
a more thorough and individualized approach could be needed. For this reason, quality improve-
ment activities derived from statement 2, including performance measures, should not oversim-
plify the process of assessment. One approach, for example, might be to measure whether or not
the recommended aspects of the patient’s medical health are assessed but not how they are assessed
or how findings are documented. There are important practical challenges with this approach. For
example, implementation would minimally require that a clinician’s medical record capture yes or
no as to whether each item was considered during the evaluation. Not all medical records may do
this, and even if they do, information may not be captured in an easily retrievable format. Further-
more, findings may not typically be documented unless abnormal, and some abnormalities may
not be documented if they are not important for the patient’s diagnosis and treatment (e.g., tonsil-
lectomy, nearsightedness). Finally, an important unintended consequence of this approach to mea-
surement, particularly if implemented as a measure of the presence or absence of text within nine
separate fields of the medical record, could be that clinicians use time and resources to document
findings that are not relevant to a patient’s care. Furthermore, such documentation would be dis-
tracting to readers of notes and impede clinical thought processes and decision making.

There are also important practical challenges with respect to statement 3 that could make this
recommendation unsuitable for implementation as a performance measure. The presence of a list
of medications in the patient’s medical record is in itself a poor indicator of how thoroughly a cli-
nician has inquired about all medications, including nonprescribed medications, and how diligently
the clinician has considered side effects and drug interactions of those medications in relation to dif-
ferential diagnosis and treatment planning. However, it is worth noting that the recommendation
is consistent with two measures endorsed by the NQF: Measure 0097, “Medication Reconciliation”
(http://www.qualityforum.org/QPS/0097), and Measure 0553, “Care for Older Adults—Medica-
tion Review” (http://www.qualityforum.org/QPS/0553). NQF Measure 0097 considers the per-
centage of patients 18 years and older discharged from any inpatient facility and seen within 30 days
of discharge in the office by the physician, prescribing practitioner, registered nurse, or clinical
pharmacist who had a documented reconciliation of the discharge medications with the current
medication list in the outpatient medical record. NQF Measure 0553 considers the percentage of
adults age 66 years and older who had a medication review in the past year and for whom the med-
ical record includes a list of medications.

Statements 4 and 5 are not appropriate for quality measurement because the balance of benefits
and harms of the suggested assessments is uncertain.

Ideally, measures that aim to improve the assessment of specific health conditions should be paired
with measures that aim to improve the use of effective treatments whenever the condition is iden-
tified. Recommendations about follow-up, and derived measures, are out of scope for this guide-
line. However, there may be opportunities to pair assessment measures derived from this guideline
with follow-up measures derived from other guidelines.
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GUIDELINE VII. Quantitative Assessment
This guideline is not appropriate for quality measurement because the balance of benefits and harms
of the suggested assessments is uncertain.

GUIDELINE VIII. Involvement of the Patient in 
Treatment Decision Making

This guideline recommends that the initial psychiatric evaluation of a patient who is seen and who
has capacity for decision making include an explanation of the following: the differential diagnosis,
risks of untreated illness, treatment options, and benefits and risks of treatment (statement 1). Also
recommended are that the evaluation include asking the patient about treatment-related prefer-
ences (statement 2) and that the clinician collaborate with the patient about decisions pertinent to
treatment (statement 3).

As described under “Expert Opinion Survey: Results,” expert psychiatrists typically practice in
very high accordance with this guideline. The typical practices of other psychiatrists are unknown,
but similar high accordance might be expected on the basis that shared decision making is com-
monly understood to be a principle of ethical practice, as described under “Rationale.” As a result,
quality improvement activities including performance measures that are derived from this guide-
line may not yield substantial improvements in quality of care that would justify increased clinician
burden (e.g., documentation burden).

Measures on the use of shared decision making have been endorsed by the NQF. For example, NQF
Measure 0310, “Back Pain: Shared Decision Making” (http://www.qualityforum.org/QPS/0310)
considers if the medical record of a patient with back pain includes documentation that a discussion
occurred between the physician and the patient, prior to surgery, of the following: 1) treatment
choices, including alternatives to surgery; 2) risks and benefits; and 3) evidence of effectiveness.

Quality measures such as NQF Measure 0310 that aim to promote shared decision making are
consistent with the stated goal of this guideline but have serious practical limitations. As described
under “Implementation,” the use of shared decision-making approaches within an initial psychiat-
ric evaluation depends on the individual patient and the clinical context. A priori, the capacity of
the patient to collaborate must be evaluated by the clinician. This judgment is by nature a nuanced
process and is subject to change over time (e.g., as psychiatric symptoms emerge or subside). Even
when a patient is judged to have the capacity to collaborate, the level of collaboration that is possi-
ble may vary (e.g., depending on the patient’s level of insight about his or her psychiatric illness
and need for treatment). Collaboration may also vary according to the patient’s preferences. For
these reasons, shared decision making is an inherently complex and individualized process, and it
would be impractical to document in a standardized way when and to what degree shared decision-
making occurs. A checkbox approach, for example, would be undesirable for the purposes of per-
formance measurement because of possible clinician bias and overreporting of measure adherence.
Patient-reported data might augment clinician-reported data but could also introduce bias, and the
process of collecting such data could have the unintended consequence of compromising the doc-
tor-patient therapeutic relationship. A requirement that the medical record include specific text
could lead to documentation burden and overuse of standardized language that does not accu-
rately reflect what has occurred in practice. In summary, these approaches to implementing a per-
formance measure could seriously compromise the utility of the measure to influence practice and
improve quality of care. The practicality of implementing measures based on this guideline may be
improved, however, with future advancements in electronic medical records and natural language
processing.
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GUIDELINE IX. Documentation of the Psychiatric Evaluation
This guideline recommends that the initial psychiatric evaluation include documentation of the cli-
nician’s rationale for treatment selection, including a discussion of specific factors that influenced
the treatment choice (statement 1). As described under “Expert Opinion Survey: Results,” expert
psychiatrists typically practice in accordance with this recommendation. The typical practices of
other psychiatrists are unknown, but there may be variability. This variability could indicate a need
to strengthen knowledge, improve training, and increase the time and attention that psychiatrists
give to this aspect of documentation. Furthermore, there may be opportunities to improve quality
in this area for patients seen by physicians in other fields of medicine. However, quality improve-
ment activities that are derived from this recommendation must not oversimplify the process of
documentation. As described under “Implementation,” the breadth and depth of documentation
will depend on the clinical circumstances and the complexity of decision making. Clinicians must use
judgment to determine what level of documentation is appropriate for an individual patient. A per-
formance measure, for example, that assesses for the presence or absence of specific text in the med-
ical record could lead to documentation burden and overuse of standardized language that does
not accurately reflect what has occurred in practice. Because of this practical challenge and poten-
tial burden, a performance measure derived from this recommendation is not recommended. The
practicality of implementing a measure may be improved, however, with future advancements in
electronic medical records and natural language processing.

Guideline Development Process
These guidelines were developed using a process intended to meet standards of the Institute of
Medicine (2011). The process is fully described in a document available on the APA website: http:/
/www.psychiatry.org/File%20Library/Practice/APA-Guideline-Development-Process--updated-
2011-.pdf. Key elements of the development process included the following:

Management of Potential Conflicts of Interest
Work group members were required to disclose all potential conflicts of interest before appointment,
before and during guideline development, and on publication. As described under “Disclosures,” no
member of the work group reported any conflicts of interest with his or her work on these guidelines.
The two members of the Systematic Review Group also reported no conflicts of interest.

Work Group Composition
Because these guidelines addressed aspects of a psychiatric evaluation, the work group was com-
posed of psychiatrists. However, some experts from other disciplines were included in the expert
panel that was surveyed, as described under “Expert Opinion Data Collection.” The work group
was diverse and balanced with respect to their expertise as well as other characteristics, such as
geographical location and demographic background. Methodological expertise (i.e., with respect to
appraisal of strength of research evidence) was provided by the Systematic Review Group. A pa-
tient advocate (M.J.F.) was involved as an advisor during question formulation and draft review.

Expert Opinion Data Collection
An expert opinion survey was fielded to a panel of 1,738 experts in psychiatric evaluation and man-
agement. The response rate for the survey was 45.1% (n=784); 8.4% of the responses were partial,
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meaning that at least one of the eight sections of the survey was completed. Members of the panel
were peer-nominated in 2011 by current and past APA work group members, chairs of academic
departments of psychiatry and directors of psychiatry residency programs in the United States and
Canada, and the APA Assembly. Survey questions were adapted from clinical questions developed
by an APA expert work group and reviewed by a multidisciplinary group of stakeholders. The sur-
vey included questions to address which types of assessments improve identification of patients at
risk for suicide and whether the experts typically perform such assessments in practice.

Nominators were asked to identify two types of experts to serve on the panel: researchers and cli-
nicians. “Research experts” were defined as individuals who are making substantial contributions,
via research or scholarly writing, to the area of psychiatric evaluation and management. “Clinical
experts” were defined as individuals who have substantial clinical experience in the psychiatric
evaluation of adults or an expert clinician whom the nominator might consult about an adult patient
with a complex presentation. The panel was composed of approximately 70% clinical experts, 20%
research experts, and 10% experts in both categories. Most of the panel members, 76.4%, were nom-
inated once, 14.8% were nominated twice, and the remainder were nominated up to nine times. The
majority of the panel members were contacted via email to complete the survey online; 1.8% were
contacted via mail and 0.6% were not contacted because of lack of email or mailing address or inabil-
ity to distinguish the intended nominee because of common names.

The composition of the portion of the panel who responded to the survey corresponds closely
with that of the entire panel, within 0%–4% (i.e., in the number of times panel members were nom-
inated and whether they were identified as clinical or research experts or both).

For each guideline, quantitative data from the survey are shown under “Review of Available Ev-
idence.” The survey also collected many free text comments, which were reviewed during devel-
opment of the draft guidelines. Key themes from qualitative data have been incorporated into the
implementation section of the guideline.

Systematic Review Methodology
These guidelines are based on a systematic search of available research evidence.

Systematic searches were conducted of the MEDLINE (PubMed), PsycINFO (EBSCOHost), and
Cochrane (Wiley) databases. The search terms and limits used are available on request from the APA.

Search strategies were constructed that included a full range of topics related to psychiatric evalu-
ation given the expected overlap in the retrieved literature for specific guideline questions. An initial
search of MEDLINE was conducted in October 2010. This search yielded 250,981 articles. A second
set of searches was conducted in October 2011. These searches yielded 32,895 articles in MEDLINE,
7,052 articles in PsycINFO, and 5,986 articles in the Cochrane database. All searches were done for the
years from 1900 to the time of the search.

One individual (R.R.) screened 95,166 references from the 2010 search, spanning the years from
2005 to 2010. A second individual (L.F.) screened the 32,895 references from the 2011 search after du-
plicate articles from the different searches were eliminated. Included articles were those that pertained
to a clinical trial (including a controlled or randomized trial), observational study, meta-analysis, or
systematic review and were clinically relevant to psychiatric evaluation (i.e., relevant to any possible
clinical question that might be addressed by potential APA practice guidelines). Excluded references
included articles on nosology of psychiatric disorders, risk factors or associated features of specific dis-
orders, potential etiologies of specific disorders, and course and prognosis of specific disorders.

A total of 5,073 articles met the broad inclusion criteria. These articles were screened by R.R. and
L.F. for relevance to the clinical questions formulated for these guidelines and described under “Re-
view of Supporting Research Evidence: Clinical Questions.” The total number of studies that were
agreed to have relevance to the PICOTS question for each guideline topic is as follows: 0 studies for
Review of Psychiatric Symptoms, Trauma History, and Psychiatric Treatment History; 4 studies for
Substance Use Assessment; 1 study for Assessment of Suicide Risk; 2 studies for Assessment of Risk
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for Aggressive Behaviors; 0 studies for Assessment of Cultural Factors; 3 studies for Assessment of
Medical Health; 2 studies for Quantitative Assessment; 17 studies for Involvement of the Patient in
Treatment Decision Making; and 0 studies for Documentation of the Psychiatric Evaluation.

An update of the literature search was conducted in September 2014 using the same databases
and search strategies used for the October 2011 search. These searches in September 2014 yielded
8,521 additional articles in MEDLINE, 1,980 additional articles in PsycINFO, and 1,310 additional
articles in the Cochrane database. After duplicates were eliminated, 11,644 abstracts were screened
for relevance by two individuals (L.F., J.Y.). A total of 65 additional references met the broad inclu-
sion criteria, and of these, 1 study was relevant to Quantitative Assessment.

For supporting sections of these guidelines (e.g., rationale, implementation), additional targeted
searches of the literature were conducted to identify relevant references.

Rating the Strength of Supporting Research Evidence
“Strength of supporting research evidence” describes the level of confidence that findings from sci-
entific observation and testing of an effect of an intervention reflect the true effect. Confidence is
enhanced by factors such as rigorous study design and minimal potential for study bias. Three rat-
ings are used: high, moderate, and low.

Ratings are determined by the Systematic Review Group, after assessment of available clinical tri-
als across four primary domains: risk of bias, consistency of findings across studies, directness of the
effect on a specific health outcome, and precision of the estimate of effect. These domains and the
method used to evaluate them are described under “Systematic Review Methodology.”

In accordance with the Methods Guide of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK47095), the ratings are defined as follows:

• High (denoted by the letter A) = High confidence that the evidence reflects the true effect. Fur-
ther research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect.

• Moderate (denoted by the letter B) = Moderate confidence that the evidence reflects the true ef-
fect. Further research may change our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the
estimate.

• Low (denoted by the letter C) = Low confidence that the evidence reflects the true effect. Fur-
ther research is likely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the
estimate.

Rating the Strength of Recommendations
Each guideline statement is separately rated to indicate strength of recommendation and strength
of supporting research evidence.

“Strength of recommendation” describes the level of confidence that potential benefits of an in-
tervention outweigh potential harms. This level of confidence is informed by available evidence,
which includes evidence from clinical trials as well as expert opinion and patient values and pref-
erences. As described under “Guideline Development Process,” the rating is a consensus judgment
of the authors of the guideline and is endorsed by the APA Board of Trustees.

There are two possible ratings: recommendation or suggestion. These correspond to ratings of
“strong” or “weak” (also termed “conditional”) as defined under the GRADE method for rating
recommendations in clinical practice guidelines (described in publications such as Guyatt et al. 2008
and others available on the website of the GRADE Working Group at http://gradeworkinggroup.org/
index.htm). “Recommendation” (denoted by the numeral 1 after the guideline statement) indicates
confidence that the benefits of the intervention clearly outweigh harms. “Suggestion” (denoted by
the numeral 2 after the guideline statement) indicates uncertainty (i.e., the balance of benefits and
harms is difficult to judge or either the benefits or the harms are unclear).
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When a negative statement is made, ratings of strength of recommendation should be under-
stood as meaning the inverse of the above (e.g., “recommendation” indicates confidence that harms
clearly outweigh benefits).

When there is insufficient information to support a recommendation or a suggestion, a statement
may be made that further research about the intervention is needed.

The work group determined ratings of strength of recommendation by the Delphi method—that
is, through blind, iterative voting and discussion. In weighing potential benefits and harms, the
group considered the strength of supporting research evidence, the results of the expert opinion
survey, and their own clinical experiences and opinions. For recommendations, at least seven of the
eight members of the group must have voted to “recommend” the intervention or assessment after
three rounds of voting. If this level of consensus was not achieved, the work group could agree to
make a “suggestion” rather than a recommendation. No suggestion or statement was made if three
or more work group members voted “no statement.” Differences of opinion within the group about
ratings of strength of recommendation, if any, are described under “Review of Available Evidence.”

External Review
These guidelines were made available for review in January 2014 by stakeholders, including the APA
membership, scientific and clinical experts, allied organizations (including patient advocacy organi-
zations), and the public. Eighty-seven individuals and 10 organizations submitted comments on one
or more topics of the psychiatric evaluation guidelines. The work group reviewed and addressed all
comments received. Revisions to ratings of strength of recommendation were determined by new
Delphi voting.

Approval
These guidelines were submitted to the APA Board of Trustees for approval on December 14, 2014.

Glossary of Terms
Anxiety The apprehensive anticipation of future danger or misfortune accompanied by a feeling of

worry, distress, and/or somatic symptoms of tension (American Psychiatric Association 2013c).
Assessment The process of obtaining information about a patient through any of a variety of meth-

ods, including face-to-face interview, review of medical records, physical examination (by the psy-
chiatrist, another physician, or a medically trained clinician), diagnostic testing, or history taking
from collateral sources.

Capacity for decision making The ability of an individual, when faced with a specific clinical or
treatment-related decision, “to communicate a choice, to understand the relevant information, to
appreciate the medical consequences of the situation, and to reason about treatment choices”
(Applebaum 2007, p. 1835).

Cultural factors related to social environment The interface of cultural factors with the social envi-
ronment may include, but is not limited to, an individual’s family network, work place, religious
group, community, or other psychosocial support network.

Culture Systems of knowledge, concepts, rules, and practices that are learned and transmitted
across generations. Culture includes language, religion and spirituality, family structures, life-cycle
stages, ceremonial rituals, and customs, as well as moral and legal systems (American Psychiatric
Association 2013c).

Hopelessness Feeling of despair about the future out of the belief that there is no possibility of a so-
lution to current problems or a positive outcome.

Impulsivity Acting on the spur of the moment in response to immediate stimuli; acting on a mo-
mentary basis without a plan or consideration of outcomes; difficulty establishing and following
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plans; having a sense of urgency and exhibiting self-harming behavior under emotional distress
(American Psychiatric Association 2013c).

Initial psychiatric evaluation A comprehensive assessment of a patient that has the following aims:
identify the reason that the patient is presenting for evaluation; establish rapport with the patient;
understand the patient’s background, relationships, current life circumstances, and strengths and
vulnerabilities; establish whether the patient has a psychiatric condition; collect information
needed to develop a differential diagnosis and clinical formulation; identify immediate concerns
for patient safety; and develop an initial treatment plan or revise an existing plan in collaboration
with the patient. Relevant information may be obtained by interviewing the patient, reviewing
prior records, or obtaining collateral information from treating clinicians, family members, or oth-
ers involved in the patient’s life. Physical examination, laboratory studies, imaging, psychological
or neuropsychological testing, or other assessments may also be included. The psychiatric evalua-
tion may occur in a variety of settings, including inpatient or outpatient psychiatric settings and
other medical settings. The evaluation is usually time intensive. The amount of time spent depends
on the complexity of the problem, the clinical setting, and the patient’s ability and willingness to
cooperate with the assessment. Several meetings with the patient (and family or others) over time
may be necessary. Psychiatrists may conduct other types of evaluations that have other goals (e.g.,
forensic evaluations) or that may be more focused and circumscribed than a psychiatric evaluation
as defined here. These guidelines are not intended to address such evaluations.

Panic attacks Discrete periods of sudden onset of intense fear or terror, often associated with feel-
ings of impending doom. During these attacks there are symptoms such as shortness of breath or
smothering sensations; palpitations, pounding heart, or accelerated heart rate; chest pain or dis-
comfort; choking; and fear of going crazy or losing control (American Psychiatric Association
2013c).

Personal/cultural beliefs Beliefs related to the patient’s personal/cultural characteristics and iden-
tity, including but not limited to his or her beliefs about age, ethnicity, gender, race, religion, and
sexuality.

Quantitative measures Clinician- or patient-administered tests or scales that provide a numerical
rating of features such as symptom severity, level of functioning, or quality of life and have been
shown to be valid and reliable.

Stressor Any emotional, physical, social, economic, or other factor that disrupts the normal physio-
logical, cognitive, emotional, or behavioral balance of an individual (American Psychiatric Associ-
ation 2013c).

Suicidal ideas Thoughts of serving as the agent of one’s own death.
Suicide attempt A nonfatal, self-directed, potentially injurious behavior with any intent to die as a

result of the behavior. A suicide attempt may or may not result in injury (Crosby et al. 2011). It may
be aborted by the individual or interrupted by another individual.

Suicide intent Subjective expectation and desire for a self-injurious act to end in death.
Suicide means The instrument or object used to engage in self-inflicted injurious behavior with any

intent to die as a result of the behavior.
Suicide method The mechanism used to engage in self-inflicted injurious behavior with any intent

to die as a result of the behavior.
Suicide plan Delineation of the method, means, time, place, or other details for engaging in self-

inflicted injurious behavior with any intent to die as a result of the behavior.
Suicide Death caused by self-directed injurious behavior with any intent to die as a result of the be-

havior (Crosby et al. 2011).
Therapeutic alliance A characteristic of the relationship between the patient and clinician that de-

scribes the sense of collaboration in pursuing therapeutic goals as well as the patient’s sense of at-
tachment to the clinician and perception of whether the clinician is helpful (Gabbard 2009).

Trauma history A history of events in the patient’s life with the potential to have been emotionally
traumatic, including but not limited to exposure to actual or threatened death, serious injury, ill-
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ness, or sexual violence. Exposure may occur through direct experience or by observing an event
in person or through technology (e.g., television, audio/video recording) or by learning of an event
that occurred to a close family member or close friend. Trauma could also include early adversity,
neglect, maltreatment, emotional abuse, physical abuse, or sexual abuse occurring in childhood;
exposure to natural or man-made disasters; exposure to combat situations; being a victim of a violent
crime; involvement in a serious motor vehicle accident; or having serious or painful or prolonged
medical experiences (e.g., intensive care unit stay).
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